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State of Minnesota     
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STATE OF MINNESOTA )
) SS

COUNTY OF ITASCA     )

Defendant LORAINE MAE LOWLING requests this frivolous case - which is: tampering, stalking, harassment, attempt and one of a series of hate crimes, to prevent 
standing and cause of action in Massachusetts, in violation of VAWA, FISA and UCC be ordered dismissed and all matters within be professionally immediately 
addressed and referred to Federal authorities for immediate remedy through: Declaration of National Emergency related to matters of technologies stalking, human 
trafficking and drug control/technologies; Immediate freeze of all funding and audit of all Department of Defense contractors; Immediately adapted protocols for 
prevention of Domestic Terrorism with removal of predators, in all environments, using Artificial Intelligence, PRISM and NSA environmental monitoring/recordings to
determine verbal/financial/psychological/physical/sexual/religious abuse; Immediate adaptation of: Emergency Protocol and Federal, State and Local Legislative Law 
to mitigate damages, circumvent further harm and rectify organized systemic dysfunction, seeded with narratives of legal fiction to execute as street plays, on Social 
Security Numbers and Birth Certificates within algorithms by The Department of Homeland Security and NYSE servers; Immediate review of all: Illegally collected 
income tax, fines, fees, surcharges on the poor, illegally created debts and Criminal, Drug and Family Court cases with immediately release and reentry of all non-
violent subjects and incarceration of diseased white collar criminals; Immediate termination of all chemically dependent bad actors and diseased/disordered subjects, 
with high-level access, within our automated systems, human services, HUD, banking, religion, medicine, insurance, law enforcement, DV and courts.

The State of Minnesota is aware:
1. Loraine is BEYOND ANNOYED at the INCOMPETENCE and CHILDISH BEHAVIOR DISPLAYED by the MEN AND WOMEN of MILITARY INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX in dealing 
with her ONGOING DOMESTIC TERRORISM CASE.
2. Loraine is DISGUSTED with the CLOSET HOMOSEXUALS who CONTINUE TO LIE about Loraine BECAUSE SHE WILL NOT BE ENJOINED IN TREASON or live/work with 
LUNATICS.
3. Loraine is NOT an angry, aggressive, dominant she is and ADULT. She is CALCULATING, EFFICIENT, and EFFECTIVE. She GETS THE JOB DONE.
4. Loraine is not a: WHORE, DRUGGIE, INCOMPETENT, LESBIAN, VIOLENT, ALCOHOLIC, THIEF, LIAR (but to the LIARS) nor is she a BAD MOTHER, LIBERAL, MENTAL 
SUBJECT, ACTIVIST, RADICAL or ANY other NEGATIVE LINE OF BS THESE SICK MEN KEEP WRITING INTO HER PROFILE and PUBLIC RECORDS as they COVERTLY ATTACK HER.
5. since this FEDERAL CASE, and the STATE OF OUR NATION, has become a THREE RING CIRCUS of RADIOACTIVE LUNATICS, and so ABSURDLY RIDICULOUS, Loraine has 
had to use LAYMEN’s TERMS and VERY POINTED LANGUAGE to get these SICK MEN to STRAIGHTEN THEIR ACTS UP. This is NOT who Loraine is. She is a funny, sarcastic, 
and a very RESERVED person, of FEW WORDS, and NEVER WISHED TO SAY or WRITE anything AT ALL.
6. Loraine will not be editing this document further for Itasca County and their $300 traffic ticket CREATED BY:s SPYING, LYING and STALKING and their FAKE 
RESTRAINING ORDERS created the SAME WAY.
7. Loraine has BETTER THINGS TO DO WITH HER TIME than be CONTINUOSLY PESTERED and IMPEDED by ANGRY, IGNORANT, HATEFUL, CONCIETED, RUDE, GUILTY, 
CONFUSED, SICK, DRUG ADDICTED, LYING, THIEVING, RAPISTS inside OUR GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS.
8. Loraine has dealt with this NONSENSE for 49 YEARS and it is GOING TO END TODAY.
9. Though Loraine is an EXPERT in the ENGLISH LANGUAGE, she will write this in PEDESTRIAN LANGUAGE, so it is VERY EASY for these SIMPLETONS who BELIEVE they 
are “ELITE” to UNDERSTAND.
10. there are no injured parties.
11. Loraine Mae Lowling is the Beneficiary and Grantor for LORAINE MAE LOWLING and not the DEBTOR or Trustee.
12. Loraine Mae Lowling has no legitimate debts and wishes none of the expenses of terrorism against the world, be collateralized against her: ship/vessel/person/living
man/body.
13. has not given any reason nor permission to: trespass, batter, ram, poison, rape, restrain, or detain her ship/vessel/person/living man/body in any manner (including 
by hidden technologies).
14. Loraine, a strong, independent, female with above average intelligence quotient, and substantial skillset, is intentionally being: vexed, oppressed, and 
underemployed to prevent her: rights, freedom, liberties, and safety, in hopes to enjoin her in the pyramid fraud schemes of these serial families, or cause imprisonment, 
or death (by any means simply because she will not be enjoined in treason and protects her daughters).
15. Loraine is very competent, able-bodied and works long hours every day, to the benefit of society, without compensation against her will.
16. Loraine is the state and she is not injured by driving her vehicle, taking photo evidences of the serial families illegally installed/unregistered surveillance equipment, 
and headquarters of hate groups (called “lodges”, “businesses” and “churches) that: stalk/traffic/launder money and taking pictures of the license plates of their vehicles 
(many of which are PAPER laid over a real plate disguising whom they really are). Many are wealthy criminals who are illegally in The United States of America (snuck in by
the GOP, PACs and BLACKMARKET CRIMINALS, White Nationalists, Koch Brothers et al).
17. Itasca County unlawfully practiced Interstate Commerce, without contract or signature, to traffic Loraine Mae Lowling into Grand Rapids, Minnesota, with intent to 
cause: ongoing harms, and continue conspiring to disable her: ship/vessel/living man/person/body financially, physically, and mentally because she won’t be fooled or 
exploited as: a sex/domestic/professional slave to a LESBIAN or CLOSETHOMOSEXUAL man who is: a subclinical psychopath, suffering DID, or violent, addicted to drugs 
and alcohol, or a closet homosexual/trafficker/fraud/pedophile or SOMOENE WHO CATERS TO THEM. 
18. these DISTURBED or SCARED DRUGGED MEN are the only types of characters the ALGORTHIM continually puts in her Loraine’s path. ITS NOT A COINCIDENCE. 
19. Loraine HAS REFUSED TO BE A: SHALLOW, PILL-POPPING, STEPFORD WIFE and WHORE, HOBNOBBING WITH CREEPY SHALLOW ELITES (WHO EAT PEOPLE AND SLEEP 
WITH EVERYTHING including BABIES), AND arrogantly TRASH TALK EVERYONE, when they ARE BLITHERING IDIOTS with NO CLUE how to survive in THE REAL WORLD thus 
are COMPLETE MORONS about POLITICS/NEEDED POLICY. SURE, JUST RUN AROUND MURDERING HOLISTIC HEALERS and EPA workers (who DO THEIR JOBS) to ensure we 
DON’T ALL GO MAD IN OUR OWN WASTES... YEP, TOTALLY RESPONSIBLE. YOURE SO “ELITE” … PUKE. YEAH, just INFECT EVERYONE THAT KNOWS WHAT YOU ARE…
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20. Loraine has REJECTED hanging out in the CIRCLES OF WEALTH SHE GREW UP IN ALL HER LIFE AS WELL. Loraine would have married Craig Husar the MILLION times he
asked if that was not HER STANCE and Scott was not ALWAYS THREATENING TO MURDER HIM. 
21. If HEALTHY EDUCATED, wealthy people wanna GET REAL with this BULLSHIT, and hang out and BE PRODUCTIVE, that is cool, BUT I WILL NOT TOLERATE: IGNORANCE,
RACISM, HATE, GREED, SEXUAL DEVIANTS, CANNIBALS and SUBCLINICAL PSYCHOPATHS or CLONES around me, or ANYONE MEDDLING IN MY LIFE, trying to NEGATIVELY 
CONTROL me for their own gains, and SETTING ME UP or PESTERING and ANNOYING ME all the time... LIKE STACY. SHES LIKE HERPES. WHEN DOES THAT CRAZY BITCH GO 
THE HELL AWAY and STFU?
22. it part of the United States of America and the ACT of 1871 is not applicable to Treaty Lands - which have no jurisdictions - and thus, is not legal to practice 
Druid/Jewish/German/British/Religious CULTure, Poor Law, Napoleonic Code, Canon Law, or: stalking, capturing, battering, enslaving & writing/releasing legal fiction 
about/to any citizen or public servant, on behalf of foreign enemies, and these are WAR CRIMES in The United States of America.
23. Loraine is a victim of unspeakable abuse, every form of fraud, torture, and atrocities have been committed against her, and her children, in other states, where the 
SERIAL families also run the entire military industrial complex, committing similar frauds and abuses. This is known to the entities directing this court, and community.
24. serial families continue to: deceive, “classify” and redact/destroy/hide facts, the accounts of domestic terrorism against Loraine and her children - in protection of 
themselves, and their ongoing organized crimes.
25. this citation is, in itself, treason and a hate crime, and it is based upon nonsense & legal fiction derived of: drug addicted, terrorist, racist, woman-hating, church 
committee, men’s movement, closet homosexual, stalking, NASTY, pedophiles who’ve been: buying metadata illegally, stalking/hacking devices, hacking WIFI / Ethernet 
connections, issuing malware & DOS attacks, logging into accounts, impersonating/monitoring/interfering via VOIP/IMSI, scraping and spying with StingRays, watching 
CCTV via S.A.T.A.N., Prism, Upstream, and Sofia upholding: nonsense Napoleonic Code, Machiavellian Power; practicing: Poor Law, Partus Sequitur Ventrem, and Canon 
Law - that are all illegal in the United States of America – and this is torturous interference to impede and control Loraine’s: life, liberty and pursuit of happiness.
26. Loraine’s prickly path was organized via ubiquitous quantum computing, since prior to conception and birth to TEMPORALLY DEAD VESSELS who are VIOLENT, 
PSYCHOTIC and CAN NOT LOVE, so LORI went ELSEWHERE where she WAS SAFE because she has HEALTHY NATURAL INSTINCTS and hidden technologies via Allen Bradley 
Rockwell Automation have been used ALL Loraine’s life to cause her EXTREME pain, many losses, and PISS HER OFF continually trying to turn her into a MANCHURIAN 
CANDIDATE, DANCING SINGING PUPPET, POLITICIAN, LAWYER and YADA YAD YADA. They PRETEND its NATURAL. It is BS. It is all a TRAP. THEY HATE WOMEN. (PROBABLY 
SOME CIA EUGENICS PROJECT: NORTHWOODS, MONARCH, BLUEBIRD, ARTICHOKE or OPERATION PAPERCLIP which, if you grew up in NAZIVILLE WISCONSIN, YOU WOULD
KNOW were never shutdown and are VERY REAL). EVERYONE IS A WASTEOID, DRUGGIE, MINDLESS, PLASTIC, EVIL, TWO-FACED, DOUBLE TALKING, SEX MANIAC and a 
DRUNNNNNK because of DIRECTOR MUELLERS IRRESPONSIBLE LUNATIC STALKING FAMILY. 
27. Loraine has been continually monitored 247365 every minute of her life with her path being adapted, by men of the: CIA, NSA, NASA, DARPA, DOD, Homeland 
Security, KKK, FIFA, NAMBLA and etc. conspiring and WARRING from within the World Relief Organization and their Meeting Place/Headquarters, at Elmbrook Church, on 
Barker Road in Brookfield, Wisconsin over Loraine’s SURVIVAL.
28. the men of NAMBLA have covertly harassed Loraine since she moved into Waukesha County and lived on Linden Lane in the Town of Brookfield. They have displayed
the use of weather modification systems to influence Loraine’s path and behavior as far back as her home on 59th Street in Milwaukee, Wisconsin when she was goofing 
around with friends pretending to do a séance and they bent an old oak tree nearly parallel with the ground, on a still day, when Loraine asked the “spirit of Jim Morrison”
if he could hear her. Sending all the children in the circle screaming and running in terror. Not a leaf moved on any other plant. There are many more occurrences of the 
application of weather modification being used to persuade Loraine that I will not bother to mention beyond them BLOWING Loraine’s house down with a MICROBURST 
before she moved in.
29. Loraine and Craig Husar have joked, since they were children, that they obey the law because they don’t want to be victims of spontaneous combustion, because 
they have always both known about the hidden technologies, and just try to work around all the nonsense and games of the diseased, who like to mock and try to force 
their unnatural will on everyone.
30. Loraine is not a “activist” nor a “watchdog” and does not care what anyone does or believes, if they are not messing with Loraine (or people she cares about) or 
entangling Loraine in nonsense; robbing her; lying and defaming her; and trying to entrap her in treason or fraud; or make her work free; having her be harassed by 
druggies, psychopaths and morons; and generally making her life miserable and uncomfortable, at all times, to pester and annoy her to do their bidding. 
31. Loraine has always rejected the spotlight and fame, though she knows thousands of people, and her name/policy is well known. Loraine fears having her image 
developed, of her good character, rising to power, and what seems to be the typical scenario occurs: these money grubbing creeps will covertly dose the target, and 
overthrow their mind and have them fool the crowds, but sign bad policy. Those in power seem to have other ways to control, don’t they? How many of them are 
SYNTHETIC? 
32. Loraine’s fraud husband Christopher has babbled about conspiracy theories nonstop since he was a teen, his father shared elevated level information with him 
foolishly, and they used DEWS and all the little tricks continuously without being put in check. I decided I was not going to die without telling my story and just waited and 
waited for SANE Federal Agents or POLICE to pick up what THE NSA has COLLECTED EVERY DAMN DAY of my LIFE. I told him repeatedly that I do not care, what THE 
JOHNSONS DO, if my life is okay, and they remove him from it, make it GOOD, and LEAVE ME THE HELL ALONE and LET ME EARN GOOD INCOME and RETIRE 
COMFORTABLY. I told him repeatedly to stop talking about his childhood abuse to my children, I did not know he was molesting them. I had a hunch but was in too much 
danger to address it knowing my youngest child Chloe needed to be 14 to survive a separation and that was the only way I would survive his “HOLD HER HOSTAGE, LIE and
SPY, ROB HER, IMPERSONATE and DEFAME HER, then STALK her and KILL HER WITH CANCER PLAN”. Boring, watched it SO MANY times. SUPER STUPID to try it WITH ME.
33. these SERIAL families of MIXED BREED HUMAN PREDATORS have committed acts of terrorism and fraud against Loraine nonstop through: PRISM, SOFIA, CERN. 
HAARP, S.A.T.A.N. all her life.
34. John P Dimich is not an agent of LORAINE MAE LOWLING nor Loraine Mae Lowling and is not the state, which is Loraine Mae Lowling. 
35. no contract was drafted, nor agreed upon.
36. Loraine requests the court require John P Dimich to present contracts with LORAINE MAE LOWLING, signed by Loraine Mae Lowling.
37. Loraine is not filing any claim or complaint against LORAINE MAE LOWLING, the State, currently.
38. John P Dimich has no license to practice law in any state, and only has a Bar Card, issued in another country, and not valid on Treaty Lands.
39. John P Dimich cannot give any evidentiary proof that he may represent the state, and any licenses (which are known do not exist). If he cannot this action is invalid.
40. Loraine is a Domestic Violence Advocate dealing with matters of high-tech security and illegal surveillance/privacy violations, lobbying for legislation and prosecution
of organizing men’s groups participating in illegal trafficking of all types and John P Dimich is personally involved in many frauds, by use of technology and surveillances of 
the McDaniels and Olson Families, this is why he directed these men to spy & try to find any way to begin criminalizing Loraine in State of Minnesota and causing 
expenses, annoyances, and preventing peaceful enjoyment and private employment by interfering with WIFI and initiating DDOS attacks via WIFI and hardwire ethernet 
connection provided through Mediacom within the residence Gary McIlwain owns on SE 10th Street and he has conspired and told tremendous lies to the courts and 
public about Loraine and others due to his allegiance to this criminal network through the fake ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS groups where they actually ORGANIZE CRIMES. 
41. Gary is a substance abuser and former drug dealer in the community that hasn’t been prosecuted because he continues providing services in these nefarious 
operations and he’s keeping a woman in distress by psychologically and financially abusing and threatening her physical safety and is not credible nor competent to own 
or operate safe housing for anyone due to his untreated mental disorders and cooperation in: spying, spreading rumors and hatred, for control with other: diseased, lying,
drug addicted, abusive men in the community, in the background of this court, and all “elite” families. 
42. Gary is known to target and rent to known criminals to vex and fabricate cases.
43. the ongoing scam at 401 SE 10th Street was on behalves of: John P Dimich, Rick Brohman, Joel Lamonte McDaniel and conspiring “Good Ole Boy” Gary McIlwain who 
began: defaming and harassing and trying to continuously: annoy, covertly threaten and engage with Lori Erjavec and Loraine for information about themselves, and 
others (to use against others for control of them as well) which is: interference with quiet enjoyment, labor law violations, criminal defamation, terrorism and trafficking.
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a. Gary McIlwaine and his male associates spied, via many technologies, on all residents at 401 SE 10th Street, Grand Rapids, MN 55744, shared 
information, and interfered WIFI, ethernet and WIFI connections, Satellite, CCTV, Prism, LICENSE PLATES, communications and incomes of all tenants illegally 
wiretapping: internet connections, internet accounts, social media accounts, land lines and cell phones and in-building surveillance trying to:

a.i. Exploit for free services/goods:
a.i.1. Loraine’s time: Journaling incidents/events (against her will) when she needed to earn income to pay bills and capturing evidences for self-protection and 
protection of: daughter, friends, and clients.
a.i.2. Properties given away in move.

a.ii. Prevent communications with Loraine’s: clients, business partner and friends & family: Chloe Abigail Kwiat; Timothy James Mulhall; Jeffrey Scott Riemer; Paul 
Lipsky; Russell Maximillian Townsend; and Roger Coy Mami.

a.iii. Cause:
a.iii.1. Loss of quiet enjoyment;
a.iii.2. Unplanned expenses and debt;
a.iii.3. Loss of sleep;
a.iii.4. Mental and physical distress and duress;
a.iii.5. Delay/inability to prepare documents for court having to repeatedly move office;
a.iii.6. Involvement with negative characters:
a.iii.6.a. Chad Rasmussen, Sheriff, Social Services, Justin Gambil, Joan, Missy, James, Missy, Eli’s uncle (Amy McDaniel’s friend), Eli, Alyson Carmody, Derrick Palava, 
Chuck, Georgie, Derricks niece.
a.iii.7. Attempt to fabricate fraud reports to:
a.iii.7.a. Fabricate criminal cases, tickets, false witnesses, and misprision felony;
a.iii.7.b. Medically kidnap;
a.i.1. Create billings for detention by fraud;
a.i.2. Commit malpractice:
a.i.2.a. Libel;
a.i.2.b. Fraud Diagnosis;
a.i.2.c. Fraud Federal billing.
a.i.3. Force services:
a.i.4. Libel;
a.i.5. Medical Battery;
a.i.6. Poison;
a.i.7. Harass;
a.i.8. Illegally detain;
a.i.9. Commit larceny;
a.i.10. Commit medical malpractice.
a.iii.8. Displacement, to force investigation of the Grace House, and planned involvement with: Lori Erjavec, Chad Rasmussen, Joan, Missy, Jessica, Jess, Nadlie 
Morgan, James, Eli, Ann (Duck Lake), Alyson Carmody (Buck Lake), Derrick Palava (Buck Lake), Cody and Jim.
44. Gary McIlwain is a mental subject and violent covert narcissist and criminal and conspiring against tenants with this subversive organization.
45. Gary McIlwain has lied to the court to obtain a restraining order to prevent civil action and try to force Loraine into homelessness and destitution and try to force 
prostitution.
46. Gary McIlwain cooperates in receiving reports on tenants from parties surveilling private communications through Mediacom, carriers, Facebook data, and 
Facebook accounts themselves.
47. Gary McIlwain’s: harassment, defamation, false reports, false claims, lies and interactions, and comings and goings during trouble in the building are indicators that 
he is: on drugs, mentally ill and conspiring in organized hate crimes and abused Loraine through the courts in cooperation with sick officers and he in need of psychiatric 
services and detoxification.
48. Loraine texted to Gary McIlwain who claims he is “smarter than you [Loraine],” that she knows he conspires and has arranged all this ongoing nonsense and was 
trying to manipulate for Loraine’s attention nonstop since she moved in.
49. Loraine uses these schemes to continue her research though she declared she was done on Facebook and to Gary McIlwain in August when the Mapping Trafficking 
report was published by the University of Minnesota on August 07, 2017. She fooled Gary by telling him and Amy she was moving to Madison, Wisconsin to bait him to 
relay that information to the good ole boys for them to prep the area while federal agents and police in many states watched.
50. ***Gary McIlwain was hoping to steal Loraine’s vehicle in this manner and that can be confirmed by looking at communications. Loraine has towing with her 
insurance and disappointed these men by waiting and letting them make their own plans that Federal agents could capture, then towing it to have the brakes bled, and 
driving off into the sunset with her finger in the air. #TheGame.
51. Gary McIlwain has caused Loraine grief and many expenses and loss of income and wasted a large amount of Loraine’s time. Loraine is pressing charges and advises 
the civil case to be reviewed at length for the diseased behaviors and additional charges be drawn for his ongoing criminal behavior, and covert threats, and that Federal 
agents collect all his communications to prosecute using someone other than the complicit local officers and John P Dimich whom Loraine is also pressing charges against.
52. Gary McIlwain manipulated mentally disordered women to: surveil, defame, threaten, harass, annoy, distract, pester, spy, and collect info on targets Lori Erjavec 
and Loraine at SE 10th Street units 305 & 306, Grand Rapids, MN 55744, and other targets and each other.
53. feudalism is being practiced in the United States of America and human vessels/ships/persons/living men designed through covert technologies (including 
Epidemiology tracked by Biometrics which includes “Facial Recognition” which is always running through our smartphones and many other common devices and 
surveillance technologies, including Facebook) and epidemiological “research” subjects giving birth (to like) within “Hospitals” are incompetent and fooled into allowing 
their offspring to be intentionally handicapped by electronic or physical manipulations and by injection of tracking chips, other implants, biotoxins or neurotoxins at birth.
54. interspecies conflict between these bloodlines, who are subclinical psychopaths by nature, and Loraine’s ancestors, has gone on as far back as the civilizations of 
ancient Mesopotamia particularly: Sumer, Akkad, Assyria and Babylonia between circa 3500 BC and 400 AD where the worship of forces of nature as providers of 
sustenance was prominent and Syriac Christianity began.
55. Loraine is a victim of religious and political targeting, sex trafficking, and unethical medical testing has been done using technologies on undiagnosed Nephilim 
bloodline categorized as ”subclinical psychopaths” who are known to be: “self-medicating”, drug controlled/mental subjects, who have bothered Loraine, by design, all 
her life including: James Phillip Lowling, Rosanne Lowling, Bradford McKendry, Gary Paul Kwiatkowski Kwiat Christopher Scott Kwiatkowski Kwiat, Stacy Marie Lowling 
Walenta, Mickey McHale, Kim Rennie, Terri Davis, Julie Mueller, Todd Youngbauer, Tom Manser, John-David Morgan, Todd Dineen, Jim Demers, Ed Waskiewwicz, Alex 
Puyol, Richard Horowicz, Steven Haskell, Pieta King, Richard Martin, Lt Chad Mueller, Thor Templin, Mary Brecha, Jordan Haskell, Dennis Riemer, Ellen Kay Reimer, Jamie 
Lynn Gertsch, Jerald H Gates, Marjorie Jane Pratt Townsend (RUSSELL), Matthew Porter, Beth Mueller, Matthew Harper, Louis Lang, John P Dimich, Rick Brohman, Joel 
McDaniel, Amy McDaniel, Charlene Nelson, Gary McIlwain, Barb, Chad Rasmussen, Joan, Alyson Carmody and many more which had been given to the Grand Rapids 
Police in 2015 and MANY jurisdictions prior and since. Yet, these men continue wasting Loraine’s time because they are: obsessed, vindictive, lying psychopaths...
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56. due to The Patriot Act, bulk data collection, PRISM and UPSTREAM, it is impossible to remain untracked in The United States of America, and Statesmen and 
Congress, sworn to the occult, refuse to adapt laws to address digital surveillance and fundamental privacy protections for consumers because they profit and control the 
populous with this hidden technology and information and the majority are: subclinical psychopaths, relatives of genetically mutated and diseased hybrid bloodlines, 
incapable of emotion about their behavior.
57. that highly advanced hidden technologies and machines have been drawn in hieroglyphs and mentioned by scribes dating back to times long before Christ, and all 
knowledge and access to what is currently being used and is available is kept secret among the elite hybrids while keeping all privileges of use to themselves to aid their 
unfair competition against other species, they control unnaturally, to hoard resources and avoid working. Today’s laser internet services being one of these technologies, 
not offered to citizens, to gain unfair speed advantages in business and undetected access to devices not even linked to any internet connection. The Antikythera 
mechanism, a Greek analog computer, discovered on May 17, 1902 by archaeologist Valerious Stais, dates between 205 BC to 60 BC is proof we have not recently just 
developed machines. These are surely not the only technologies and machines which are undisclosed and controlled by the following bloodlines who are ancestors of the 
“Fallen One.”
58. the report “Mapping Sex Trafficking in Minnesota” published on August 07, 2017 details that the buyers creating to demand from lower level sex traffickers are 
white professionals and therefore these men are targeting Loraine as her survival and research (of those who stalk, harass, rob and defame her with lies to fabricate 
actions) exposes exactly who they are and what is wrong with them and law enforcement has all their license plates in a new criminal matrix with the “pedogate” and 
“opioid crisis” civil rights violations investigations currently in effect through the DOJ in Springfield, Massachusetts. The University of Minnesota has PROVEN the 
CUSTOMERS CREATING THE DEMAND are WHITE PROFESSIONAL MALES within the CRIMINAL JUSTICE, CHURCH, INSURANCE, SCHOOL, BANK, MEDICAL ETC SYSTEM and 
THUS are TAMPERING in preventing PROSECUTIONS of THEMSELVES for: TREASON, RACKETEERING, TERRORISM etc.
59. that human / sex trafficking is an integral part of all the crimes, and fraud being committed, from within the military industrial complex via those in the criminal 
justice system, by: judges, lawyers, and law enforcement.
60. it is illegal for officers to violate FISA Sec. 702 and surveil, harass, trail or otherwise interfere with Loraine’s performance, income, quiet enjoyment, or right to Life, 
Liberty and the pursuit of happiness using PRISM, UPSTREAM, SOFIA, S.A.T.A.N., Facebook or any other methodology to fabricate charges or false diagnosis or trespass, 
batter, ram or board her vessel.
61. officers have made an oath to uphold The Constitution of the United States of America, but are forcefully enjoined, while in duress as vulnerable adults suffering 
traumatic and toxic stress, by design of the SERIAL FAMILY, in a subversive communist organization, along with all other members of the court, and all parties who were 
incompetent at the time they were enjoined in the coup holding our nation as prisoners of war electronically via Satellite systems and cell phones towers and etc..
62. Loraine, at great pain, trouble and expense, in has never made such errors to be enjoined, in trade for false security, power and a living wage, and unlike all agents 
here who hex Loraine and pretend they are officials presiding over her, she is not: an accessory to treason, mutiny, conspiracy, racketeering, human trafficking, wrongful 
enslavement, medical battery, or any other crimes and security act infringements.
63. ancestors are lying about Loraine in continuous form, including her blood type, which they claim is A (Rh) positive, however Loraine has always experienced the 
same: abilities, keen perceptions, electromagnetic phenomenon, and characteristics of persons with A (Rh) Negative blood.
64. is aware that monarchs and serial families are a different hybrid species that stalk Loraine and conspire against Loraine, on the battlefield, using illegally obtained 
metadata collected live through Facebook and other apps, through a multitude of other techniques and malware, and through the “back doors” in all devices. *The list of 
technologies similar or used is attached as an addendum.
65. the mixed breed hominids robbed the Federal Reserve and are a coup of diseased and disordered creatures who continue: oppressing, defaming, raping, framing, 
eating, robbing, stalking, harassing, harvesting, and farming the citizens in the United States of America, lying about Loraine, are relatives of Nephilim from the Book of 
Enoch and casually classify themselves as “subclinical psychopaths” and keep this from all record.
66. Loraine is healthy beyond intentionally caused injuries by terrorists medically kidnapping her, committing malpractice and malfeasances in other states and 
commonwealths.
67. Loraine eats well and is not anti-social, abusive nor violent by nature.
68. Loraine is not chemically dependent or on any street or systemic medication/drugs.
69. Loraine is: balanced, stable, fit, competent, credible, and intelligent.
70. Loraine does not suffer any chemical imbalances and has no record of past: mood swings, alter switching, physical or verbal abuse, or disorder.
71. Loraine is a very hard worker, resilient and adapts very quickly to all continual environmental changes.
72. Loraine displays no criminal behavior and does not use knowledge of the behavior of others for personal gain, beyond her own liberty, freedom, and self-defense.
73. Loraine is capable and articulate of performing non-physical labor at elevated levels of the marketplace with an extraordinary skillset and ability to skillfully manage 
dangerous and challenging political and ideological issues of public policy while healing victims and making recoveries of human capital and real property assets.
74. Loraine is the state and recognizes Loraine and her daughters are victims of unspeakable offenses.
75. Loraine is not legally married, nor divorced from the fraud marriage in Wisconsin nor Massachusetts due to many ongoing frauds. The Divorce is fraud due to the 
fact her name on the marriage certificate does not match the name on the Divorce Decree (which was never a legal name) and the fact that the decree was obtained by 
default through torture, fiction, crimes, many torts, and violations of Loraine’s rights, to soil and impede Loraine’s life, thus causing her to flea for safety. She has since 
been continually targeted and illegally interfered with, tortured, robbed, libeled, slandered, harassed, followed and in all ways violated in her: homes, workplaces, 
vehicles, and in public (using many covert technologies and manipulations of law, denial of equal protections, tampering, destruction of evidences, refusal to collect 
evidences).
76. Loraine endured years of mysterious symptoms, false diagnosis’s and that an internal battle within the system rages today over her survival and independence.
77. after an extensive line of testing and medical treatments, Loraine’s doctor Theresa Klitch-Nowak suggested that Loraine was "being poisoned", noted “TOXICOLOGY”
on her medical report, and recommended Loraine avoid returning to any environment where Christopher had control.
78. Loraine’s doctor Theresa Klitch-Nowak also suggested: “The system is trying to kill you and I don’t know why.” Then said, “I have a daughter.” giving Loraine a 
terrified look of seriousness.
79. conspired to used law enforcement personnel accessed driver information of more multiple relative individual parties to Docket 31-FA-12-1420 through the Driver 
and Vehicle Services (DVS) and that law enforcement personnel have used CIBRS in ways that statutes do not allow.
80. conspired to: illegally surveil (violating FISA SEC 702) by collecting information from electronic devices, beginning as early as the spring of 2015, and continuing until 
date of incident on 09/05/2017, causing officer controlled by illegal substances, to be deployed to find any excuse to detain Loraine due to personal, ideological and 
political beliefs, while driving her vehicle, taking photos of local businesses, and homes of potential conspirators to force the: duress,  distress, impound, custody, sale, 
trade, or foreclosure of properties of interest relative to Docket 31-FA-12-1420, and Dockets in other states generated by the same frauds. This is abuse under color of law
and domestic terrorism of these same serial bloodline families running these courts. These predators and investors in Big Pharm stalk everything in relations to the names 
of Loraine and her daughter Brittani.
81. Brittani Ellen Lowling Forler is a vulnerable adult, and survivor / trauma victim of child sexual abuse, and sex trafficking in many jurisdictions (being intentionally 
made to appear incompetent) by fraud use of sublime technologies via injections of biotoxins with vaccinations at birth at St Mary’s Hospital Madison, Wisconsin and 
additionally possible illegal implants during (unnecessary) childhood surgical procedure performed at Elmbrook Hospital in Brookfield, Wisconsin (teeth), and Community 
Memorial Hospital Washington County, Wisconsin – and east German settlement of Nazi scientists brought over from Germany after WWII to continue unethical 
experimentation on humans (ears – beeping to after Myringotomy surgery caused by Roseann Lowling of Oconomowoc, Wi and Chandler, Arizona - known pedophile, 
covert narcissist, Munchausen syndrome by proxy, violent predator to children, unprosecuted – used by high members to harm children - repeatedly puncturing eardrums
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with sharp object – bleeding upon return from visits – Beeping to condition/control induce behavior and thought since: mood, sexual identification gender confusion, 
sleep, rage, confusion, memory blanking, random recurring and timed trauma memories). RHETTS? MILD.
82. the USA is an Oligarchy, not a Democracy, where the wealthy “elite” TRAITORS realize SOCIALISM and all others are controlled by COMMUNIST FACTIONS of CHINA 
and GERMANY under the ROYAL CROWN and WORLD BANK.
83. that the District of Columbia (formerly known as Rome, Maryland) is not the United States of America and is owned by the Roman Vatican and not part of the United
States of America. Any Legislation written in the District of Columbia does not apply to Treaty Lands nor do any state or local ordinances written by these families.
84. that Canon (Canaan) Law is not legal in the United States of America.
85. that Napoleonic Code is hate doctrine and not legal in the United States of America yet permits the operation of NUMEROUS TERRORIST WHITE SUPREMACIST 
FACTIONS and EMPLOYS THEIR DANGEROUS and MENTALLY DISORDERED MEMBERS (illegally preventing accurate diagnosis and equal protections to abuse TRAFFICKING 
victims and denies treatment of the diseased men) because the SERIAL FAMILIES profit from this CULTURE OF BATTERY and are the “MILITARY INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX” 
which INCLUDES THE INTERLOCKING SYTEMS: of LAW ENFORCEMENT, BANKS, STOCK MARKET, COURTS, SCHOOLS, WESTERN MEDICINE, INSURORS, CHURCHES and 
EMPLOYERS on each “FARM” and trade information about DEFECTORS who wish not be BRAIN DAMAGED, POISONED, RAPED, ZAPPED, BRAINWASHED or otherwise 
PARTICIPATE IN CONTROL, through LYING/HARASSING TERRORISM OF OTHERS in their social networks…
86. the fictitious stories of Mary and Jesus Christ in the Bible(s) and imagery/statuary of baby and mother representing Christianity is a “rebranding” of Semiramis and 
infant Nimrod first mentioned in the Table of Nations and repeated in the First Book of Chronicles 1:10 and in the Book of Micah 5:6, Gen 10:10. Semiramis is referred to
as both his mother and his wife, leading to belief he married his mother. Other accounts claim she was a prostitute he met and not his mother. Semiramis claimed a beam
of light impregnated her with Tammuz. (Vrillion?) I, personally, believe the infant is Tammuz. Semiramis promoted worship of the ‘heavenly host,” the army of fallen 
angels. Nimrod led the construction of the Tower of Babel in the land of Shinar. Judaic sources assert that Nimrod is king Amraphel. Nimrod was the leader of the 
Hamites and means 'rebel' in Hebrew. The Book of Jubilees, or Book of Division, found with the Dead Sea Scrolls in earthenware vessels buried in the ancient Jewish 
custom of Genizah. The books and scrolls discovered between 1946-56 by Bedouin shepherds and a team of archaeologists mentions the name "Nebrod" (Greek for 
Nimrod). Nimrod’s birthday is celebrated December 25th. In Egyptian times the infant is Horus (Ra – Pineal Gland) and the mother is Isis where the resurrected King and 
son of Horus is Osiris. Isis was consort to Osiris. The story of the body of Osiris and Nimord being torn to pieces and the phallus worship recurs as well. Osiris’ son Horus 
(Ra) avenged the murder by Osiris’ by his brother Seth (Set) and became the new king of Egypt. These twists and rebranding, to confuse the temporally dead slaves, are 
intentional and ongoing as we know Kane killed Able (for raping him just like the other two) and went on walkabout with his cousin to have sex with a female, for the first 
time. These cults and the rebranding, of silly stories, to hide pedophilia, sodomy, male on male sex, and brothers raping brothers for control is ridiculous.
87. Itasca County is trying to hex and exploit Loraine based on mistaken identity and the malicious political assassination and defamation campaign (now mostly 
retracted) of Stacy Marie Lowling Walenta and conspirators in Massachusetts and Wisconsin, as Loraine works through the system to: disprove and discredit all negative 
actors.
88. LORAINE MAE LOWLING will be sending invoice to: The State of Minnesota, Itasca County and St. Louis County for all forced services provided against Loraine’s 
will.
89. Loraine not being a criminal, nor “unclean” (insane), refuses to be fearful or hide in her own country, or her own home, no matter what they do, write, or say. 
90. Loraine is a fit, capable, living man standing firmly on the battlefield. 
91. Loraine is very knowledgeable, enlightened, and annoyed at the ongoing: mockery, taunting, exploits, battery, larceny, vandalism, defamation, setups, organized
stalking, torture, terrorism, and unchecked sexual harassment of these men’s hate groups within our systems. 
92. Loraine is not confused, “crazy,” “delusional,” “paranoid” nor “Lost at Sea.”
93. Loraine has her name “LORI” right on the back of her car and is NEVER gonna remove it, to prove her point in principle, and force law enforcement to do their jobs 
protecting her from predators. 
94. Loraine has been in active in public, in plain view of CCTV, the entire course of this Federal sting operation.
95. Loraine is used as a counterintelligence spy, bait, journalist, & informant (and filled many added roles), against her knowledge and will, without choice. According 
to former “Lt. Kevin von Bank,” some entity “voted” about Loraine’s “classified,” “federal” case. 
96. Loraine has extreme arthritis pain in her right hand due to all the: keyboarding, mobile device usage and hand writing, and needs medical services for these 
injuries.
97. Loraine needs rest from the stress of continually moving and engaging with predators and mental subjects, without a professional degree, license, or respected 
title.
98. Loraine needs her address and confidential information impounded with consideration to the type of research she does, and protections necessary to live a 
private life.
99. that Loraine defined this National Emergency and crisis in extensive writings to District Attorney David E Sullivan, Northampton, Massachusetts and US Attorney’s
office in Springfield, Massachusetts beginning in April of 2011.
100. Loraine is a “geek police officer” because there is no enforcement of law on the internet.
101. Loraine is doing her best to aid law enforcement, federal agents, veterans, active military, researchers, and civilians with: personal, mental, and physical health 
issues, and giving support in many areas such as: document preparation/delivery, writing, capturing images, breaking code, strategic planning, research, education, public 
relations, marketing / advertising and other services necessary. Please read between the lines and reference DOJ internal investigation of civil rights violations of the 
INFECTED, EXILED, PURITAN SETTLERS in Springfield, Massachusetts – which is GROUND ZERO for that CULT and the THEIR OPIOID INDUSTRY.
102. Loraine is a negotiator/guerilla marketer/spokesperson for Anonymous International - which is no longer a bunch of internet “trolls” formerly referred to as 
“flamers.” We geek police have taken over the mask as brand. Anonymous defends victims of terrorism. 
103. Antifa is: Neo Nazi / White Nationalist / BAMN / NAMBLA / Predators and continuously infiltrating and impersonating Anonymous in attempt to gather information 
about Anonymous and verbally attacking users. Those groups misrepresent themselves as ANON for: info from targets and try to soil the brand by verbally battering 
people online, behaving like the former botnet “chatterbox” profiles, and OSI (Organized Stalking Informers).
104. Loraine, being an Advocate, is dealing with sensitive crimes, and classified technologies, as well as performing many other services to the county.
105. Loraine is defending innocent people as BIG SISTER from cyber/biological/psychological warfare coming through social media, and LAW ENFORCEMENT FORCING 
THIS is not paying her, forcing free services which Loraine has not agreed to.
106. temporally dead mental subjects, within law enforcement, are remotely controlled via hidden technologies, programmed, and conditioned via alpha & beta waves, 
to continue rallying criminals to: cause harms, impede and DEFAME Loraine, and other victims she helps.
107. that Loraine is taking advantage, of the forced situations: compiling independent research and collecting forensic scientific evidences for her advanced standing 
and bachelor’s degree in Journalism; preparing her research for her Master’s Degree in Computer Software / IT / Applications Advertising and Abnormal Psychology / 
Artificial Intelligence / Social Media and her Doctorate in Neuroscientific study of Brain Mutations and Damage caused by: Eugenics/Epidemiological Tampering/Cross 
Breeding, GMO’s, Non-Kinetic Weapons, Electromagnetic Low Frequencies, Biotoxins, Microwaves and other Light and Sound Oscillations and relative Radical 
Extremism, Psychological Abuse, Sodomy, Cannibalism, Interfamilial Sexual Abuse, Human Trafficking, Fraud, Substance Abuse Disorder, Narcissism, Soldiers Disease, 
PTSD, DID, Schizophrenia, Bi-Polar Disorder and Munchausen Syndrome.
108. Itasca County did not disclose hidden contracts or offers to contract with LORAINE MAE LOWLING and Loraine Mae Lowling has not approved any contracts 
regarding her: living man/vessel/ship/person nor her corporation - which has been illegally surveilled since ungodly conception through eugenics and repeatedly robbed 
(“harvested”) for profits, intellectual services and properties, free forced service/labor, personal and business properties, offspring, land and vehicles, and being injured 
and forced to purchase their “services” where they: poison, infect and batter victims, sending the bill to the federal government, for services that would otherwise be 
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unnecessary, and are intentionally caused by intentionally designed/seeded systemic dysfunction, and made to appear as: malfeasances, “corruption” and  failures that 
are, in fact, covert & overt bullying and ignorance of: mentally manipulated temporally dead, drugged, mental subjects posing as public servants and civilians.
109. there is nowhere in the United States of America or online that is safe to report interfamilial sexual or financial abuse without being: stalked, further victimized, and 
terrorized.
110. there is no safe sheltering for victims of violence that NEPH & sick police are not running frauds within and this is all planned and organized.
111. there are no “safe” sheltering programs for professional women who do not suffer substance abuse problems or mental issues. These strong females are considered 
a threat to organizing men. They are often libeled as terrorists, and mental, and this is referred to as VICTIM BLAMING.
112. John Russell, one of 12 Puritan Settlers, were graduates from Oxford University exiled by King James for: their diseases and disorders (subclinical psychopaths) and 
their continual attempts for reform the Church of England with their radical beliefs of: pedophilia; closet homosexuality; murder; torture; slavery and abuse of: women, 
elderly, veterans, minorities, whistleblowers, scribes, scientists, musicians, creatives, and children to cause: dissociative identity disorder, narcissistic personality 
disorders, substance abuse disorders and to mask the SEEDED ALTERS, and cover or cause death after breeding or harvesting profits and labor.
113. the ancestors of the original “Puritan” settlers (including John Russell, b 1597, Ipswitch, England  – “Illuminati” serial family), who came to Cambridge, Massachusetts
in the early 1600’s on the British Royal Navy ship “Defense” (Cap. Babstock) with 11 other Oxford University Scholars are the “Deep State” or “Shadow Government” and 
control all: licensing, permits, deeds, court dockets, law enforcement orders, criminal investigations, state and federal agencies, education, employment, insurances and 
health care services of vessels/ships/persons/citizens by illegal surveillances (AKA: BIG BROTHER), and use Nazi technologies to stage street scenes using chemically 
dependent mental subjects suffering DID and positioned persons as “gatekeepers” to prevent justice, hide their criminal organization and operations and continue 
practicing partus sequitur ventrem on United States Citizens and chase victims of crime and violence from one FARM (jurisdiction) to the next by ILLEGAL INTERSTATE 
COMMERCE, and by using conspiring business incubators/subversive organizations known also as “churches”, “mosques”, “temples” and “charity organizations” to collect 
information to trade, further traumatize and rob/vandalize/drug/traffic/rape/keep/impregnate/injure or harass victims and feign they are “helping”.
114. the Puritans were religious radicals and their terrorism, mental disorders are most likely due to mutations, injuries and infection with the “plague” which is referred 
to in the bible, and diseases which are communicable, in multiple ways, due to their “unclean” ritualistic behaviors (causing: cannibalism, pedophilia, hatred of minorities 
and women, and consumption of feces, flesh, blood and urine), as well as, their training men with toxicology, directed energy weapons, psych Strat / Machiavellian power 
manipulation/verbal abuse/dishonesty etc...
115. John Russell sailed with the “Puritans” after sailing to Geneva to rewrite the Hebrew Bible to favor their terroristic beliefs and collective insanity due to disorder 
from mutations and communicable diseases related to their rites & rituals with the and the “Hadley” Bible circa 1599 (revised “Geneva” Bible 1557-1560 Geneva, 
Switzerland - Bound in London or Amsterdam), *** Geneva Convention.
116. John Russell was granted land in Hadley Massachusetts in 1603 and sailed to Cambridge with Irish slaves fooled in Bedford, Ireland by a Russell family relative who 
was granted that land at the same time.
117. that the King Phillips War, named after the descendent of John Russell, Phillip Russell who was not a king nor the King Phillip everyone believes its title is referring to.
During this war, which is ongoing, these Puritans slaughtered the Native Americans for their: land, women, children, and wild poppy on a murderous crusade across North
America with the Hadley Bible (Geneva Bible renamed). King James made it a felony to own these bibles. The crusading Puritans (AKA “Yanks”) are known to have stayed 
in Wheaton, Illinois and Manitowoc, Wisconsin infecting those areas and all they passed through.
118. the “Puritans” (Serial Russell Family) are “The Drug Dealers” and they are the largest importers of Opium in the world who are profiting from this epidemic opioid 
crisis and have used inter-locking governmental systems of the military industrial complex to commit and cover the fraud and calculated battery of the citizens of the 
United States of America into customers, murdering billions of people worldwide, in continuum, to cause the problems they are illegally profiting from today.
119. the Hadley is Bible was hidden in the Farm Museum on Rte. 9 in Hadley, Massachusetts by George Pratt a radical: Terrorist, Stalker, conspiring Human Trafficker and 
former Merchant Marine while he was busy managing all the molested girls fleeing their diseased fathers to explore lesbianism at Smith College, Northampton, 
Massachusetts because they didn’t trust men any longer. George Pratt’s trafficking ring is referred to as “Geo and is tagged on properties with slaves within being 
destroyed by the court systems by fraud.
120. the Freemasons and the Hadley Men’s Club were hiding the Hadley Bible because it was just a renamed “Geneva Bible” and the CULT from the First Church had 
crusaded across the Americas into Wheaton, Illinois and up to Manitowoc, Wisconsin, slaughtering natives for land, brainwashing and poisoning/infecting all with its word
virus and their physical viruses/biotoxins. It is the same bible King James made a felony to own and destroyed after revising it as the KJB (which is riddled with lies, hate of 
females, & errors causing diseased behavior in men).
121. the “Deep State” or “Shadow Government” is a subversive communist organization and coup who control all: deeds, licenses, degrees and positions with livable 
wages, and impoverish, torture and oppress all others through quantum computing and program disinformation and nonsense through: utilities, airwaves, 
communications, and media and broadcast hypnotic nonsense, teach nonsense and disinformation, abuse: those oppressed and made “poor”, handicapped, elderly, 
women, children and minorities to cover that they regularly commit treason, pyramid fraud/MLM, securities fraud, mutiny, money laundering, drug trafficking, other 
frauds, accessory, identity theft, larceny, stalking, malpractice, malfeasance, conspiracy, hate crimes, rape, batter, injure, wiretapping, computer crimes, 
cyberstalking/bullying trafficking, genocide, organ harvest/sale, sodomy, child abuse, molestation, adultery, cannibalism and a litany of other crimes creating 
ultrahazardous conditions for survival of targeted victims and humans on USA soil (coming and going undetected illegally) are as follows: House of Borja; House of 
Breakspeare; House of Somaglia; House of Orsini; House of Conti; House of Chigi; House of Colonna; House of Farnese; House of Medici; House of Gaetani; House of 
Pamphili; House of Este; House of Aldobrandini; The Astor Bloodline; The Bundy Bloodline; The Collins Bloodline; The DuPont Bloodline; The Freeman Bloodline; The 
Kennedy Bloodline; The Li Bloodline; The Onassis Bloodline; The Rockefeller Bloodline; The Rothschild Bloodline; The Van Duyn Bloodline; The Merovingian Bloodline; 
The Russell Bloodline: Rousselle, Roussell, Russell, Johnson, Johhnson, Johnsson, Johannsson, Jonson, Simon, Cooley, Clark, Clarke, Dickenson, Dickinson, Robinson, 
Williams, Chapman, Thomas, Thomas, Jacob, Nixon, Dixson, Hadley, Salem, Tilton, Eastman, Eastman, Marsh, Warren, Leary, Taylor, Tailor, Crafts, Parker, Leyden, Hawks, 
Atwater, Lamgull, Harbittle, Whaley, Goffe, Clap, Pepper, Wells, Lyndon, Gold, Allen, Bradley, Hanford, Smithe, Smith, Wheaton, Johns, Bayne, Dowse, Moore, Harvey, 
Gilbert, Arms, Adams, Keyes, Mosley, Frew, Jones, Foster, Field, Fields, Valentine, Harding, Bliss, Bullard, Mumorde, Mumford, Chappin, Banks, Fisher, Alexander, Ewing, 
Jenkins, Jenkens, Plumb, Pomeroy, Penny, Marsh, Fleming, Lyman, Trayser, Warner, Woodward, Dwight, Berry, Stanley, Haynes, Belden, King, Purchas, Holmes, Flynt, 
Collins, Mattoon, Graves, Keeny, Keeney, Wakeman, Hoar, Reckett, Goode, Forbes, Mann, Hopkins, Swan, Treitherne, Gingras, Church, Hibbard, Childs, Terry, Bates, 
Partridge, Howe, Abbott, Root, Pratt, Beardsley, Pierce, Stebbing, Cowan, Crow, Barbara, Cotton, Stockbridge, Belden, Nichols, Allis, Ford, Cyrus, Foote, Blodgett, 
Bradstreet, Holten, Harvey, Kellog, Billings, Dudley, Coleman, Ferguson, Fergusson, Brake, Meekins, Harmon, Skinner, Fellowes, Goss, Goodman, Ballard, Fitch, Osbourne, 
Buck, Hawkes, Jenkins, Rannley, Eraill, Krebs, Shaler, Biowell, Clap, Conathan, Willard, Kirk, Churchill, Montaque, Lakin, Howe, Kentfield Gaylord, and Gaylorde; 
The signatories of the Project for a New American Century (AKA PNAC, Agenda 21, NWO): Morton I. Abramowitz, Elliott Abrams, Gordon Adams, Ken Adelman, Urban 
Ahlin, Madeleine K. Albright, Richard V. Allen, Giuliano Amato, Mark A. Anderson, Uzi Arad, Richard Armitage, Anders Aslund, Ronald Asmus, Andrew Y. Au, Maureen 
Aung-Thwin, Nina Bang-Jensen, Gary Bauer, Rafael L. Bardaji, Roger Barnett, Carolyn Bartholomew, Wladyslaw Bartoszewski, Arnold Beichman, Peter Beinart, Jeffrey Bell, 
William J. Bennett, Jeffrey Bergner, Alvin Bernstein, Robert L. Bernstein, George Biddle, Joseph R. Biden, Carl Bildt, Daniel Blumenthal, John Bolton, Max Boot, Ellen Bork, 
Rudy Boshwitz, Pascal Bruckner, Mark Brzezinski, William F. Buckley, Jr., Reinhard Buetikofer, Janusz Bugajski, Jeb Bush, Michael Butler, Martin Butora, Stephen Cambone,
Daniele Capezzone, Per Carlsen, Gunilla Carlsson, Frank Carlucci, James W. Ceasar, Linda Chavez, Richard B. Cheney, Steven C. Clemons, Eliot A. Cohen, Seth Cropsey, 
Devon Gaffney Cross, Ivo H. Daalder, Massimo D'Alema, Helle Dale, Dennis DeConcini, Midge Decter, Pavol Demes, Larry Diamond, Peter Dimitrov, James Dobbins, Paula 
Dobriansky, Thomas Donnelly, Nicholas Eberstadt, Robert Edgar, Uffe Elleman-Jensen, David Epstein, Amitai Etzioni, David Fautua, Lee Feinstein, Edwin J. Feulner, Jr., 
Jeffrey L. Fiedler, Michele Flournoy, Steve Forbes, Hillel Fradkin, Aaron Friedberg, Francis Fukuyama, Frank Gaffney, Peter Galbraith, Timothy Garton Ash, Jeffrey Gedmin, 
Sam Gejdenson, Robert S. Gelbard, Reuel Marc Gerecht, Bronislaw Geremek, Carl Gershmann, Ginsberg, Andre Glucksmann, Lt.Gen. Buster Glosson (UASF, ret), Merle 
Goldman, Phillip Gordon, Daniel Goure, Karl-Theodor von und zu Guttenberg, Istvan Gyarmati, Morton H. Halperin, Pierre Hassner, Vaclav Havel, John Hefferman, Richard 
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C. Holbrooke, James R. Hooper, Charles Hill, Fred C. Ikle, Martin S. Indyk, Toomas Ilves, Bruce P. Jackson, Eli S. Jacobs, Michael Joyce, Donald Kagan, Frederick Kagan, 
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McCain; Gen. Barry McCaffery (Army, ret); Michael McFaul; Daniel McKivergan; Matteo Mecacci; Mark Medish; Edwin Meese III; Thomas O. Melia; Sarah E. Mendelson; 
Phil Meilinger; Michael Mertes; Ilir Meta; Adam Michnik; Derek Mitchell; Richard Morningstar; Ross H. Munro; Joshua Muravchik; Klaus Naumann; Wing C. Ng; Steven J. 
Nider; Dietmar Nietan; James C. O'Brien; Michael O'Hanlon; Janusz Onyszkiewicz; Mackubin Thomas Owens; Wayne Owens, Cem Ozdemir, Can Paker, Mark Palmer, 
Robert Pastor, Martin Peretz, Richard N. Perle, Ralph Peters, Friedbert Pflueger, Daniel Pipes, Danielle Pletka, Norman Podhoretz, John Edward Porter, Florentino Portero, 
Dan Quayle, Samantha F. Ravich, Janusz Reiter, Sophie Richardson, Peter W. Rodman, Alex Rondos, Donald Rumsfeld, Jacques Rupnik, Eberhard Sandschneider, Major 
Gen. Robert Scales (Army, ret),, Simon Serfaty, Stephen Sestanovich, John Shattuck, Sin-Ming Shaw, Abram Shulsky, Gary Smith, Martin Simecka, Radek Sikorski, Paul 
Simon, Stefano Silvestri, Abraham Sofaer, Henry Sokolski, Stephen Solarz, Helmut Sonnenfeldt, Leonard R. Sussman, John J. Sweeney, William Howard Taft IV, Dick 
Thornburgh, Gary Titley, John Tkacik, Helga Flores Trejo, Ed Turner, Ivan Vejvoda, Sasha Vondra, Michael Vickers, Arthur Waldron, Celeste Wallander, Malcolm Wallop, 
Barry Watts, James Webb, Vin Weber, Ruth Wedgwood, George Weigel, Caspar Weinberger, Kenneth Weinstein, Richard Weitz, Paul Weyrich, Leon Wieseltier, Chris 
Williams, Jennifer Windsor, Marshall Wittmann, Paul Wolfowitz, R. James Woolsey, Minky Worden, Larry Wortzel , Dov S. Zakheim, Robert Zoellick; 
Yeahs on H J RES 2: Abraham, Aderholt, Allen, Amodei, Arrington, Babin, Bacon, Banks (IN), Barletta, Barr, Barton, Bergman, Bilirakis, Bishop (MI), Bishop (UT), Black, 
Blackburn, Blum, Bost, Brady (TX), Brat, Bridenstine, Brooks (AL), Brooks (IN), Buchanan, Bucshon, Budd, Burgess, Byrne, Calvert, Carter (GA), Carter (TX), Chabot, Cheney, 
Coffman, Cole, Collins (GA), Collins (NY), Comer, Comstock, Conaway, Cook, Cooper, Costa, Costello (PA); Cramer; Crawford, Cuellar, Culberson,, Curtis, Davidson, Davis, 
Rodney, Denham; Dent; DeSantis; DesJarlais; Diaz-Balart, Donovan, Duffy, Duncan (SC), Duncan (TN), Dunn, Emmer, Estes (KS), Faso,Ferguson, Fitzpatrick, Fleischmann, 
Flores, Fortenberry, Foxx, Frelinghuysen, Gaetz, Gallagher, Garrett, Gianforte, Gibbs, Goodlatte, Gottheimer, Gowdy,, Granger,, Graves (GA),, Graves (LA),, Graves (MO), 
Griffith, Grothman, Guthrie, Handel,, Harper, Harris, Hartzler, Hensarling, Herrera Beutler, Hice, Jody B. Higgins (LA), Hill, Holding, Hollingsworth, Hudson, Huizenga, 
Hultgren, Hunter, Hurd, Issa, Jenkins (KS), Jenkins (WV), Johnson (LA), Johnson (OH), Johnson, Sam, Jones, Jordan, Joyce (OH), Katko, Kelly (MS), Kelly (PA), Kind, King (IA), 
King (NY), Kinzinger, Knight, Kustoff (TN), Labrador, LaHood, LaMalfa, Lamborn, Lance, Latta, Lewis (MN), LoBiondo, Long, Loudermilk, Love, Lucas, Luetkemeyer, 
MacArthur, Marchant, Marino, Marshall, Mast, McCarthy, McCaul, McClintock, McHenry, McKinley, McMorris Rodgers, McSally, Meadows, Meehan, Messer, Mitchell, 
Moolenaar, Mooney (WV), Mullin, Newhouse, Noem, Norman, Nunes, Olson, Palazzo, Palmer, Paulsen, Pearce, Perry, Peterson, Pittenger, Poe (TX), Poliquin, Posey, 
Ratcliffe, Reed, Reichert, Renacci, Roby, Roe (TN), Rogers (AL), Rogers (KY), Rohrabacher, Rokita, Rooney, Francis, Rooney, Thomas J, Ros-Lehtinen, Roskam, Ross, Rothfus,
Rouzer, Royce (CA), Russell, Rutherford, Sanford, Scalise, Schweikert, Scott, Austin, Sensenbrenner, Sessions, Shimkus, Shuster, Sinema, Smith (MO), Smith (NE), Smith 
(NJ), Smith (TX), Smucker, Stefanik, Stewart, Stivers, Taylor, Tenney, Thompson (PA), Thornberry, Trott, Turner, Upton, Valadao, Wagner, Walberg, Walden, Walker, 
Walorski, Walters, Mimi, Weber (TX), Webster (FL), Wenstrup, Westerman, Williams, Wilson (SC), Wittman, Womack, Woodall, Yoder, Yoho, Young (AK), Young (IA), 
Zeldin;
Invitees to the GENEVA CONVENTION, covertly controlled by mental subjects within multiple subversive organizations, closet gay men’s hate groups and religious hate 
groups otherwise known as Satanism or Occult such as: Baptist Church, Elmbrook Church Brookfield, Wisconsin; Holy Hill Church Slinger, Wisconsin, Gloria Dae Church, 
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin, First Baptist Church, Amherst, Massachusetts, Wesleyan Church, Battle Creek, Michigan; 7th Day Adventists and home church Shelburne 
Falls, Massachusetts; North Hadley Church, Hadley, Massachusetts; United Methodist Church, Grand Rapids, Minnesota; Jehovah’s Witnesses; Lutheran Church; Church 
of Satan; Ordo Templi Orientis; Temple of Set; Voodoo; Freemasonry; Knights Templar; Stoner Gangs - DND; POKEMONGO; World of Warcraft; AA; NRA; KKK; Nazis; White
Nationalists; Bavarian Soccer Club; National Socialists; Skull n Bones; Illuminati; Scientology; Unification Church; Cult of Ra; Mormonism; Islam; Orthodox Church; Roman 
Catholicism; NAMBLA; Papal Bloodlines; Jews; Druids; Wiccans; Catholic Charities; The Salvation Army.
122. that The Declaration of Independence states the all “men” are created equal and Genesis 5:2 of the King James Bible states God called both male and female 
“Mankind” and thus females are “Men” too and have inalienable rights under: God, The Constitution of the United States of America, protected under The Bill of 
Rights and Amendments, including the rights to Fair Hearing and Civil Redress of all matters.
123. it is all citizen’s (and Loraine’s) “duty,” per The Declaration of Independence, to throw off this community coup known as the “Deep State” / “Shadow 
Government” and “battlefield” has been declared on all US soil to do so within the NDAA.
124. the following group (and interrelated businesses and organizations) of serial families (inbred/interbred mixed breed “intraspecies” Nephilim), otherwise referred 
to as the “Deep State” or “Shadow Government”, designed and use all interlocking mechanisms of the military industrial complex to steal and use (illegally collected) 
US income tax dollars to fund and continue torture and slavery programs for covert control and commit and cover up their organized crimes and are destroying the 
planet due to negligence and humans fear of them.
125. it does not have: contract, authority, nor jurisdiction, over LORAINE MAE LOWLING, nor Loraine’s rights to liberty and freedoms to operate motorized vehicles on 
public roadways (with or without a license), as the Treaty of Paris insures Loraine is sovereign and protects her ship/person from: battery, trespassing and other harms 
and torts on US soil.
126. CLOSETHOMOSEXUAL PEDOPHILES who keep WOMEN (SODOMITES PHILISTINES NEPHILIM) have done this for THOUSANDS (if not millions) OF YEARS and keep 
changing their NAMES and POSITIONS within all of society.
127. Loraine knows the systemic fraud being used to harass her is coming from algorithms set into quantum servers using ubiquitous computing by the signatories of the 
Project for a New American Century and other men who are employed by the Monarchs who control the Oligarchy in the United States of America.
128. Loraine has a very high level of knowledge of how our electronic systems and helix grid operates and that she tests and debugs the towers & illegally set frequencies 
that cause auto accidents, finds enemy towers and equipment’s, test EMF and ELF fields, tests and debugs victims and the systems to defend victims.
129. Loraine is an exit counselor and works with trauma victims (including soldiers and police), specializes in men and Narcissistic Personality Disorder, Dissociative 
Identity Disorder, Munchausen Syndrome, detecting if Schizophrenia and Bi-Polar are being simulated by fraud, social media and electronics, and this is part of her 
masters and PHD studies, teaching the public about the acculturation process and false information that scramble the “ROM” of their brains to help them begin to care 
for themselves better, and understand how to remove themselves from the narcissistic networks they are controlled by, as well as instructing on proper nutrition, causing
toxicity issues, setting a host environment for confusion, depression and disease.
130. Loraine’s interest in obtaining MRI brain imaging of predatory hominids to evaluate: the skull cap for plates, possible scarring in the hippocampus from tunneling of 
parasites from consumption of flesh or feces or by physical injury and shattering of orbital socket through battery; possible calcification of the pineal gland due to 
ingestion of neurotoxins/biotoxins such as fluoride; scan for heavy metal sediments that could control mood/behaviors in electromagnetic fields that are ingested as 
“preservatives” in mass produced “food” products the FDA approves and Monsanto controls, and for evaluation and differences in the amygdala which controls emotions 
such as: fear, shame, guilt, compassion and would regulate a sense of right or wrong.
131. Loraine is interested in future further studies and safe travel to The Brain Institute in Kenya and to visit and keep contact with friends in: Uganda, Senegal, Ghana, 
Ginea and Tanzania.
132. Loraine has a RIGHT to a SAFE environment to care for herself and earn income without a WOMAN-HATING, CLOSET HOMOSEXUAL, PEDOPHILE, SEXUAL PREDATOR 
and PROGRAMMED COMMUNIST MENTAL SUBJECT or defective DRUGGY, LESBIAN MOLE (SOLDIER - 3rd AMENDMENT) within her homes, yet these conspiring men keep 
organizing the same scenario.
133. men are trained in Machiavellian Power Manipulation and Neurolinguistic Programming to control their prisoners of war and this is domestic violence against 
women and minorities and verbal abuse is mind control, torture, and terrorism.
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134. Loraine’s degree in Commercial Advertising Art is a Psychology Degree in the Science of Mind Control technologies and methodologies and she refuses to cause 
people harm with her highly advanced knowledge of human behaviors and this sublime hidden related weapons, hardware & software technologies, and IT. She has used 
her skill in guerilla marketing and other skills to aid in bringing these horrible truths to light by necessity for survival.
135. Loraine is a Theologian and Philanthropist but wishes to CHOOSE whom to lend aid to as these men continually guide her into traps with dangerous characters who 
don’t want help or cannot be recovered, with intent to trap and distress her while pretending to test her trauma level and have her gather evidences live for her self-
defense that they use for a live Federal sting operation where they are using Loraine and Brittani as BAIT and SPIES (against their wills), without compensation, or covering
expenses, or allowing proper: rest, nutrition or decent basic clothing and meeting other needs trying to force us into subsidized housing and to live among: criminals, 
mental subjects, prostitutes and paupers with ongoing fraud of sick officers continually attempting to frame them set them up and etc. in trade for doing GOOD DEEDS 
and MINDING OUR OWN BUSINESS being NICE PEOPLE...
136. practicing Poor Law is not legal in the United States of America.
137. practicing Partus Sequitur Ventrem is not legal in the United States of America.
138. Wrongful Enslavement is not legal in the United States of America.
139. Loraine is performing independent research of the military industrial complex to obtain her bachelor’s degree in Journalism through the University of Massachusetts 
University Without Walls Program.
140. Loraine is performing independent research to earn her master’s degree related to disease control and dehumanization through social media and electronic 
communications through New York State University.
141. Loraine is performing independent research on computing generated narcissism to earn her PHD through Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
142. Loraine has requested the National Institute of Health and World Health Organization cover the cost of her research and educational credits.
143. Loraine does not agree to these proceedings, and their continual wasting of her time by incompetent mental subjects, illegally employed by the state, against 
Loraine’s will, and without consent (primarily diseased, undiagnosed, self-medicating men in denial of their mental disorders and trauma).
144. these closet homosexual / pedophile men conspire at roundtables, through electronics, and in what is called a “courtroom” to: cause toxic stress, wrongfully 
enslave, mis-prison, stalk, spy, poison, torture, commit securities fraud (and all other frauds), treason, mutiny, and genocide under monarchs and serial families of 
disordered and diseased hominids.
145. that the War of 1812 never ended.
146. the most common job inbred/interbred mixed breed “intraspecies” Nephilim are known to hold under the US Corp. is CEO as they do not feel emotions like 
humans do.
147. that under the ACT OF 1871 the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA was illegally overthrown by a COMMUNIST COUP (The OTTOMAN EMPIRE who are DISEASED 
HOMINIDS of a DIFFERENT HYBRID SPECIES) and citizens born after have since been illegally determined as “CHATTEL”, “LIVE STOCK”, “VESSELS”, or “SHIPS” declared LOST
AT SEA at BIRTH when a NYSE STOCK CERIFICATE IS ISSUED to enslave and collateralize debts of the “Shadow Government” or “Deep State” serial families who file the 
UCC-1 for their offspring at birth.
148. that since The Act of 1871, legal parents of birthed vessels/ships/persons/subjects/citizens subjected to indoctrination and acculturation all their lives are misled to 
believe western medicine is for their well-being. Expecting parents are fooled, or harassed, to give birth in a SERIAL FAMILY OWNED/OPERATED “HOSPTIAL” and fooled 
into believing they must surrender their rights to the OFFSPRING birthed/born into SLAVERY under these SERIAL (Fake Royal) FAMILES and register the child as a STOCK 
and LOST VESSEL. People who do not are HUNTED and BATTERED with automated defense programs as are all: benefits recipients, elderly/retired, no longer profitable to 
the US Corporation the SERIAL FAMILIES CONTROL via BILDERBERG GROUP. This is all executed and tracked in ubiquitous quantum computing.
149. the vessel/ship/person/citizen’s STRAWMAN ACCOUNT and then the ALL CAPS CORPORATION ENTITY NAME is registered on the NYSE and traded by the “Shadow 
Government” or “Deep State” serial families for profits and losses under the US CORP.
150. Congress, this communist coup, and these courts do not recognize We the People did not elect them nor do they represent us, there are no legitimate courts, and 
they don’t recognize that: women, children, disabled, veterans, or minorities have any rights as they illegally practice their cultic fake “religion” and laws (that are not 
legal in the United States of America) on our Treaty Land where they continue FARMING HUMANS as LIVESTOCK, committing convenient covert wrongful enslavement 
and genocide, lining their pockets with stolen monies/assets through a fake “Congress” which represents their families EMPIRE only, and dispels disinformation to the 
public: raping, robbing, stalking, battering, framing, and murdering those who know the truth.
151. these serial families robbed the Federal Reserve and citizens, forced bankruptcy of the United States of America in 1933 after passing The Act of 1871 when they 
overthrew The United States government and it is a communist coup.
152. the “Shadow Government” “Deep State” serial families hide their: terrorism, genetic mutations, diseases and disorders and use lower classes as chattel, ginea pigs 
and harvested parts to continue their search for a “cure” for their race through eugenics and epidemiology by committing: fraud, genocide, planned breeding, trafficking, 
torture and a multitude of crimes under the guise of ”medical research” and “security” and have done so with aggregated data from brokers and data harvested from 
Facebook, all devices and accounts attached to a user’s social security number.
153. Mark Zuckerberg is brainwashed and did not “invent” or “start” Facebook “in my [his] dorm room” and that it was stolen by the inbred/interbred mixed breed 
“intraspecies” Nephilim (“Watchers”), within our systems, multiple times from creators before he was the known “developer”, like nearly all inventions, writings, 
equipment, technologies and software just as Loraine’s creations and intellectual properties have all been stolen into the system remotely and hidden/developed (all 
easily traceable via Loraine’s own unique hierarchal file naming techniques and Loraine’s Adobe licenses).
154. Mark Zuckerberg started Facemash which is a clear sign of his: hatred and disrespect for women, and anyone who is not white, or “elite.”
155. immediately called Harvard Defenders, knowing the source of attack was Harvard University, after speaking with the ACLU about what was being done to Loraine.
156. all Facebook data has been purged from the time she was being framed in Wisconsin when Jeffrey Riemer and Ellen Riemer were engaged by Christopher and Stacy 
to: exploit, stalk, batter, terrorize, harass, rob, frame, and defame Loraine and she is entitled to that data which Facebook is hiding because Facebook and law 
enforcement and federal officers were part of the terrorism and murder attempt planned, executed and commissioned by Stacy Walenta.
157. that all Facebook data from Loraine’s main Facebook account from 04/18/2010 through 12/04/2010 is missing, not available to Loraine or has been removed from 
Facebook servers and Loraine’s modem activity was wiped from within the home nobody but Loraine had been given any keys to on Pleasant Street Menomonee Falls, 
Wisconsin when Loraine went to a meeting in Waukesha and spoke to Robert Walker regarding Jeffrey Reimer being triggered that resulted in him choking Loraine.
158. all: elections, “news,” medical studies, court cases and polls are “legal fiction” derived of controlled subjects and environments.
159. the DVSM (and all relative versions) are full of nonsense, doublespeak, lies and written by the same inbred/interbred breed “intraspecies” Nephilim who are: 
hexing Loraine Mae Lowling.
160. inbred/interbred mixed breed “intraspecies” Nephilim are: closet-queer, pedophile, woman-hating, terrorist, racist, thieving, stalking, liars who rewrote the 
Hebrew Bible and invented the printing press to print and distribute the trash which was not unlike today’s trashy: Television Media; Western “Medicine” (House of 
Medicini)/Insurance. The pseudo-science and doublespeak of “Psychiatry” and “Psychology” and all it is manipulated nonsense and gobbly-gook still being controlled 
by the same diseased family bloodlines funneling all proceeds and false power up through the Central Bank and into the pockets of these Papal Bloodlines.
161. Loraine does not wish to engage any further with Itasca County and the above serial families (within) regarding these ongoing: malicious hate crimes, frivolous 
actions, and numerous attempts of: murder, medically batter, maliciously prosecute, ticket, defame, batter and retaliate for refusing to be forcefully enjoined or 
intimidated by a subversive communist coup to The United States of America, and considers this HOCUS POCUS a continuance of brutality and domestic terrorism of 
“political”, false “ideological” or “religious” conspiring hate group(s), fraud, human trafficking, discrimination, attempt, id, abuse, and harassment under the color of 
law by: mentally disordered, diseased, programmed, radioactive, temporally dead, stalking, soul sucking, thieving, lying, predatorial, struggling victims (in denial) who are 
remotely operated via algorithms in ubiquitous quantum computing, ELF, ULF, VHF and by use of: biotoxins, herbs, minerals, food “additives” and synthetic drugs: 
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manufactured, sold and pushed on public servants  and civilians in The United States of America, by the conspiring SERIAL RUSSELL FAMILY, “ILLUMINATI”, PAPAL 
BLOODLINES, PNAC SIGNATORIES and GENEVA CONVENTION ATTENDEES and all relative “Religious”, “Businesses” and “Charitable Organizations” under the 
BILDERBERG GROUP UMBRELLA as TREASON, MUTINY, CONSPIRACY, RICO, LAUNDERING, HUMAN TRAFFICKING, TERRORISM and WAR CRIMES and believes they 
should all be immediately: detained, beheaded, medically tested, cataloged, studied and cremated.
162. Loraine will be seeking a GAG ORDER and HRO against Itasca County and demands they be approved and all legal fiction expunged from all records.
163. that practicing one’s: “medicine”/ “ideological beliefs”/ ”dogma”/ “politics” or “religion” on other ships/vessels/persons/civilians/subjects/people/citizens and 
trying to forcefully enjoin or acculturate others in The United States of America is illegal and falls under: battery, abuse, hate crimes and domestic terrorism.
164. intraspecies, sub-clinical psychopaths, who willingly bully for the Good Ole Boys, are intentionally kept mentally ill and undiagnosed/untreated and used for 
collecting information, reporting to/taking suggestions of the conspiring intraspecies, sub-clinical psychopath working with Gary McIlwain (keeping it a secret between 
men who they are all associated to for convenience and over-medicating smart women with intent to libel and silence and slowly poison them to death aka “soft kill” – 
often committing fraud, malpractice and murder by battering/neglecting trauma victims, over medicating to the point it appears to be or is labeled as: “Alzheimer’s”, 
“Parkinson’s”, “Dementia”, “Delusional”, “Bi-Polar” or “Schizophrenic” -  to keep them from figuring it out or speaking truth about what the intraspecies Good Ole Boys 
are really doing and what’s wrong with them).
165. the Druids, Jews and Roman Catholic Church are the top of all existing religions and religions are just competing brands for control of infighting as chaos and 
distraction from the fact the mixed breed incompetent inbred/interbred mixed breed “intraspecies” Nephilim are pulling all the strings.
166. that the mixed breed inbred/interbred mixed breed “intraspecies” Nephilim are a distinct and different species of hominid than humans, and to date, there has 
been 7 or more varied species known to have existed on the planet earth.
167. that the inbred/interbred mixed breed “intraspecies” Nephilim within Druids, Jews and Roman Catholic Church created “Christianity” with the fictitious stories of 
a baby named “Jesus Christ” to control the masses to get them to wait around doing nothing (about  “bullying” and terrorism of the mixed breed hominids who are 
ancestors of the inbred/interbred mixed breed “intraspecies” Nephilim in the Book of Enoch (removed from the Bible) that pretend they are “Gods” and royalty).
168. that Catholicism is a pagan religion and not Christianity.
169. the Bible, repeatedly revised religious doctrine of the cult, is to hide the occult and make people believe the Nephilim perished in the stories of the Great Flood and
Noah’s Ark.
170. the statues and images of “Mother Mary” are symbolic of a vagina.
171. the Bible and Quran/Koran are the same book (nearly word for word) with different names, slightly modified with every revision and they continue rebranding, 
fracturing and branching out mind control slavery since the Egyptians (and earlier), to distract the public and keep them searching for anywhere to feel “safe” among the
“terrorist” regime of untreated/unregulated mental subjects who call themselves “royalty” or “elite”, who hoard the resources for no reason, but that they are: all 
personally incompetent, can’t feel emotions, they believe they are too superior/good to do any real work, or to think about their behaviors and that behaviors, 
actions/inactions have consequences that teach valuable lessons and life skills.
172. inbred/interbred mixed breed “intraspecies” Nephilim and damaged vessels cannot feel human emotions due to genetic differences or mutations in the brain (it 
is believed the differences/damages will be found in the prefrontal cortex specifically in the amygdala, hippocampus, and pineal gland).
173. inbred/interbred mixed breed “intraspecies” Nephilim and damaged vessels are prone to religious “extremism” and “fundamentalism.”
174. that no religious doctrine teaches loyalty or respect for women nor daughters or wives and this encourages: confusion among men, hatred, jealousy, fear, 
terrorism, and collective insanity.
175. that Genesis 5:2 of the King James Bible states that God created male and female and called them “Mankind” and named them both “Adam”  (which is a play on 
words in relation to the word “atom”) only logically making the third entity, the giant in the garden, named “Eve” was the “Fallen One” bisexual male rapist, who raped 
both Adams, cast down for raping his brother, and ate the “forbidden fruit(s)”.
176. we still contend with the results of the lurking inbred/interbred mixed breed “intraspecies” Nephilim: raping, and keeping hostages, and slaves and eating the 
“forbidden fruits” which are clearly: human flesh, feces, blood and urine and spend trillions of tax payer dollars covering these and other scientific facts at the expense 
of billions of sacrificed souls, economic wastes and relative pollution.
177. that symptoms of brain damage from sodomy, electromagnetic weapons, and physical/biological/systemic battery, and those related to the plague (most likely 
caused by consumption of “forbidden fruits and “cloven hooved animals that don’t also ruminate), listed in the Bible, are masked with synthetic opiates, neurotoxins, 
statins, psychotropics etc...
178. that calcification of the pineal gland through administration and use of synthetic opiates, neurotoxins, statins, psychotropics blocks the spiritual connections and 
communications to loved ones and the spirit body.
179. Nephilim cannot form oxytocin bonds with offspring.
180. Nephilim being sterile due to mixed breeding designed CPS to steal and prostitute/rape children for more children, they claim are their own. Those children are then 
interbred and married with intent through planned epidemiology “research” and abducting or forcing marriage to healthy females (who are not bloodline) to use as slaves
and “breeders.”
181. actual study of the human brain has been complete for many hundreds, if not thousands, of years and is in continuous use through Ubiquitous Quantum 
Computing, and mental viruses and diseases of the brain are intentional, sometimes curable, and manipulated through electronics of the grid and software for political
control and profits to the serial families at the top of the Racketeering and Pyramid Fraud Scheme.
182. that characters in the Bible are about all characters in all of our outer lives and inner workings of the human mind and parts of the human body, and clearly the 
human brain and its function in response to proper/improper nutrition, social interaction, the importance of interpersonal relationships, exercise, the vital importance
of Vitamins D & K from sunlight, the hypnotic effects and powers of: words and language, vocal sound, harmonic oscillation, frequencies, light and electromagnetism  
which were also well known at that time the Hebrew Bible was written. The fiction of the Bible is also a bunch of: riddles, word games and metaphors to figure all the 
above out.
183. that most “religious” doctrine is harmful to the human mind and brain damage is proven to be the root of religious extremism and confusion is caused by verbal 
and physical battery and men poisoning, electrocuting, twisting limbs, turning babies via electronics to come out breech or deprive of inutero oxygen before birth 
causing retardation, and injecting toxins practicing medicine without a license (or any other purpose) but to handicap the human victim and for covert control and 
wrongful enslavement of the vessel otherwise known as the citizen ship.
184. that all religions practice child abuse through sodomy also referred to as “David’s Key” or “Solomon’s Key” and that gay men conspire to cover this up using tax 
dollars and our military industrial complex as vendors to the Department of Defense.
185. that sodomy destroys the nerves at the base of the spine preparing the child for mind control programming and conditioning as well as seeding of alters  which 
can be triggered via Neurolinguistic Programing buzz words to create/control actions and behaviors the subject may not have otherwise displayed or taken part in.
186. no unemancipated child under 21 can consent to sodomy, or sexual relationships, with mentally disordered adults, and this is a practice of disordered and 
diseased metal subjects and covert: mental, physical, and sexual slavery.
187. that studies of the effects of sodomy are kept secret within the “Shadow Government” aka “Deep State” and anyone who knows this is taking place are 
murdered, libeled, stalked, harassed, defamed, discredited and terrorized by the homosexuals within positions of power who cover up that this is the root of all 
problems in society and what the Bible was originally attempting to teach along with instructions not to eat human flesh, feces, urine, blood or pork, which these 
hominids do and try to force feed us through the food supply to trigger unnatural behaviors and prion.
188. these inbred/interbred mixed breed “intraspecies” Nephilim are predators to humans, like that of a garden slug and Japanese snail, and their population is 
increasing at rapid rates due to their aggressions, and abuse of our legal systems, time, power, and financial resources.
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189. that the Queen of England is a fraud, her last name is not Windsor she is a Saxe Gotha (“Nazi”), and she is not making any decisions as she is temporally dead and 
the appearance of life is a hoax, she is in suspended animation through chemicals and electronic parlor tricks provided by companies similar to Rockwell Automation 
(like the majority of Congress and many others mind controlled by the communist regimes of the world).
190. the only way to get an approval for SSI through the social security administration program is a mental diagnosis and victims of Domestic Terrorism/Violence are 
falsely diagnosed with conditions they do not suffer this is FRAUD. The private “research” and “security” firm stalk them and try to infector fabricate street scenes with 
local law enforcement and paramilitary and church groups. Even if a victim has no mental issues, and that is how these NEPH pedophiles control society.
191. conspiring “secret society” members assassinated Lincoln and placed a Johnson in office by fraud and assassinated John F Kennedy and put a Johnson in office again,
and they continue to commit election fraud to date through automated systems, ubiquitous and quantum computing.
192. Facebook being fully aware that setting and controls for the user are inadequate and continue allowing victimization because they profit from groups like FIFA and 
Nambla, and having the political support, while ignoring cries for help from those being murdered, who know their stalkers.
193. Facebook does not take part in seeking prosecution of dangerous predators using their software and continues allowing and taking part in the: isolation, polarization
and battery continuously going on within the software while looking the other way at the atrocities being committed with their software.
194. Facebook disregards reporting of: sexual harassment, human traffickers, illegal pharmacies, sex predators and pedophiles and leaves the accounts open, but jails the
accounts of those reporting, defending themselves or writing truth.
195. Facebook does not block or prosecute anyone but whistleblowers and victims of abuse who cry out for help on their software and share the truth.
196. Facebook has violated Loraine’s 4th Amendment rights by allowing professional, religious and political opposition, foreign companies, labs, medical entities, and law 
enforcement access to her personal data, and records & monitor from shill accounts 24/7/365, in ongoing form, to continue her victimization, exile, trafficking, wrongful 
enslavement, battery, theft of her: home, intellectual, business and personal properties, her pets and children, and the ongoing harassment under color of law and 
stalking, fabrication of restraining order on behalf of those abusing Loraine, phony charges, and citations she is innocent of and this abuse of law and blocking of her 
ability to resume earning income online, forcing her to redundantly defend herself through writing her PRIVATE story on Facebook and defending others continues 
without remedy or financial compensation.
197. biometric information is used to execute this terrorism and Facebook admits it has not taken a broad enough view of its responsibility to protect victims yet 
continues to offer inadequate settings to protect the consumers and remedy situations like mine to restore the victims’ lives. Loraine personally sat at a meeting with 
Lockheed Martin contractor from Veeco Metrology, in 2000 discussing the use of retinal scan rather than pin numbers in ATM’s and kiosks. Illinois has adapted law.
198. that Facebook admits a medical professional by the name of Alexander Kogan bought and transferred data of 87 million users and resold it. Facebook has not 
informed the consumers and is withholding what was done with that data, what it has been used for and that thousands of other medical labs are also accessing user data
to: stalk, commit murder and genocide and terrorism, spread disease, fabricate cases/charges etc.
199. Facebook has sold Loraine’s content that has been used in: Television, Movies, Music and research and Facebook has not compensated nor notified Loraine of the 
sale or transfer of any of her intellectual properties Loraine was forced to share on Facebook as alibi and to witnesses because law enforcement was the entity stalking 
her with Stacy, Scott and Ellen and they would not admit or press charges against Loraine’s abusers because they would be exposed themselves for participating in the 
abuse.
200. Loraine and Anonymous have been debugging the corrupted artificial intelligence algorithms and guiding Facebook Developer program without compensation or 
credit since 2007 by weeding and capturing dangerous profiles, defending those being attacked, reporting profiles, to no avail, and recommending of/ complaining about 
inability to easily report, and have abusers prosecuted.
201. that Facebook knows exactly who is surveilling Loraine’s data and profile and can see them via biometrics and charge them for: battery, larcenies, criminal 
defamation, attempted murder, hate crimes and stalking, to fabricate charges and stage scenarios around Loraine and her daughter Brittani based on the lies they spread,
they malice and intent and everything banking transactions and all their communications transmissions to others in any way, even audibly, as the NSA captures that 
sound.
202. Facebook is violating Loraine’s First Amendment rights by filtering traffic additionally allowing political opposition to send ads which are actually harassment and 
abusive predatory and mentally disordered men to persistently contact Loraine and disrupt her progress in proving public service announcement to the national 
emergencies related to these technologies and cyberwarfare attacks being committed with aggregated data this other species is in using to control of all of society.
203. it has forced Loraine to write and report about all characters, in self-protection, and Loraine does not want to.
204. Alyson Carmody (sleeping unit 4) is a dangerous persona non-grata, a thief, pathological liar, narcissistic personality disorder, dissociative identity disorder, 
disrespectful, bully, mean girl, two-faced, conceited, arrogant, manipulative, self-centered heroin addicted subject, on probation in relation to the “Boundary Waters 
Bust” and in “treatment”. She is a danger to other women and not suitable to be around children. Cannot be reconditioned will not take commands. Did not engage 
enough to find root of abuse. Father most likely sexually, and psychological abuser to all. Alyson Carmody plays into this story as the police officers manipulating behind 
this scenario are in Buck Lake where both Derrick and Alyson grew up and where Alyson’s parents, and Derrick and his parents still live. The following is a list of crimes and
incidents involving Alyson and her ongoing fraud.
a. Alyson never did any chores on list at Grace House, nobody said anything.
b. Alyson slept in when she wanted, nobody said anything.
c. Alyson came in high on drugs long after curfew and lied about her whereabouts.
d. Cigarette stolen while sleeping after James was evicted and Cody moved in.
e. Lying about roads when late returning even with late pass multiple times high on drugs.
f. Lying that she was with her children.
g. Raiding the pantry and removing food to vehicle. Had unpacked over $500 in groceries stolen into kitchen in Greenwood A or B building first lower unit on left 
40x. Owned by Charles of Forest Lake???
h. Continuously interfering with Loraine’s relationship with Natalie trying to persuade Loraine by trash talking and targeting her and her children.
i. Forced to sit next to Alyson at work.
j. Trash talking Loraine in Grace House on Loraine’s baiting after nonstop narcissistic challenges toward Natalie to diffuse pressure on Natalie and redirect onto 
self.
k. Repeatedly renegotiating payment for furniture after agreement. ***
l. Contacting about when Loraine was leaving Grace House continually, going through Loraine’s things. Day runner zipper left open.
m. Ketorolac pills (6) stolen from bottle in purse.
n. Baking sheets and toaster intentionally not returned.
o. Manipulating Derrick for pills (Percocet) as of day he got his prescription.
p. Manipulated Derrick to pay for car repairs.
q. Promised payment to Derrick, Jim and Curt for moving furniture.
r. Promised to pay Lori. Changed the agreement multiple times. Promised to pay by Tuesday when Loraine vacated during displacement with Chief Lonnie 
Mjolsness present.
s. Multiple towels stolen from clear bag of towels (4-6).
t. Red sheets Jackie bought stolen from Loraine’s room. Loraine removed bottom sheet from Alyson’s room to wash and gave to Derrick. Top sheet still missing.
u. Bullying Loraine about moving her red chair to her room with Derrick. Red chair was promised to Derrick as payment for helping move.
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v. 20-dollar bill and change from two transactions wrapped in a receipt stolen from polka dotted wallet in inner pocket of coat while hanging on the door the 
night Derrick stayed. Loraine would have woken if Derrick took it. Derrick would have had to climb over Loraine.
w. Trying to manipulate Loraine for a personal relationship they never had, and Loraine ignored. Staying away from property as much as possible keeping vital 
documents in vehicle.
x. Yelled at Derrick to be quiet the night he stayed and was talking.
y. Derrick would not come in if Alyson was home beyond that because they both knew I would figure out they know each other better than they lead on.
z. Derrick was extremely angry that Alyson baited Loraine into her fraud, told Loraine it was a fraud and not to get involved with Alyson any further.
aa. Not allowing Loraine to use the kitchen or bathroom.
ab. Turning the heat off repeatedly in Loraine’s room.
ac. Trash talking Derrick while Loraine was dating him and after Loraine told her she liked him, told Loraine she was glad they were dating because he knew her 
family since she was born and now she can get back in good graces on Buck Lake. Loraine had no idea why she thought this.
ad. Alyson was manipulating Loraine in text trying to get her to trade prescription Ketorolac (6 pills already stolen) for doing Loraine’s hair the weekend before 
Valentine’s Day. Convinced Loraine to cancel hair appointment. Loraine said no and used a box of color recommended by stylist (ran into coincidentally at Wal-Mart the 
same night).
ae. Alyson was harassing Loraine in text saying she could not stay on the weekend when she probed as to why Loraine was home on Valentine’s Day, said she 
thought Loraine moved in with Derrick on Buck Lake (obviously the plan). Loraine gave a list of reasons and included that Derrick was an addict and that she knew Loraine 
was not moving to Buck Lake. Alyson began lying about the agreement and telling Loraine to move out at once with no money back. Loraine texted Alyson NUMEROUS 
TIMES to stop contacting her and stop defaming her. Alyson he was becoming aggressive and violent in the hallway and forcing her way in through the closed door yelling 
into Loraine’s room and continued harassing Loraine about leaving on Friday. Loraine stayed on the bed and told her to close the door and leave and that Loraine was not 
going to discuss any further. Loraine knows all communications are being watched and waited for Alyson to call and lie to police, take part in trafficking and the hate crime
because she could not have control of Loraine as she wanted. Alyson told police on February 14th that Loraine was smoking in the room and that there was no written 
agreement (all financial transactions have receipts signed by Alyson). Loraine told police Alyson is a con artist and conned her into moving in to displace and rob her, rob 
her fiend Lori, stiff movers, was stealing pills, property, and cash, harassing her and Derrick for pills, and not allowing Loraine to use kitchen or bathroom, or feel 
comfortable staying or leaving any personal items in the room as they were being gone through by upstairs neighbor and Alyson. Rental agreement with move out date 
shown to Chief during next incident on move out. Lonnie said not to take furniture.
af. First officers recommended take Loris furniture.
ag. Alyson was being cocky during the incident in Coleraine with Chief Lonnie Mjolsness present and stating (while testing in text) that Lonnie is friends with her 
parents and she isn’t afraid of getting in trouble for her crimes and nasty behavior claiming many people have restraining orders against Loraine which is not true (is part 
of the sting operation and cover up in Wisconsin and officers trading this false information with civilians are breaking the law, and are the ones being investigated).
ah. Rude, lying, and insulting Lori. Claiming she urinated on the mattress and Alyson had to have professionally cleaned after sleeping on it for more than a month 
and was not going to pay agreed amount when she was not charged for the bed, it was included with sale of couch and table.
ai. Texting afterward to test both Alyson and Derrick. Alyson began calling Loraine “crazy lady” and about asking about “Illuminati” (Small minded people, 
especially outside New England, do not know what this is, and these men take advantage of that continuously to continue their abuse and fraud and continue displacing 
trying to make it seem coincidental). Loraine never mentioned the term to either Alyson or Derrick and this obviously came from stalking Loraine’s Facebook research 
page used for finding illness in undiagnosed, dangerous, subclinical psychopaths / narcissists, guerrilla marketing and healing other survivors (many officers and soldiers). 
An uneducated narcissist is going to be non-receptive or even combative. Loraine proves Alyson was targeting Loraine based on Facebook content prior to asking her to 
move in and planned to steal all property for favors from Big Pharm police.
aj. Alyson was at Forest Lake while Lori E and Loraine sat in parking lot smoking. Does Charles own buildings in Coleraine?? Wouldn’t that be convenient to own a 
building in Coleraine and to be next to the Family Peace Center and across for the police bar Toivos with a motel with extended-stay units and free WIFI that can be 
watched as well?? Was she paying her rent to Charles or defaming Loraine, reporting, and taking part in targeting and gang stalking?
ak. Accused Loraine in text of smoking in the room, which Loraine did not do even once. Obviously, more lies she told officers the night Loraine baited her to call.
al. local officers agreed to cause Loraine harm and continue the narrative at Derrick Palava’s (sleeping unit 1- Buck Lake) home, but Derrick was not in full 
agreement or understanding of what was going on, and clearly is seeking Loraine’s help against these people (especially Chuck), but knows all have information and is 
scared to disclose what he knows.  Derrick’s electrical service was tampered with (he was chosen due to the fact he looks like Jeffrey Riemer – Loraine and Derrick have 
the same case worker at Human Services and Craig Pierce would be aware of this situation as well). It is obvious this was intentional to send Derrick into the Grace House 
to meet Loraine, though he was in trauma, and did not understand he was setup by the cult (control group) around himself.
am. Police who are caught with their hands in the cookie jar are fabricating more nonsense using this pathological liar, and con-artist, to defame Loraine and 
continue the Russell Family narrative.
205. we are all spied upon, by these intraspecies hominids. Loraine and Derrick’s communications are being watched. All the communications and recordings of Loraine 
and Derrick and others were being watched live and evaluated. As an exit counselor, only Loraine can explain what he is going through, and explain his current behavior. 
Loraine has been through the same thing with Jeffrey Riemer and Russell Townsend.
206. Derrick Palava is a Percocet and marijuana addict and former alcoholic with narcissistic tendencies and dissociative identity disorder from abuse.
207. Derrick admitting, he grinds, and snorts, his medication recreationally for relief of emotional pain, is over-prescribed with intent to kill him and subvocal audio often 
suggests he distribute it illegally.
208. a local church group (the one visiting his handicapped brothers home in Hibbing, MN has been putting Derrick Palava through an acculturation process using the 
King James Bible and teaching hate of women and collecting information on me through someone of relation to The United Methodist Church of Grand Rapids, MN. 
Derrick mentioned a few things to me he would not have otherwise known, either as clues or in attempt to gaslight me. Specifically, he brought up “hot dogs and beans” 
served a night Loraine went with Lori Erjavec, meaning Derrick was getting updates as to my whereabouts, after we broke up, but Loraine was still responding to him 
trying to get the house clean and bed moved in remembering him saying his “handler” knew everything about me and “you have to figure it out.”
209. Derrick Palava Derrick knows everyone around him is insane and using him and feels tremendous panic and anxiety over this and his “therapist” is obviously either in
cahoots to steal his land, incompetent and complicit with the fraud being committed within the system, as she should know that because Derrick feels anxiety, his 
amygdala is functioning and thus is intentionally being over-medicated with the Percocet which is not to be used as a long-term solution for chronic pain, and should be 
aware he is grinding it and snorting it and giving it to others, doesn’t want to, and tries to stop using it, but goes through withdrawals within 8 hours and becomes 
incredibly ill. Derrick trades this for things he needs from the cult because they keep him without income for use of his land and free labor and hold transgressions over his
head.
210. Derrick Palava is:

a. A victim of medical malpractice with a false diagnosis.
b. Derrick believes his IQ is 80 based on what QUACKS are trying to convince him of using hidden technologies and weapons to confuse him and make 

him cloudy.
c. Unlikely to be suffering Traumatic Brain Injury from an auto accident.
d. Victim of hidden technologies and weapons and covert Directed Energy weapons attacks.
e. Illegally tested to fraudulently bill his insurance.
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f. Targeted and preyed upon by intraspecies “doctors” (who are lying to him for profit and stalking, spying, and using mental subjects to harass him) to
cover the theft of his home in the same way.

g. Victim of hidden technologies and electronic weapons covertly used to cause:
am.i. 2 illegally induced auto accidents using hidden weapons.
am.ii. acrimony between himself and Tracy.
am.iii. Tracy to chase him from his home.
am.iv. Tracy to fool him to signing the deed over, to qualify for medical coverage due to the accidents.
am.v. loss of employment, injuries, and expenses, he would not have otherwise endured.
am.vi. addiction to pain killers he would not be struggling with.
am.vii. white collar criminals, running the area, in which his homes are, to target him.

211. Loraine has performed testing and exit counseling and an assessment of Derrick Palava (against her will) but out of obvious necessity and moral obligation - as 
Loraine feels he is a victim of: unspeakable abuse, domestic terrorism, malpractice, and fraud and on the occults sacrifice list. The following are Loraine’s determinations 
to guide independent professionals with his care plan:

a. Derrick’s front is sweet, tender, gentle, kind, loving, attentive and exceptionally caring responsive and intelligent with an IQ of 116 or higher***.
b. Derrick is very mechanically inclined and a very fast learner.
c. Derrick is in mental anguish and suppressing childhood trauma memories and neglect.
d. Derrick feels hopeless, isolated, and polarized and tunes out with television which makes his symptoms worse and draws out his: paranoia, rage and

alter.
e. Derrick seems to have only one seeded alter.
f. While Derrick was very ill and receptive, Loraine nursed and advised him and coached him to: sleep, eat and bath regularly, drink more water for his 

leg cramps and twitching, feed the dogs on a schedule, air the house out more often with cross ventilation and go outside for fresh air, smoke outside, get tested 
for asthma, take the dogs for walks, feed Bear less and less crude fat, feed Gus more and more crude fat, listen to more music to relax and fall asleep or read and 
keep people away from his home and start meeting his own objectives better by making lists and rewarding himself for what he completes.

g. Derrick broke down in tears many times in front of Loraine about feeling trapped and destroying women by giving them pills.
h. Derrick shared his prescription with: Missy, Jim, Alecia, Alyson, and Georgie and does not want to share them with Georgie feels she is using and 

manipulating him in repeating cycles but is scared to be isolated.
i. Derrick asked Loraine multiple times if she wanted any Percocet or would snort Percocet with him.
j. Derrick got aggressive and angry because he felt uncomfortable snorting Percocet in front of Loraine and tried to refrain when he requested she 

visit and stay with him but went into withdrawals and became ill. 
k. Derrick began lying and conspiring with Chuck after Loraine met Chuck and Chuck was exceptionally rude, clearly had information on Loraine, and 

was plotting to continue the defamation that Loraine had: violence, mental and substance abuse issues (he knew she didn’t), but he felt threatened, needed to 
stop her from supporting Derricks healing and has manipulated Derrick into letting go of his relationship with Loraine though Derrick feels he has no other friends
or support and begged Loraine to always be friends with him.

l. Derrick was directed to “Dog out” Loraine by distracting and lying to Loraine and to prevent her from stability, keep her in chaos and transition, 
prevent her from sewing, destroy her gainful employment, prevent rest, prevent cooking and proper nutrition, prevent relaxation by interrogating and prevent 
Loraine from going online or writing what she needed for court and keep her preoccupied with nonsense and try to fabricate charges and defame Loraine with 
specific ongoing narrative.

m. Derrick feared the Federal investigation around Lori and did not want to be under surveillance, he said that he was under a contract to not abuse his
prescription as his reason he was afraid Loraine was a “snitch.”

n. Derrick *** became very angry with Loraine for texting him a link to the side effects of Percocet that matched his symptoms he continuously tries to
claim are other issues.

o. Derrick kept asking Loraine to come out to his property because he was afraid to be alone and needed support and help cleaning up the house but 
would switch personalities back and forth interrogating Loraine by telling Loraine she does not do what Loraine does professionally until Loraine showed him her 
resume.

p. Derrick muttered that he was going to expose my location at Greenwood Apartments and mess it up for me the night he left Grace House when he 
stayed with Loraine in her room.

q. Derrick apologized to Loraine for “all the things I’m going to say and do ahead of time.” Derrick also said, “I don’t want to I love you” following that 
comment.

r. Derrick is scared.
s. Derrick has shared his prescription with women all his life and is upset feeling he has destroyed them. Derrick was crying and having panic attacks 

over this issue often and said he did not want to harm Loraine, or trust himself, but has a lot of pressure coming in around him, same as Russell Townsend.
t. Derrick Palava was told Loraine is “crazy” by the Good Ole Boys and told to continue the “narrative” and distress her as much as possible and keep 

her from doing anything she enjoys or getting anything done and trap her in his home and try to get her to move all the way in and then displace her, lie about 
her to everyone, lie to her, and stop talking to her.

u. Derrick is not onboard with the plan the intraspecies psychopaths have for either of us and wants a “new life” but is uncertain of what Loraine is 
involved in and what her research entails.

v. Derrick was subject to coercion to follow through to harm Loraine. Derrick was subject to threats of personal harm, of exposing what they hold over
his head, after he said he did not want to take part.

w. Derrick has separation issues due to his mother’s absence after age 2.
x. Derrick was concerned the Good Ole Boys plan would fail, but also glad he knew she was so smart. Derrick once said, “You remember everything I 

say?”
y. Derrick asked if Loraine could figure out who was trying to force him off his land.
z. Derrick “handled,” interrogated, distressed, and harassed Loraine. Conspirators directed Derrick to interrogate her about her fraud husband and 

marriage to trigger her and induce trauma and did not want to.
aa. Derrick was not in agreement until he did not believe Loraine could help him and that Loraine has high-level security, but still hopes she can help 

him.
ab. Derrick is calm and relaxed when listening to music that gives him some answers.
ac. Derrick became upset when Loraine played CD by the Cure which is a gay band. Derrick came into the room and turned down the volume only 

during the song “Boys Don’t Cry.”
ad. Derrick enjoys Dave Matthews and comes into the room and lays down and wants to talk during Satellite album.
ae. Derrick works and cleans when Loraine played the Doors LA Woman CD and was very happy and adjusted.
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af. Derrick goes through repeating cycles of panic attacks regarding the pressures of his handlers after watching TV and turning it off voluntarily: Chuck 
and Georgie manipulate him with which seems to be the knowledge that he: molested, exploits, drugged and is still having sexual relations with his niece (who is 
addicted to smoking meth) and claims she is sleeping with 4 police officers.

ag. Derrick said his “handler” knew all about Loraine and Loraine had to “figure it out” at once following Chuck’s interrogation.
ah. Derrick was crying telling Loraine not to talk to Lori about him, and knew Loraine was speaking to Lori and was lying to him because he obviously 

was receiving information from illegal surveillance and had been told by those listening.
ai. Derrick is an empath, and his stomach is affected by nonsense of Chuck and Georgie or other predators/abuse. He was not eating right at Grace 

House and was living on chocolate milk which was upsetting him further. Loraine believes he may be lactose intolerant and needs to be tested for hypoglycemia.
aj. Derrick stops eating due to negative, paranoid perspectives and worries caused with intent by Chuck that Derrick does not notice, and overuse of 

Oxycontin that was being regularly ingested.
ak. Derrick admitted he uses it recreationally and for emotional pain after Loraine massaged him for a few weeks to break up the fasciitis in his muscles 

from the long-term narcotic use.
al. Derrick had restless legs (due to dehydration), and couldn’t sleep more than an hour or two at a time when Loraine first began engaging, like Russell

Townsend and Jeffrey Riemer but, with some nutritional adjustments and change of sleeping arrangements (to meet their needs better as tall men with many 
injuries from physical labor), was sleeping all through the night in 6 or more-hour intervals.

am. Derrick suggested once that Loraine needed cyanide to trigger her into his interrogation about Loraine’s marriage horror story. Stated if it was true 
he would be in prison, not knowing what the occult does.

an. Derrick was accusing Loraine of being a “hillbilly” obviously on Chucks direction as both fit that description.
ao. Derrick changed path on the “hillbilly” insult and said in his front that he tells people his girlfriend is a “hippy from Massachusetts.” Loraine told him 

she prefers to be referred to as a “beatnik” or “techie.”
ap. Loraine explained we all are under surveillance and that has been proven with her case, which is what she is been forced to prove, and they know 

everything about all of us.
aq. Derrick switches alters to an: angry, violent, woman-hating, disrespectful seeded alter while zoning out in front of alpha wave programming and 

Pulsative bursts of the television for hours and hours on end and manipulating others to help him meet his basic needs.
ar. While threatening Loraine and harassing Loraine with the lies of Wisconsin, Derrick suddenly started muttering at Loraine as his excuses to dislike 

Loraine were that she is a “heroin junkie”, prostitute and crazy if she believes she has security with her always, after Chuck (obviously) began covertly threatening
him, coaching him, and manipulating him with what information he tried to gather about Loraine and continuing the cults narrative because Loraine broke up 
with him..

as. Derrick probed and denied the nature of Loraine’s research accused her of “fucking with people.”
at. Derrick began calling Loraine a “whore” because Loraine would no longer allow him to touch her.
au. Derrick continuously had Loraine in distress would not allow Loraine to cook or eat often enough when Loraine was there.
av. When Derrick upset Loraine or began yelling Loraine went outside, knowing he wouldn’t yell outside, Derrick would apologize and coax her back 

into the house by crying and panicking breaking down and admitting he was being crazy, he was in a mess he couldn’t figure out what to do about, and it was his 
fault, begging her not to leave, and crying that he had to leave, but needed someone to take care of his dogs.

aw. After Loraine briefly explained electronic weapons and hidden technologies, and allowed Derrick to look at some materials, Derrick asked if the 
predators could try to convince him to commit suicide. Loraine asked if he heard any broadcast in his head of someone talking. Told him that is called bone 
conduction, is real people somewhere in a lab or a recording, and he is not schizophrenic if he ever hears it its form of covert harassment used by Big Pharm and 
not to tell anyone but Loraine if it happens. Loraine told him it may be happening already, but the broadcast is running below his audible sound range, and to 
change his activity if he feels those pressures and find Loraine on Facebook.

ax. Derrick began realizing Loraine would not renegotiate a romantic relationship, knowing how sick and entrapped he is in trafficking, and that Loraine 
told him she could not take him seriously any longer, but does love him very much.

ay. Loraine was clear with Derrick that she knew he was in trouble and needed space to straighten out his mess and that he is a man and Loraine knew 
he did not want her to see him so weak because he would be ashamed, and it would ruin their potential relationship.

az. Loraine was firm that she will not enable or tolerate his nonsense and excuses or terrible behavior and switching personalities he began projecting 
that Loraine is a “needle using heroin junkie” and “prostitute” (while switching to beg Loraine for help, not let go of him, but don’t text and write details - which 
he knows protect Loraine).

ba. Loraine confirmed Derrick’s declaration that he has no real friends and Georgie and Chuck do not even allow him any income or goes ahead from 
their illegal efforts and play continuous mind games to break his spirit. It appears they do this by knowing about his transgressions and inability to control his 
niece who seemed to be oddly jealously attacking and threatening Loraine (like a child) about contacting Derrick and stopped cold after Loraine questioned if she 
was sleeping with her uncle, and if the police officers (she mentioned she sleeps with) and Derrick began exploiting her when she was a minor. Loraine asked if 
she felt she needed any help. Told her she thought the texts were coming from Georgie but was shocked. Told her Chuck and Georgie are abusive to Derrick and 
that Derrick needs mental help she cannot provide and to bring him to Fairview and stay with the dogs.

bb. Loraine recommended Derrick refrained from contact with his abusers Chuck and Georgie who affect him negatively in ways he cannot understand 
and were confusing him intentionally while he was high.

bc. Loraine recommended Derrick not eat food prepared by Georgie or food from open containers.
bd. Loraine recommended Derrick to refrain from growing marijuana until it was legal and suggested he did not understand what was going on around 

himself because he does too many drugs and cannot process because Georgie and Chuck mess with his head intentionally for control.
be. Loraine advised Derrick multiple times that Chuck was a very dangerous person.
bf. Derrick was frantically calling right when his niece began texting (as result of Loraine’s sending a message to Georgie telling her to leave Derrick 

alone to get a reaction).
bg. Georgie is a typical manipulative subclinical elderly psychopath narcissistic cult personality always manipulating the background to separate positive

support away from Derrick very carefully. Calling Derrick “lil bro” and having him call her “sister” making him feel he has nobody but her and Chuck. Asking many 
questions and trying to get Derrick to bring Loraine in to meet them too soon after they met when we began to fall in love at the Grace House. Aggressions were 
much stronger after Loraine gave Derrick the ring to draw the cats out thinking Derrick would understand.

bh. Derrick stated he wished to keep calling and would cry and plead and yell at Loraine when she just would not proceed any further, and did not want 
any more information about his life, the characters around himself and had blocked everyone he knew on Facebook the day she broke up with him and changed 
her status back to single (which he demanded she change back and she ignored).

bi. Loraine was clear with him that she cares about him regardless of their relationship and did not want him to become a “case,” he was not Loraine’s 
“case,” but Loraine feels she is trapped and compelled to do something.

bj. Derrick asked if Loraine could figure out who was after his land and Loraine said she could after she left the jurisdiction.
bk. Loraine was firm with him that unless he voluntarily submitted to a Rule 25 assessment and went into detox from the Percocet, as well as, refrained 

from contact with his abusers Chuck and Georgie and growing marijuana on his land this season, she does not want contact and refused to tell him where she 
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was or come up like he had hoped he could manipulate her into on Easter when she was trying to make sure he wasn’t depressed, knowing they would leave him 
alone, the night the occult performs human sacrifice by any technique possible, after they felt they got rid of Loraine. Loraine was never planning to stay.

bl. Chuck and Georgie clearly do not even allow Derrick any income or proceeds from their illegal efforts and play continuous mind games to break his 
spirit and keep him in their web of control (clearly knowing about his transgressions and inability to control his niece who seemed to be jealously attacking 
Loraine like a child about contacting Derrick).

bm. Derrick requested Loraine call him in a year. Loraine decided to tell him she was not waiting and that he needs to move forward on his path now 
because Loraine worries about him and senses him thinking of her often.

bn. Derrick began frantically calling right when his niece began texting Loraine as result of Loraine’s sending a message to Georgie (who was always 
manipulating the background, as well as the niece, back to when we began to fall in love at the Grace House and Derrick sent them Loraine’s photo).

bo. The druggie, white supremacist, cult affiliated police, plotting to use Loraine’s kindness against Loraine to twist every situation into the appearance 
that Loraine is harming people and separating Loraine from loving relationships is very transparent. Loraine is continually annoyed with the same old games of 
the occult / control group trying to fabricate restraining orders by misrepresenting facts and confusing the victims and boring Loraine with this childish nonsense 
forcing her to write and log incidents and keep evidences.

212. Loraine believing Derrick Palava is a victim of:
a. Calculated/organized neglect and extreme childhood abuse of his father and other men in the community.
b. Religious acculturation.
c. Entrapment through drugs and hidden technologies and behaviors he feels ashamed of and fearful of being discovered about what he would not 

have otherwise taken part in.
213. Loraine believing Derrick Palava is restorable, and can heal because:

a. Derrick has: panic attacks, mild depression, and extreme rage and frustration about the people and nonsense surrounding himself and does not 
suffer the flat effect.

b. Derrick repeatedly displays emotions (showing his amygdala is functioning) and reaches out to Loraine for help, which Chuck reprimands him for.
214. Loraine wishes to continue her relationship with Derrick, in any form, and requests the following remedies:

a. The torture and manipulation of his mind/vessel and contact of abusive characters around him (including his father, Chuck, Georgie, his niece, and 
participating police officers) be prevented via hidden technologies.
b. Derrick be removed from drug control through voluntary admission / Rule 25 assessment and inpatient detox treatment in Minneapolis with his 
dogs staying with Tracy Saarikoski.
c. Derrick be allowed to become gainfully employed part time while receiving SSI.
d. Derrick’s home in Keewatin (stolen by Tracy and use of these technologies) be vacated by Tracy upon completion of inpatient treatment and the 
deed and possession be returned to him with her incarceration.
e. The trauma memories of deprogramming and reprogramming be repressed.

215. Loraine and Derrick have a loving relationship and created it under impossible circumstances to cause them both hurt and harm with intent.
216. Derrick Palava is a marijuana grower and knew Loraine would disapprove and recommend he stop until it is legal, and this would cause Derrick to believe Loraine 
was a “snitch.”
217. sick men organized to have Chad Rasmussen cause Loraine harm based on sex and “religion” and to tamper and cover their human trafficking crimes and this is 
Loraine’s complaint and she is pressing charges. The name Rasmussen is significant and related to Loraine’s step sister Heather and her ongoing personal horror story with
the James covertly trading her through the occult to a very disturbed little man.
218. Chad Rasmussen:

a. stalked Loraine’s Facebook.
b. stalked Loraine to Holiday gas station on Pokegama Avenue in Grand Rapids, MN receiving instruction from a party with information gathered 
through GPS.
c. to entrap Loraine into situation where organizing criminal police could engage.
d. lied to Loraine to lure her to a private property in a cabin on Lake Pokegama (next to the landing). Loraine mentioned she worked in computing 
when she spoke with Chad at Holiday. Chad said she was “not like all the girls on drugs in Grand Rapids,” thought she and her job were “interesting” and 
invited her over on a Saturday afternoon for a fire.
e. Told Loraine her polka dotted wallet was “always gonna give you [her] away.”
f. harassed Loraine about her not wanting to take pills he was offering.
g. tried to force unknown prescription drugs on Loraine.
h. stole Loraine’s Nicotrol inhaler to try and upset Loraine.
i. tried 3 times to plant prescription drugs in Loraine’s purse saying, “whenever you don’t feel like yourself, you just take one of those”.
j. asking if Loraine would like to move in and if Loraine thought it would be a nice setting to “write.” Loraine never mentioned anything about writing. 
Why would Loraine consider “moving in” with a man she met an hour prior? Are these people mentally retarded?
k. began talking about how comfortable his air mattress was and trying to convince Loraine to take off her shoes and coat and sit on it, which she 
would not.
l. repeatedly demanded Loraine take off her shoes and coat and get in his bed.
m. began trying to frame Loraine when he could not touch her sexually.
n. began harassing and threatening about what Loraine writes on Facebook.
o. stated “It’s all gone. Your car and everything. It is gone. Stop writing!”
p. began wrestling Loraine trying to get her on the bed. This did not work.
q. snatched Loraine’s phone from her hand and Loraine wrestled him until she got it back.
r. demanded Loraine give him her: phone, purse, shoes and coat and go outside and begin “walking” down frontage road on Pokegama Lake where he
claims his “buddies” live up and down the road (they were obviously prepped to come out and offer “help” if Loraine was hysterical about what Chad was 
trying to set up).
s. continued wrestling with Loraine for her purse until Lori arrived.

219. Lori Erjavec saw Chad wrestling Loraine for her purse through the window when she arrived to pick Loraine up (after calls would not go through until Loraine yelled 
into the phone to her business partner Roger Mami in Massachusetts {moved from Red Wing, MN} when he called).
220. This plan obviously had conspiring officers waiting for a 911 call from Loraine (including the possibility of participating officers showing up to lie about Loraine’s 
mental state and any statements made if she called them for “help” about the SET UP). It is well known and obvious with statements Chad was making, as well as Derrick 
Palava, and his sick friend Chuck, these men have been sharing information on Loraine, nonstop, with all traffickers, or he would not know about the polka dots from 
Loraine’s store inventory in Massachusetts. Loraine is not going to stop using them. Police are going to do their job and convict these people, including officers.
221. planted mental subject, actual conspiracy theorist, (named James) who stayed in sleeping unit 2 was harassing and defaming Loraine, though Loraine did not speak 
to him, and wrote “PIG” on the plaque to the sleeping unit and was at once ejected.
222. Missy (Grace House Employee):
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a. is a mental subject who targets women.
b. is a narcissistic personality and active substance abuser ILLEGALLY employed at the Grace House and was obviously privy to information about 
Loraine and began harassing and defaming Loraine from the minute she arrived (Natalie is witness).
c. continually harassed Loraine about James’ delusional reports that Loraine was typing on a laptop in the sleeping room after 10 pm. Loraine had 
words with her telling her to back off and that it was not true, that James is mentally ill and targeting her for unknown reason.
d. stole Loraine’s full length black sweaters from the dryer.
e. kept changing the chore list and putting Loraine back on bathrooms her entire stay to push her buttons. Put Loraine on both upstairs and 
downstairs bathrooms when she could get no reaction.
f. is positioned within Grace House due to her personal insecurities, known substance abuse problems and mental issues causing: jealousy, hatred and
targeting of other women. LIKE ALL SHELTERS EVERYWHERE.
g. came to work at the Grace House very high on drugs on multiple occasions and one occurrence was near overdose when she obtained Percocet 
from Derrick in the basement to which he reacted by yelling at everyone who were debating calling 911 concerned for her safety, because he had given her the
pills that caused her behavior and most likely had been giving them to her since he arrived. Nadlie said she contacted Gary multiple times for a few hours trying
to get advice on what to do about Missy’s overdose as Nadlie’s 11-year-old daughter was assigned to watch Missy to make sure she did not get up or fall out of
the chair we had to talk her into sitting in. Curt was very upset as Missy had targeted him since he moved in as well and wanted to call 911 or 211 feeling she 
was a threat to guests, and herself, and that her nasty and intentionally cruel targeting behavior was disturbing him all day. ***

223. Loraine (BIG SISTER) counseled Jess (Grace house Employee, Trafficking & Domestic Violence Victim, 39 states) during the time she was there to force her brother to 
move from her dwelling and take his child with, and would like an update and to follow up on her as she is in danger with her fake boyfriend still manipulating and staying 
unwelcomed enslaving her trying to prevent her graduation and degree and impregnate her.
224. Loraine feels Jessica (Grace house Employee) is also being kept by a sick person. Did not engage enough to make any determination, but that she is under a lot of 
stress and kept from performing her duties for clients with intent but cannot verbalize due to fear of losing her job. There is an obvious political war going on inside the 
Grace House and good people are sacrificed by the narcissists as they are in all workplaces.
225. Joan runs the fraud schemes at the Grace House and is a dangerous covert narcissist manipulating all characters. 
226. Loraine tested Joan repeatedly. 
227. Joan:

a. had prior information on Loraine.
b. knew Loraine was a threat to the fraud within and became very nervous the night Loraine and Lori sat in the lot all night to deescalate what Alyson 
was planning in Coleraine.
c. tried to pretend she did not have information on Loraine always, but gave herself away many times, was sharing information about Loraine against 
policy and meddling in the manipulative sale of vulnerable adult Ann’s land in Black Duck, MN. Joan was manipulating, scaring, and told Ann not to trust 
Loraine that Loraine was not on her side, taking advantage of a vulnerable adult for profit, political power, or something else of value, just like she is doing with
Derrick Palava and his land currently and why (it appears) ***.
d. obviously arranged the situation, knew Loraine and Derrick were seeing each other, had seen them in the basement, and recommended Loraine not
to see her boyfriend after the dog bite (so Derrick has no safe witnesses) with a story of a dog bite that seemed untrue.
e. is a rude, insulting, two-faced, conniving liar. When Loraine went in to use the restroom at Grace House, to test Joan AND get control of: Alyson, 
Derrick, Chuck (Nashwauk Trailer Park) and the obviously planned scam running at the property in Coleraine, Loraine and Lori sat in the Grace House lot until 
very late, then went to Holiday to sit the rest of the night to remain under the cameras, Joan was in the office and told Loraine she had to leave immediately 
after she used the restroom and was very rude.
f. came out twice to probe for information and seemed to be coaxing Loraine and Lori to leave and go home.
g. demeanor had changed in front of Lori Erjavec.
h. asked Loraine, “Do you have a safe place to go?” (Assumedly hoping Loraine trusted her to tell her what was going on so “they” knew what Loraine 
was thinking and doing).
i. never trusted Joan and led her down dead ends when engaging and spoke of nothing other than a reverse interview she performed with Joan to 
read her reactions.
j. did not give Joan any information.
k. fears Lori Erjavec and therefore her plan failed, she did not like that Lori was so engaged and continually checking on Loraine. If this had not been 
the case, Joan would have been more aggressive and behaved even worse than she did. Joan obviously was misrepresenting Loraine and is the real pressure 
both Jess and Jessica were feeling from within. 

228. of the frauds running within the Grace House and using Judge Lois Lang’s mental issues and these Minnesota characters are all controlled under the dockets of Judge
Lois Lang in Itasca County created by committing fraud against these citizens. This continual issue of covert abuse her for her judicial power. It is absurd and must be 
stopped. She is not credible, obviously persona non-grata and criminally insane.
229. recognizes Judge Lois Lang has abused her judiciary power and discretion and Loraine is entitled to appeal any case she has been party to with no familial or political 
connections to Judge Lois Lang or the Serial families, if that is even possible since it is known nearly all positions are held by these families and ritual abuse is a known part
of the industry of the practice of law under the papal Bloodlines and unclean rites and rituals are expected part of gaining leadership roles in society despite all other 
oaths taken.
230. recognizes Judge Lois Lang is: hypocritical, conceited, elitist, hateful, anti-social, incompetent, suffering prefrontal cortex damage, extreme toxicity and feels she is 
above the law. She lacks self-respect. She is cold-hearted and lacks: human compassion, integrity, and has no dignity. These behaviors show problems with the function of 
her: amygdala, hippocampus, pineal gland, and one would question if she has suffered temporal death due to: drug and alcohol abuse, battery or possible physical 
scarring or lesions in the hippocampus caused by: parasites, bacteria, or fungus. She is unfit for any duties of the court especially in judging others. It is Loraine’s advice 
the court order she be committed for psychiatric treatment and medication for a minimum of 6 months with review at said time.
231. recognizes Loraine’s request to remove Judge Lois Lang from the bench and ordering review of all cases she has had any influence upon. 
232. Judge Lois Lang has violated her Oath of Office many times and should be censured. The abuse of judiciary discretion goes continually unchecked and her conduct to 
support obviously vexatious litigants like Gary McIlwain is misconduct.
233. Judge Lois Lang takes part in sex trafficking by victim blaming and implying she does not understand the victims calling their truths “allegations” that “make no 
sense” (that JULY is BEFORE DEC???). She, like abuser Gary, is trying to IMPLY Loraine is the one with mental issues. Neither are doctors. Loraine’s detailed medical report 
states there are none, there is no history, nor is there an environment for such. These two actors are conspiring to DEFAME, ROB, DISPLACE, LIBEL and MEDICALLY 
BATTER/KIDNAP a WELL-KNOWN PUBLIC FIGURE & SENSITIVE CRIMES VICTIM this is THIRD-PARTY HARASSMENT.
234. Judge Lois Lang is, knowingly, in violation of the VAWA in denying Loraine’s: actions, safe housing, standing and participating, knowingly, in hate crimes to stalwart 
legitimate civil actions calling the victims claims “frivolous” and approving OBVIOUS LIES OF A DRUGGIE MAD MAN Gary McIlwain because he conspired around 
micromanaging all tenants to cause infighting and encourages spying and tattling for narcissistic control of all characters and to fabricate criminal cases under Judge Lois 
Lang.
235. recognizes Loraine’s qualifications to recommend full toxicology reports and for brain imaging of Judge Lois Lang’s brain to explore for scarring in the hippocampus 
and other problems that may be in relation to consumption of: human flesh, blood, feces, urine, or pork products.
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236. recognizes Loraine’s qualifications to recommend testing of Judge Lois Lang’s pineal gland for crystallization due to consumption of neurotoxins such as fluoride.
237. recognizes Loraine is qualified to question the possible co-morbid conditions and diagnosis of Judge Lois Lang be: Covert Malignant Narcissistic Personality Disorder 
and Dissociative Identity Disorder.
238. recognizes Loraine recommends Judge Lois Lang to be indicted for: Treason, Mutiny, Sex Trafficking, Human Trafficking, Medical Battery, Conspiracy, Racketeering, 
Hate Crimes, Accessory and Commissioning.
239. recognizes Loraine recommends Judge Lois Lang to be permanently removed from any potential to influence to cause harm to other subjects.
240. substance abuse is planned and used to cover up: child sexual abuse, then the abuser covertly controls through technologies, the old men, and police to keep 
generating chaos for the ritual abuse victim and ensnaring them in situations they cannot find their way out of. These predators believe this is funny. They are voyeurs and
they certainly profit from this in all ways. These ongoing larcenies, and displacements by convenience, and attempted debasing and defamation plots of Big Pharm police 
abusing, harassing, stalking, and trafficking Loraine under color of law are hate crimes based on religion and gender. These characters are all controlled under the dockets 
of Judge Lois Lang in Itasca County.
241. Judge Lois Lang is an untreated mental subject and has abused judiciary discretion to misrepresent Loraine’s competency and actions and has illegally denied 
pauperis to prevent civil actions.
242. sick men forced transition by filing untrue statements to the court to obtain restraining order to displace Loraine and impede her travel to Ojai, California for the 
winter with Roger Mami.
243. that Lynn Bennet was collecting information on Gary McIlwaine’s behalf and agreed to purchase a washing machine from Lori Erjavec when Lori left to remove 
herself from the hostilities that had gone on since a confrontation in the basement laundry room with Gary who has been covertly bullying her since and threatened to 
displace Lori if she remained friends with Loraine or rented her the spare bedroom in 305.
244. Lynn Bennett agreed to pay Lori Erjavec $200.00 by April 1st for a portable washing machine and will not answer her phone or door on Gary McIlwain advice. Lynn is 
afraid to lose her housing and follows his order.
245. Lynn Bennett was given many items in trade for help packing and a red chair was left in Lynn’s garage on agreement it could be picked up within a few weeks. Gary’s 
aggressions caused these losses.
246. all the listed in this order are organized crime, and robbery/larceny of property that is a common part of trafficking organized from within the criminal justice system
is not a civil matter. Loraine wants this matter addressed by local law enforcement at once and Lynn to contact Lori E to arrange for payment and pick up or payment for 
the red chair left in Lynn’s garage at once.
247. Gary McIlwain has deceived the court to obtain a restraining order and Loraine would like it dismissed, and Gar y charged with this crime.
248. Addendum of documents filed and denied by Judge Lang are in this court. Can be resubmitted if necessary.
249. that police officers are the ones who recommend how to do this and who they are targeting and force/fool mental subjects and criminals to aid. It is executed by 
forcing the displacement and causing the need to sell property on verbal agreement or leave property behind.
250. Lynn Bennett, Barb Ellington, and Kathy Polus being mentally disordered and untreated subclinical psychopaths because they do not want them to remember their 
abuse, so they allow them to abuse others in convenient frauds they place them within. These three women were always spreading gossip and rumors since Loraine and 
Brittani moved in, being two-faced and trying to gather information to twist and spread along with their jaded ignorant “opinions” continuing the victim blaming on behalf
of these diseased men. Kathy could be heard in the hallway talking very loudly in her apartment referring to Loraine and Brittani. Kathy continued trying to engage with 
Loraine and Brittani and lying to/about Lori Erjavec that Brittani was: hitting on her, asking her for alcohol, and is a drunk and addict. Brittani does not like Barb nor Kathy 
and chased them out of the building with one statement. Gary began getting aggressive and began manipulating when he overheard Loraine on the phone to Crisis saying 
that she is a Domestic Violence Advocate while creeping up on Loraine. Loraine was seeking system services for her daughter Brittani who was being harassed via V2K in 
the building and being conned and harassed by a telephone scammer for her SSI check and began getting aggressive due to her lack of financial resources that was also 
planned and has recurred several times during this investigation without refunding the stolen funds. 
251. Roger and a Native American man living in the building organize the community spying, stalking by the elderly women by scaring them with wild stories of half-truth 
about targeted individuals and this is a transparent and covert integral part of human trafficking (all religious operations depend on the manipulation of women to hate 
and envy or fear other women and participate in this or play this role for their own abuser unknowingly).
252. the Native American man, former system worker, living rent free in a basement apartment and smoking in his unit is involved in human trafficking, targeting and 
abuse.
253. Loraine being in negotiations for marriage with multiple men who have made proposals, and she is not short on offers from suitors, that Loraine only engages in 
sexual relations within long term relationships and is minimally engaging in communications with one male at a time, never has done anything any different. Loraine does 
not communicate with men about romantic relationships and is very persistent in directing them to stop through Facebook, and changes her number often for multiple 
reasons, this one included. Loraine has been more than clear about the type of mate she is looking for and who she will talk to first. Loraine has been clear that she will 
settle her divorce and speak to men on HER list in order of importance. Loraine has been very clear she does not wish to meet or engage with any new male characters in 
Minnesota and she is not a prostitute or disgusting vile person, nor will she tolerate being continually harassed, and exploited to write or deal with the organized 
onslaught of  diseased men for ANY REASON, as said CLEARLY on Facebook and social media since onset.
254. that these men were trying to fool Loraine into reuniting with (49 years temporally dead) Jacquilyn Ann Cobey to try to draw Loraine back into the fraud in 
Wisconsin and to collect information for the group as to Loraine’s location and private info on Brittani while they ran weapons to control Brittani’s behavior trying to 
fabricate mental illness through the use of parasite cleanser and v2k and trying to induce suicide or fabricate a domestic violence incident they were intent to charge 
Loraine with.
255. the officers claim Loraine violated a statute which she did not, no statute for using a phone to take a photo, with one hand, exists and this legislation, officer has lied 
about Loraine stopping in the roadway. These officers are trying to pass that is only to disable victims of crime further. These officers are trying to cover their own crimes.
256. that statutes are not laws and thus this is fraud being committed against Loraine.
257. representative officer Dirkes is being dishonest, Loraine was not using two hands to use her smart phone, at any time, including to take a photo while driving.
258. Officer Dirkes was overly excited and illegally lifting the handle of the passenger door, trying to enter Loraine’s vehicle to cause fear and confusion, while threatening
Loraine that he was going to take her vehicle (which is private property) because she didn’t feel safe to stop or leave her vehicle on the roadway or in a private business’s 
parking lot due to ongoing organized harassment, thefts, failure to protect, illegally created parking tickets, numerous vandalizations and home invasions, over 150 
intentionally planned displacements from housing since birth, numerous fabricated charges, multiple medical kidnappings causing bodily harm based on dishonesty and 
street scenes with mental subjects who are not credible, multiple attempts to discredit, multiple attempts to label/diagnose with false mental disorders and batter with 
unnecessary psychotropic medication, illegal interstate commerce (without consent or contract) to prevent standing, legal divorce, hearing, cause of action, and attempts 
to make legal cases not justiciable as well as to argue non-stability, intense and ongoing electronic stalking, invasions, sabotage and harassment in devices, organized 
community and civilian harassment/stalking executed via chemically dependent strangers through the internet and text services through carriers owned by the serial 
family, ongoing discrimination and interference with W2 income to prevent social security credits and interference with lifelong self-employment income, attempts to 
remove rights to drive/travel/relocate from ongoing terrorism, attempts to increase insurance premiums, attempts to intentionally damage/vandalize or steal vehicle, 
continual/persistent aggravation and disruption of peaceful enjoyment, ability to earn income in Loraine’s home office workplaces, and prevention of stability by ongoing 
rumors and victim blaming, ongoing terrorism from organized criminals and participating communist party law enforcement officers involved in trafficking, exploitation, 
and illegal harassment of victims of domestic violence trying to cover up communist conspiracy, treason, mutiny, racketeering, kiddie porn trading, pedophilia of Loraine’s
family and husband against her children, and a lifetime of spying, harassment, terrorism, torture, poisonings, impersonation, slander, libel, theft of income and wrongful 
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enslavement covertly organized and executed between James P Lowling, Rose A Lowling, Stacy Marie (Lowling) Walenta, Christopher Kwiatkowski Kwiat, Gary Paul 
(Kwiatkowski) Kwiat and handlers about those known mental (untreated/self-medicating) subjects.
259. that this traffic stop is proof cooperating officers continue organizing to violate Loraine’s rights covertly organizing nonstop aggravations, wasting time, and 
potentially causing dangerous or harmful situations, financial losses by controlling her environments and causing ongoing interactions with chemically dependent, 
dissociated (split), and brainwashed, mental subjects by using false information and staging hoaxes and continually manipulating weak minded individuals she actually 
helped to turn against her and begin committing criminal defamation in violation of 18 U.S. Code 1038 and 18 U.S. Code 242 to create ongoing 609.765 which they have 
no intent to prosecute on participating criminals and mental characters.
260. this warrantless and illegal stop on public roadways was an attempt to cover civilian harassment and all other conspiratorial crimes of the occult and continue 
pretending they don’t understand Loraine’s case and violating Loraine’s rights under 18 U.S. Code 242 to fabricate more legal fiction to obtain orders to poison or 
incarcerate her for crimes she has not committed and conditions she does not suffer.
261. representative officers through local agencies have committed multiple organized crimes against Loraine in conjunction with other agencies in other states and were
planning to continue to violate Loraine’s rights under 18 U.S. Code 242.
262. representative officer followed Loraine and waited to turn on his emergency lights until Loraine was in the intersection in hopes to be able to impound her privately 
owned vehicle by conveniently needing to at once remove it from the intersection and to tamper with evidence. The conspiring KKK that is within EVERY JURISDICTION 
plans this and instruct each other how to ABUSE THE SYSTEM to TARGET and cause subjects harm. THIS NEEDS TO STOP AT ONCE!
263. that potential evidences which could have been illegally seized from within the vehicle would be her vessel/ship/person, documents of relation to larger matters and
any devices or other items which will expose the “Deep State” serial family for all their crimes. 25 CFR 11.440
264. representative officer is: hateful, conspiring, and dishonest by nature, and misrepresented Loraine’s demeanor when she did stop at Grand Terrace Apartments 
parking lot and she was not “disgruntled”, but she was, in fact, calm and rationally deescalating the officers by not opening her door until she felt they had control of their 
persons and there were more witnesses.
265. representative officers are BOTH being dishonest regarding turning on and off emergency lights prior to turning them on the FIRST, and only, time which was in the 
intersection to indicate that Loraine was being detained, or she would have pulled over on the side street where there was no threat the vehicle would have been towed. 
The officer KNEW he was going to be making her make that decision and is LYING and taught these types of aggressions against citizens to FABRICATE cases and 
IMPOUNDS ILLEGALLY through the same organizing men’s groups.
266. Officer Dirkes has become PERSONALLY involved because he is PERSONALLY linked to the TERRORISM of two women, and the PLANNED RAPE of a minor that is 
being COVERED UP. He is desperately BULLYING and trying to INTIMIDATE and MALICIOUSLY PROSECUTE Loraine when she has committed NO CRIMES and helps victims 
at her own expense and risk which is not only TACKY and RUDE, but it is ILLEGAL and he and all officers should be FEDERALLY INVESTIGATED as not all are participating in 
this NONSENSE, and wish it to STOP so that they can have a SAFE WORKPLACE.
267. and/or Commanders are fully aware Loraine used her phone to protect her clients responsibly and legally, usually while stopped, and there was no other traffic on 
the road near her vehicle and that officer were stalking via GPS (like has been repeatedly done in many states since Loraine’s first iPhone) and her internet access as a web
software designer in or around 1992 on BBS systems.
268. the representative officers lied and said that they had received a call from a resident claiming that Loraine was taking a photo of their home, and that is why they 
began following her. There is no mention of a call in the reports. If there was a call it also was staged and from a cooperating trafficker with information about her device 
and vehicle, which was illegally collected through illegal data mining which, has happened in continuation for more than 12 years. It is also possible a remotely 
manipulated with hidden technologies was remotely used to make the call (like current school shooting propaganda campaigns).
269. officers were gathering data from Facebook to know how to stalk her location, know her opinion on ideological issues and sex trafficking in attempt to incriminate, 
commit larceny by making it seem coincidental that properties would be lost in another transition, mock, harass and intimidate Loraine including lying that she was using 
two hands to operate her phone knowing she repeatedly posts instructions not to do so due to radioactivity of mobile devices and the relative threat to holding device 
closer to female organs, as well as the bent position of a subjects neck while holding a mobile phone with two hands looking in a downward position pinching the bursa 
between joints in the neck and causing unneeded damage to the nerves.
270. Loraine is always keeping a home office, that it has no right to interfere with in any manner and cannot allow secret men’s groups to sabotage her efforts and spy on
all her communications and transactions and creations.
271. that conspiring men violated labor laws that protect Loraine by wiping Loraine’s contact list and call log via IMSI catcher or StingRay on Loraine’s business phone in 
August 2017 causing Loraine to run and buy a new phone, to prove exactly who was going to go in, and get into the new unit via Facebook or other apps, breaches, or 
backdoors.
272. these conspirators continue trying to plot and execute harassment schemes around Loraine and her daughter Brittani, in rapids succession, to breach their loving 
relationship and separate them. This is redundantly executed with plan after plan with mental subjects (controlled by the Russell Family and PNAC accessing the DEA 
databases) where Loraine must find her way out of each scheme, gracefully, with as little financial and social loss as possible, while staying balanced in all ways. 
273. all priests, doctors, judges, lawyers, and police officers are subjected to extreme ritual abuse and trauma, toxic stress, and other psychological programming with 
seeded triggers and disinformation, from birth, to program them for remote operation via electromagnetic manipulation and radio frequency manipulation and cannot be
trusted to determine correct procedure or behavior in themselves or subject, and are unaware of their alters and the alters of others being deployed to hide the truth 
about societal control systems covering the frauds of those who believe they are “elite”.
274. that substance abuse regulated by the Drug ENFORCEMENT Agency organized by the RUSSELL OPIUM EMPIRE is used to cover child sexual abuse, then the abuser 
covertly controls through the old men and police to keep generating chaos for the ritual abuse victim and ensnaring them in situations they cannot find their way out of. 
These predators believe this is funny. They are voyeurs and they certainly profit from this in all ways. These ongoing larcenies, and displacements by convenience, and 
attempted debasing and defamation plots of Big Pharm police abusing, harassing, stalking, and trafficking Loraine under color of law are hate crimes based on: 
species/bloodline, career, intelligence, wealth, race, politics, religion, and gender. 
275. these men are working on behalf of the “Ritual Clan” associated to Gary Paul Kwiatkowski Kwiat, Christopher Kwiatkowski Kwiat, and Bradford McKendry, James 
Phillip Lowling, to: continue Torturous Interference, Tamper with States Witnesses, Defame, Cause Mental Injury/Duress, Interfere with income & Quiet Enjoyment, Cause
Expense, Cause Intentional Injury and death, Cause Mayhem, Maliciously Prosecute based on statement online questioning illegal behaviors in the area, and ongoing 
stalking and harassment of Loraine’s clients, and their network, to prevent Cause of Action in other matters, and completion of Discovery Process in a Pending Divorce in 
Franklin County, Massachusetts.
276. conspired to use similar surveillance type equipment, and technologies, as listed below, either directly through local Police Departments, or partnering subversive 
paramilitary organization communist factions/groups/individuals residing in the area such as: Joel Lamonte McDaniel, or any other Neo-Nazi/White Nationalist type Hate 
Groups, or Men’s Movement Group Type organizations such as NAMBLA, KKK, MOOSE CLUB, EAGLES CLUB, ILLUMINATI, SKULLNBONES, or other group participating in 
the sex trafficking of: women, children, and minorities while breaking many laws/ordinances, and committing terrorism, harassment, & fraud to prevent prosecution and 
convictions of: James Philip Lowling, Bradford Mckendry, Gary Paul Kwiat, Stacy Marie Lowling Walenta and Christopher Kwiatkowski Kwiat; to hide systemic human sex 
trafficking and violence against women, children, elderly, handicapped, and “minorities”(who are the majority); to corrupt the: adversary process, criminal justice & 
federal sanitation systems; to abuse and bill insurances while attempting to: misprision felony, commit larceny through coincidental impound of vehicle, and to abuse the 
criminal justice system on behalf of participating men in other jurisdictions.
277. recognizes Loraine as legal Guardian of Brittani Ellen Lowling Forler to oversee her financial affairs and housing and personal care needs and will be removing 
Brittani from Itasca County and the State when proper arrangements are made in her best interests for recovery elsewhere.
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278. they are vexing Loraine, wasting tax dollars, and cannot prove their claims without showing the electronic surveillance systems of satellites and 
Prism/Upstream/Sofia/CERN, bulk data collection, the two-tiered system of justice, 4th Amendment rights violations committed especially under The Patriot Act, planned 
extinction of Loraine’s hybrid race, censorship and destruction of citizens like Loraine and Thomas Drake, Bill Veevey, Chelsey Manning, Edward Snowden, Dewayne 
Hogue, Julian Assange,  and Elsberg.
279. no competent or healthy citizen, or business, has ever filed any valid complaints prior to these acts of aggression, and everything that has happened is fabricated as 
part of the torture, terrorism, victim blaming and trafficking. The State has no evidentiary proof otherwise, anything that may exist is fabricated, after the fact, by non-
credible participants in domestic terrorism. 
280. Loraine does not feel safe to return to the office called the “Grand Rapids Police Department” to obtain data asked (all information on dash cams and devices agency
& personal) due to their hostilities, well known dishonesty, hatred of women and minorities, and ongoing domestic terrorism under color of law.
281. Loraine has dropped off intelligences beginning in 2015 with the Grand Rapids Police Department and Human Services which defines that white supremacists (KKK) 
conspiracy of human and sex trafficking, fraud and domestic terrorism and organized stalking and hate crimes are being executed operating *** using the criminal justice 
and federal sanitation system in Itasca County.
282. it is in error presenting fictitious charges against Loraine’s living man mixed case name rather than LORAINE MAE LOWLING her corporation name to which Loraine is
the Grantor and Beneficiary and this court is trying to hex Loraine speaking and writing languages it believes she does not understand.
283. has delivered documents to Loraine which are riddled with errors, pretending falsehoods are facts, wasting her time to defend such nonsense of a failed attempt to 
capture properties illegally, kidnap, tamper, and steal evidences (of cases of larger matters), which are known to be in her possession and could have also been in the 
vehicle officers were also attempting to pretend they had legal authority to: steal, search, raid, and auction after waiting until they knew Loraine did not have any liquid 
assets to pay: bails or collect property from illegally forced impound.
284. Officers Roerick and Dirkes are writing legal fiction and intended to create necessity to immediately remove property from the roadway by waiting until Loraine was 
in an intersection to turn on emergency lights the first (and only time) after following to intimidate and harass for approximately 8 blocks on side streets with street 
parking, as they debated how to lie and achieve the goals of the sex trafficking men’s hate group (they are affiliated with through birth and indoctrination) because she 
was taking photos of their conspiring businesses (which the “Post Office” is not of any interest as Officer Dirkes is trying to imply, in his lame, childish, hateful, negative 
story-building narrative {because Loraine is a drug-free, strong independent woman, with a sassy confident attitude and self-respect} and he doesn’t like that for personal 
reasons related to his mental issues).
285. Loraine being a professional photographer as part of her career, and by degree and she takes photos, for many purposes, exercising her artistic liberties to do so, for 
whatever creative or evidentiary purpose, as well as exercising her protections as a free press independent journalist and researcher geotagging her location and location 
of illegal surveillance equipment/hidden enemy headquarters/stalking predators.
286. this all is in relation to collecting and destroying the evidences of: Loraine’s larger case, human sex trafficking, disease/security research relating to narcissism and to 
the: illegal custody, exploit, brainwashing, sexual and psychological abuse, and abduction of a minor in relation to the case mentioned in this document and Loraine’s two 
children.
287. the documents received by Loraine Mae Lowling state she appeared before a Chief Judge Paul T. Benshoof and plead guilty which is not true.
288. that Loraine Mae Lowling appeared as a courtesy in front of Judge Korey Wahwassuck, and did not agree to contract, did not sign anything containing the hexing and
babble of this subversive organization trying to represent her rights and stated she did not agree to whatever the document said, argued that these courts have no 
jurisdiction, and did not enter any plea and will not.
289. Loraine does not have to pay any illegal ransoms called citations nor surrender any private property for traveling the roadways or doing anything which has not 
caused any person or entity any injuries.
290. that officer Jeffrey Roerick is writing legal fiction about Loraine, and purposefully developing a false narrative about her relations while mis-quoting Loraine saying 
she said she was “taking pictures of the post office for her investigation that she was doing for a friend of hers,” which Loraine was not. Loraine said she, “is a domestic 
violence advocate specializing in high-tech stalking and weapons, collecting evidence for a client around a property on 8th Street in relation to the McDaniels divorce that 
Loraine feels is intentionally being distressed into foreclosure”, and Loraine is “researching the military industrial complex, and related fraud and disease, working 
independently to obtain her advanced degrees”.
291. that officer Jeffrey Roerick told Loraine in front of multiple officers that a citizen called to complain that Loraine was taking pictures in front of their home, and that 
is why he was sent out to detain Loraine. There is no mention of this complaint or call in reports from either officer, and Officer Timothy Dirkes states in his report that, 
“We were patrolling East on NW 5th St. when the vehicle in front of us bearing MN license plate 083UNN nearly stopped in the east bound lane about even with the blue 
mail box at the Post Office” which is untrue. Officers were participating in stalking, and hate crimes, for personal reasons, and fabricated to coverup that they were 
stalking Loraine’s devices because of specific pictures Loraine was taking, and what Loraine was posting on Facebook (including a cover photo of the yellow brick road and 
an old California license plate to bait them to look for Loraine’s MN plates in the DOT database, and locate her vehicle on the grid, to catch them in their: stalking, hate 
crimes, misconduct, and abuse under color of law).
292. representatives running RNM, ULF, VLH, ELF (or other similar technologies), inspired Loraine to capture the images (including images of Stacy’s plates), and officer to
be sent to illegally detain her, and cause her not to feel safe to pull over due to known, ongoing, police brutality, towards her, that was initiated by School Resource 
Officer Todd Dineen in South Hadley Massachusetts, and arranged by the serial family clan.
293. This is RETALIATORY ABUSE UNDER COLOR OF LAW & DISCRIMINATION/HARASSMENT ABUSE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM TO: COMMIT HATE CRIMES, TAMPER 
WITH WITNESSES, AND DESTROY EVIDENCE. Sick men, and women they control, within the State of Minnesota conspired to: discriminate, and commit hate crimes, 
against Loraine Mae Lowling due to professional domestic violence services being provided by her under her agency BIG SISTER 503(c) to Guy and Lynn Olson of 521 Trout
Lake Road, Grand Rapids, MN 55744 in relation to Docket 31-FA-12-1420 on behalf of: former Coleraine Police Department Reserve Officer Joel Lamonte McDaniel, and 
Deputy Sheriff Bryan Johnson is somehow related, and acting on illegally collected information through Facebook software to: torture, oppress, traffic, fabricate cases, 
rape and spy on minors to drug and impregnate, cause duress, distress and illegally capture private properties using directed energy weapons and other hidden 
technologies.
294. conspired to discriminate against Loraine Mae Lowling due to professional domestic violence services being provided by her under her agency BIG SISTER 503(c) to 
Guy, and Lynn Olson of 521 Trout Lake Road, Grand Rapids, MN 55744 in relation to Docket 31-FA-12-1420 on behalf of: John P Dimich who knew he would be caught 
committing fraud pertaining to the sale and subsequent torture of owners and forced foreclosure of property on the corner of Trout Lake Road and HWY 169 using hidden
technologies.
295. Amy is not Lori’s friend as the officer implies, nor is Lori Amy’s friend. Amy is not the type of person Lori willingly associates with. Amy has no actual friends due to 
her mental disorder(s). Lori was trying to decide survivability of and recovery possibility for the Olson’s as Loraine is an exit counselor.
296. Loraine has recommended to the Olson’s multiple times:

a. Loraine wishes no contact with or association to their daughter Amy, who is: mentally disordered, incompetent, nonresponsive, and self-
medicating;
b. Has always been a mean girl.
c. Is potentially suffering from Histrionic Personality Disorder, Dissociative Identity Disorder and Narcissistic Personality Disorder and controls her 
prey:

c.i. By keeping characters: Stressed; Polarized; Fearful of what she may say/do; Telling all half of the truth; Suggesting negatives about everyone (but herself); 
Covertly causing mistrust and pitting characters against each other to keep them: untrusting of each other, separated and generating potential gossip and hateful 
behaviors toward each other, as she acts innocent and feigns victim; Spending all her time yelling at people that they “have to help” her; Threatening suicide to cause 
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emotional upset and redirect conversation for attention; Telling exaggerated nonsense about anyone to benefit herself and threaten victims that she may do the same to 
them if they don’t do as she demands; Telling exaggerated nonsense about “police” continuously looping about how they were her “buddies” and how they supposedly 
wronged her (seeming more as though - as a married woman - she has some inappropriate relationships and personal vendettas against Grand Rapids and Coleraine 
police for separate reasons); Continuously reverting to becoming obsessed and hysterical about something Joel said to an officer, years prior, that she wasn’t informed of 
for many months (where officers took the right course to not disclose to her, while she was already in crisis); Dramatically exciting herself, and trying to excite Loraine, 
generating illogical emotions, in loops, manipulating many characters to cover her own crimes, and frauds; Retreating in to pouting and feigning depression; Extreme 
drinking binges, daily puking; Drugging herself; Zoning out watching TV;

d. Abusing her handler Ben in his home, a vulnerable adult due to terminal cancer, hiding that he needed more medical services than she could or 
would provide, while she stole his medications for her personal use, and manipulated him into allowing her to stay for free and spend his money on her needs).

297. schemes in Itasca County against Loraine and Brittani began under Rick Brohman Amy McDaniel’s abuser and handler and included third-party conspirators: Joel 
Lamonte McDaniel and Gary McIlwain and were carefully and slowly executed with aid of mentally disordered women in their immediate control: Barb, Kathy, Lynn 
Bennet and then resumed the tail end of the plan with Amy Brohman McDaniel being sent back into the narrative and including Amy Westrup and Charlene Nelson then 
continued into the Grace House plan under Joan.
298. Amy McDaniel’s ongoing: confusion, criminal defamation campaign, harassment and third-party harassment generated by Amy’s ongoing defamation and 
lies/misrepresentations because she suffers Histrionic Personality Disorder, Dissociative Identity Disorder and is a prostitute, thief, financial fraud, pathological liar, and 
substance abuser and thus is easily programmed and manipulated through technologies to covertly serve these diseased men.
299. Amy McDaniel is the problem on Trout Lake Road and intentionally engaged Amy repeatedly to frustrate Loraine, interfere with her self-employment and quiet 
enjoyment at 401 SE 10th Street Apt #306, Grand Rapids, MN 55744 because Loraine wasn’t responding to these men’s attempts to draw Loraine into crimes Amy was 
committing in North Dakota and on 9th Street in Grand Rapids at Amy’s handler Ben’s home.
300. Amy’s continual unwanted visits, were necessary to investigate and research this opioid crisis and relative disease/criminal case, but has not compensated Loraine 
for losses, expenses, aggravation, and time.
301. Amy McDaniel became hostile with Loraine and was running a scam the entire time coming to her home unwelcomed, staying, trying to move in and interfering with
her quiet enjoyment to block Loraine’s business partner from visiting and cause Loraine to lose her employment contract due to Amy’s nonsense and bringing a mental 
named Charlene Nelson to begin harassing and defaming her behind her back with Amy because they are both two-faced narcissists. Amy couldn’t force Lori to write her 
“book”, listen to her looping and flooding or nonsense, follow her into her nonsense in North Dakota or pick her up, or participate with her robbing Ben’s property, allow 
her to stay and drink in Loraine’s home, harass Loraine for money to buy drugs, allow her to bring strange men to Loraine’s apartment and turn tricks in her spare 
bedroom, and bring a parade of unwanted drug addicts & criminals into Loraine’s home while she worked and plot to bring Charlene Nelson in to take a photo & tag her 
location to initiate additional attack with intent, and conspired and tell lies to other victims Loraine was aiding on Facebook to scare them with the cover up that was 
running in Wisconsin to get Amy away from Loraine, collect intelligence Amy was preventing Loraine from delivering lying day after day and following her around 
pretending she was helping Loraine with Big Sister as Loraine was trying to casually get her to go home or into sheltering which was agreed to before leaving MN would 
happen the following Monday.
302. Amy McDaniel is obsessed with trying to force Loraine to get involved in her quest to have Joel prosecuted for committing fraud by filing false reports with the IRS, 
continuously rambling, going into theatrics, and trying to show documents of no relevance to the domestic issues and disease research Loraine decided to continue in 
Itasca County to make the best of a bad situation, knowing leaving would not be easy. 
303. Amy is concerned about her ongoing predilection for committing financial crimes through psychologically abusing others into supporting her and her habits. 
304. it is Loraine’s opinion Amy was hoping to cover that she was fully aware of Joel committing fraud, and illegal surveillance of/with cooperating local police officers, 
and citizens and aware of many other illegal actions to open many businesses, gaining clients from police, and to evade paying taxes with the IRS. Loraine believes Amy 
began reporting to the IRS to cover her actions, claiming she was an “innocent spouse” and that he abuses her only at that time when Joel could no longer control her or 
hide her substance abuse issues and related verbal and physical violence, which Loraine is certain she was a major contributing factor to and an equal part of, due to 
complications of both of their mental disorders. Amy admits she had no issues with Joel’s actions or associations with “corrupt” officers if she was financially benefiting 
and able to keep using drugs and alcohol and did not have to work.
305. it is Loraine’s opinion John P Dimich was receiving information and surveillance updates inside the home he sold to the McDaniel’s, set up the entire scenario, and 
took advantage of using hidden technologies to sell them a distressed property, have them repair it, cause chaos and force it into foreclosure (on their names) acting as 
both the seller and Attorney at the foreclosure sale, while shielding them both from criminal prosecutions to prevent them from speaking to anyone, and preventing 
accurate protections and medical services to all. The ongoing coverup, including drawing Loraine into Itasca County, in trade for something of value, and continual 
nonsense has continued since.
306. custody of minor in McDaniels divorce was obtained by using information gathered illegally and stressing her biological family and defaming and harassing them, 
causing them to flee.
307. Amy McDaniel refused to complete agreed upon intake in immediate Domestic Violence sheltering with the minor (as agreed and planned before leaving Itasca 
County and the reason she argued Lynn that I allow Lynn to come with, that she may not see her for a while).
308. custody of Minor was taken illegally by Kenosha police and Grand Rapids police mentally manipulating the Minor and monitoring live via Facetime with Meghan a 
mental subject working within the systems who was posting lies live on Facebook about the minor, Amy and Loraine on Joel McDaniel‘s behalf and was emotionally 
manipulating the minor seeding false belief by suggestion and suggesting and seeding fear while Joel was pretending to be her boyfriend as he used her for her role in 
society.
309. Kenosha police stole Lynn’s identification to impede her travel and ability to go to FBI.
310. Amy McDaniel would not return to Itasca County Minnesota because she was afraid of Joel and Officer*** and would not go into sheltering because she would not 
have been able to drink and do drugs and followed Loraine around through multiple trips to Illinois while Loraine worked with police and other victims of technologies 
abuse in Menomonee falls, WI & Alton, Illinois and reported to Cicero, and Rockford as they are relative to her case and Lynn Olson’s personal case.
311. the mobile device being used to capture images of potentially illegal/foreign towers and surveillance equipment in Itasca County was being surveilled live, via 
devices similar to those listed below, in real-time, and communications received to follow seemed to be non-threatening and casual in appearance with careful wording, 
via spoof message were in fact: harassment; narcissistic terroristic intimidations; threats; and warnings sent via message to Amy McDaniel’s device shortly thereafter issue
of citation 310317000279.
312. these men keep conspiring and using technology to impede and control messing with Loraine and Rogers phones to attempt to disengage their business relationship 
and used Amy McDaniel and these technologies continually to prevent Rogers trip to Minnesota in August of 2017 after Loraine faked out Gary McIlwain telling him she 
was moving out and going to relocate to Madison, Wisconsin and spoke on monitored lines to Roger about that transition.
313. these men continue challenging and demanding free services, that were never agreed upon, are billable hours that will be invoiced, and continues to make these 
challenges within problems where they do not use correct course and continue using the mental subjects to cause Loraine delay, losses, frustration and harm and to 
continue to harass and defame, which is third-party harassment.
314. Amy McDaniel will not cope with her childhood abuse by Rick Brohman, subconsciously blames it on her mother by scamming her and emotionally upsetting her to 
get what she wants, and denies that she is a prostitute, conspiring criminal and pathological liar with a substance abuse problem and did not need to bring Loraine here to
see her as a covert “Master” in this classified crisis.
315. Amy McDaniel to terrorize and collect information on people’s children and abuse vulnerable adults and does not prosecute her for crimes she is committing and 
confessing to Loraine and trying to enjoin her in as she sleeps with a Hill City officer who manipulates her mentally, knowing she is mentally ill.
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316. Amy McDaniel is in trauma, and confusion, and she tried to bait, and force Loraine into spreading gossip about Joel and others, on her behalf, or force Loraine to 
listen to her bad acting drama, chaos and “flooding” about “corruption” and police, and her personal sob story and read her “case” (which contains no defense for her 
actions, and ongoing antisocial behaviors, in Loraine’s opinion). 
317. Amy McDaniel was harassing and threatening Loraine to quit her job and work free in her own home with no way to pay the bills, to write her a “book” and prepare 
the files, gain her protections, publicity and fame by misrepresenting who Amy is and what has transpired in Itasca county and other places she was following Loraine as 
she worked other research and aided victims.
318. Amy McDaniel harassed and been two-faced about Loraine nonstop since Loraine met her waffling back and forth in her own confusion and will not read what is 
necessary for Loraine to educate her about technology.
319. Amy McDaniel made sexual advances toward Loraine for control on multiple occasions and harassed Loraine to “go get laid” continuously ad nauseum as Loraine 
recommended she stop talking to and confiding in men during her personal crisis and stop being sexually active with anyone she does not have a long-term relationship 
with. 
320. Amy McDaniel coerced Amy Westrup as well to post lies onto Facebook to: defame, humiliate, and threaten. 
321. Amy McDaniel scammed, conspired and told half-truth and lies to manipulate numerous characters, cause Loraine to lose her employment contract with intent, 
geotag Loraine’s position, and manipulate a negative public opinion around Loraine, because she is: vindictive, malicious, self-centered, conceited, rude, conniving, and 
cruel hearted and did this because Amy could not:

a. Covertly or overtly force or control Loraine to write a “book,” rather than a chronological incident log of an absurd and unnecessary amount of 
unrelated lifetime events (in the correct sequence order for law enforcement). ***Loraine stopped, printed, and gave to Craig Pierce at the courthouse and 
gave on academia.com, and to an officer in Saint Paul as self-protection;
b. Stop Loraine from doing her work detailing the behavior explanations related to the actions and statements, within the incidents, for professionals 
to learn and have better understanding of the disease indicators;
c. Stop Loraine from doing her work writing necessary changes to domestic violence law protocol and programs;
d. Stop Loraine from getting outside police further involved for Loraine’s protection;
e. Force Loraine to change her plan to recommend custody to Lynn and Guy Olson or prepare/file anything different;
f. From relocating out of Grand Rapids, MN – After grocery shopping with Amy, purchasing cakes for the party Loraine would potentially throw on the 
Saturday before Halloween to celebrate her leaving and the end of her research project, Loraine demanded repeatedly that Amy leave her home and told her 
Loraine is under attack because Loraine appears she is “defending a liar” (harboring a financial fraud / con-artist, criminal and protecting a prostitute). To get 
Amy in transition to leave directly afterward, Loraine drove to the Holiday station, which Amy asked to ride along (knowing there was a possibility Loraine 
would not allow her to come back into the building upon return), while pulling around the Holiday to leave Amy screeched at very high decibels at Loraine in 
the Holiday gas station parking lot that Loraine is “not leaving Grand Rapids until I have custody of _________[Minor].” Loraine has never recommended such, 
never agreed to do such, and never will do such;
g. Get Loraine to spread gossip on Facebook.

322. Loraine repeatedly said on Facebook and to Amy she did not want to meet anyone Amy knew, especially men, or get involved with any relationship that could 
complicate her safe, prompt exit from Minnesota. Amy was encouraged to try to soil Loraine’s integrity or reputation or traffic Loraine into her prostitution ring with local 
sex trafficking police because she could not manipulate for what she wanted.
323. Loraine has endured nonstop aggression, manipulation and third party harassment based on Stacy Marie Lowling Walenta’s criminal defamation, Harassment, 
stalking, carnival of lies and impersonations, attempted murder, larcenies, home invasions, privacy violations, conspiracy and all related nonsense and Amy McDaniel 
began conspiring and defaming  because she could not manipulate Loraine the way she wished to do things Loraine never agree to or work for free and let her stay in 
Loraine’s apartment using it as a brothel and place to drink and use drugs.
324. Amy McDaniel is bi-sexual, made multiple unwelcomed advances, and showed interest in having sexual relations with Loraine as a desperate effort to gain control. 
Loraine is heterosexual.
325. Amy McDaniel came to Loraine’s home, unwelcomed, to stay the night: drinking; using drugs; keeping at odd hours; interrupting Loraine while she worked; 
intentionally, harassing Loraine about her “case” and “book,” behaving like a radioactive terrorist and drama queen, yelling and threatening harm in Loraine’s home.
326. Loraine and Brittani were sex trafficked into Itasca County in violation of the UCC and 42 USC via drug controlled untreated mental subject Amy Marie Brohman 
McDaniels Handlers who suffer from untreated mental issues and they have intentionally induced ongoing: V2K Harassment, Toxic Stress, Traumatic Stress, Sleep 
Deprivation, and Asperger’s Syndrome (not ADD, ADHD,  Delusional Disorder nor Bi-Polar Disorder) due to toxic injection at birth into Brittani ordered by clergy because 
Loraine refused to marry her rapist, and first handler, criminal and violent substance abuser with DID and NPD, Troy David Forler, and this trailing, covert reporting, 
“handling”, sabotage, and rape was organized by James P Lowling, Rose A Lowling, Stacy Marie (Lowling) Walenta and covertly managed between Troy David Forler and 
Stacy Lowling Walenta since 1987.
327. Eli (sleeping unit 5) is a thief, heroin addict, verbal abuser, sexually aggressive, narcissistic to get what he wants. Eli began manipulating around Loraine when she 
repeatedly ignored his sexual advances and baited a situation to redirect pressure that was being put on Natalie by Alyson Carmody. Eli began trash talking Loraine with 
bait to Alyson on Facebook. Alyson began plotting. Eli’s uncle *** GRAND TERRACE GOT HIM JOB AT ARROWHEAD TO DISTRACT BOTH is friends with Amy McDaniel as 
was the drug addicted couple in sleeping unit 1 when Loraine arrived who were ejected for smoking marijuana at the Super 8 motel, over the Christmas holiday, in 
violation of ZERO TOLERANCE POLICY and their drug court orders.
328. used law enforcement personnel to access driver information of Loraine through the Driver and Vehicle Services (DVS) and that law enforcement personnel have 
used CIBRS in ways that statutes do not permit by obtaining a CA license plate number she posted as bait to entrap Joel and conspirators on her Facebook account that 
has been monitored continually by Joel Lamonte McDaniel since early 2015 when Loraine began speaking with Amy, and Lynn regarding domestic issues in Itasca County.
329. Joel McDaniel was obtaining elevated level information from cooperating officers on all subjects due to his 2015 fraud and threats to Loraine via Facebook mocking 
that “space weapons” are not real after zapping her vehicle in Iowa on the way to meet and help her clients Lynn and Guy Olson.
330. recognizes Loraine authorizes Pauperis and waives any fees in relation to any actions filed in the Itasca County court in Loraine or Brittani’s name.
331. Loraine is her own agent and can dismiss this hexing & frivolous case and declare it a war crime.
332. is aware the game World of Warcraft and software application called POKEMON GO are stalking tools assigning live players to track, stalk, harass and attack living 
vessels on the surface for the Nephilim while the player believes these are just highly addictive games they cannot escape from playing due to control through Rockwell 
Automation and in cooperation with companies like Johnson Controls in Wisconsin, and that Loraine’s smartphone was turned into a “monster” in POKEMON GO when 
she arrived in Grand Rapids, Minnesota by the “Illuminati” that stalks her cyber to surface to geotag the location and get a pictures of Loraine in her vehicle multiple 
times.
333. Loraine is dismissing this claim case.
334. of Loraine and Brittani obtaining restraining orders against Matthew Porter who was taking direction from the ritual clan and the Judge added the clause “or 
anywhere she may be” to Loraine’s order, to include the internet and on her service route for Premium Retail Services, but the clan just changed characters to stalk and 
log into Loraine’s work portal to manipulate in every way possible and stalk her around the surface, stealing her packages, ambushing her work and defaming her on Stacy
Walenta and Christopher Kwiat behalves to continue the narrative in front of her employers that Loraine was “paranoid”, however Loraine’s boss saw the calendar 
Loraine scheduled her service stops on was being changed remotely and some female had called FedEx to tell them Loraine received packages Loraine did not receive and 
was still looking to locate, which is Christopher’s narrative that Loraine has multiple personalities. 
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335. Marjorie Jane Pratt Townsend (Russell) of 18 Mt. Warner Road, Hadley, Massachusetts 01035 is temporally dead part of human trafficking and is used as a state 
assassin / serial killer used by the CIA under Nixon’s FAKE ABC AGENCIES who arranged: drugging and capture to fabricate schizophrenia / delusional disorder psychotic 
diagnosis to batter Loraine and Brittani with psychotropic medication for overthrow of their minds and bodily operations to cover the pyramid fraud, torture and abuses 
and Kevin Von Bank has been an integral part of their survival who deserves commendations and compensation for his efforts above and beyond his work schedule and 
retirement.
336. Loraine was capturing and geotagging/testing: changing phones & numbers many numerous times; testing phones, carriers, policies, fees, software, towers, 
VoIP/IMSI/dialer systems, social media, fusion center relay systems and how information was being transferred so quickly to all characters including by calling & texting 
to: Lt Kevin Von Bank, Lt Chad Mueller, Trooper Jamie Margarian, other departments, Jeffrey Riemer and to her own number through the fusion center and baiting & 
causing characters like Stacy and Marjorie to react to exactly what was texted to prompted reaction for. 
337. Kathy Demers, Loraine’s original supervisor knew Home Depot was Loraine’s favorite store, though she never shared the information and Kathy shares the same last 
name of Jim Demers who was covertly stalking Loraine and Jaya Boerman destroying their businesses and it was obvious to both Loraine and Jaya that everything was 
being surveilled by fascists. 
338. Jim Demers is on the Board in Amherst and a Police officer in Chicopee who took part in the frauds to destroy all streams of Loraine’s income and defame her and 
her daughter as “crack whores” or “schizophrenics,” “spoiled rich girls,” “gold-diggers,” “liars” and “heroin junkies.”
339. Jeffrey Riemer was harassing Loraine during a car ride from same address to Menomonee Falls High School, receiving a ticket while hysterically crying, being 
harassed by Jeffrey, that was staged, and planned to begin destroying Loraine’s driving record, and Jeffrey was directed to cause a collision by harassing Loraine when she 
drove. Jeffrey took part because local officers entrapped him, did not know what to do to keep Loraine safe, did not want Loraine to break up with him or leave state, so 
he helped fabricate charges on Christopher’s behalf in Thor Hedrik Templin’s plan (with Nambla affiliated police officers) in Wisconsin.
340. Jeffrey Riemer suffers Dissociative Identity Disorder, and other comorbid conditions, and is a RUSSELL OPIUM FAMILY DEA drug-controlled substance abuser 
(possible VRIL PARASITE HOST), and by Loraine holding the seatbelt, so Jeffrey could not jump out of the moving vehicle, as he was simultaneously yelling at Loraine in his 
FRONT PERSONALITY, and reaching for the steering wheel, with his left arm, with an oncoming car in the opposite lane. Jeffrey had opened the passenger door, and used 
his right arm to brace himself to the roof, Loraine was concerned for everyone’s safety, knew Jeffrey was in distress with all the pressures of the KLAN swimming through 
his head, wasn’t sure what he was doing, and took control of the situation thinking he may hurt himself if he jumped out of a moving vehicle while having a mental health 
crisis, while confused with the directives he was being given by his sister, and the men who are always threatening him to serve them. Loraine “triggered” Jeffrey to his 
alter when she restrained him from jumping out of the vehicle and grabbing the wheel to veer the vehicle into an oncoming car, to complete the assumed insurance fraud
that Christopher had tried multiple times with the Freemasons to execute. Jeffrey broke down in tears multiple times about his relationship with his father Dennis and 
talked at length about his life when they would leave him alone (for any duration of time) to get comfortable with Loraine in her home where he felt safest from the 
demands and stalking of the KLAN. Jeffrey confided he had often been beaten/restrained by his father as a child, and suggested things at his elementary school were not 
right either, but never went into much detail, as he would revert to speaking highly of his Grandmother to exit the conversations of growing up in Dennis’ home without 
his mother, and was confused about what had happened as his father Dennis a very dangerous person (who’s highly connected through his employment at AO Smith), 
and suffers with an extreme Malignant Covert Narcissistic Personality Disorder and seems like a “great guy” in public, as all VRIL HOSTS do.
341. Loraine felt Jeffrey was having a mental health crisis, already knew he had remote manipulation of his arms, and had used drugs and been overthrown by hidden 
technologies and didn’t want him to get hurt. Jeffreys reaction to Loraine holding the seatbelt was shock and confusion. When Loraine stopped the vehicle in her driveway
with Jeffreys door still open, Jeffrey jumped on top of her and began choking her, raised his fist and said, “I’m gonna kill you!” Loraine looked into his eyes without moving
until he awoke from his trance in confusion stepped out of the car and began walking toward Loraine’s from door and went inside the locked house with Loraine’s keys 
still in the ignition. Inside the home Jeffrey continued trying to stage cover up domestic violence as he had done since she began asking him to leave her home on 
07/26/2010 when he slept with Jamie Lyn Gertsch while he claimed he was repairing a truck. This will be further detailed for Wisconsin.
342. that the craigslist listing for the James Neil Umhoeffer’s rental was not a random listing for a tenant and James: harassed and contacted Loraine for a personal 
relationship, interrogating her about her political and religious beliefs the entire time Loraine stayed in the dwelling.
343. since Christopher Scott Kwiatkowski Kwiat became obsessed with Loraine on her last day of school in her 8th grade year at Horning Middle School when she invited 
Julie Raschka to bring him to Doug Kiser’s pool party, and though Loraine and Craig were spending all their time together at the party, Scott would not stop staring at 
Loraine and has stalked and plotted since.
344. Loraine will be sending invoice to all jurisdictions she has engaged within beginning from the date George W Bush was put into office against his will by men 
surrounding his (also unwilling) father and the conspiring of the PNAC (AKA AGENDA21) - to which Jeb Bush and Richard Cheney are signatories causing Loraine to have to 
seek refuge in the Rocky Mountains to devise a plan to force Christopher Scott Kwiatkowski Kwiat out of her home, where he stayed unwelcomed since 1992.
345. Loraine and Brittani need restraining orders and gag orders on a long list of predatory characters who are no actual part of their lives and are seeking to cause them 
harm and that they have been petitioning the court as far back as July 2009 in Massachusetts and Wisconsin for protection from the overt and covert abuse and 
gangstalking of Christopher Scott Kwiat and the ritual clan.
346. Loraine got and office on Mason Street in Milwaukee, Wisconsin to sort her businesses and plan to relocate without Christopher to San Francisco or Los Angeles and 
Christopher was having James and Roseann come to visit with Loraine’s children against her wishes as well as sexually and psychologically abusing Loraine’s children while
she was away after they were put to bed. At this address Christopher began cross dressing in Loraine’s robe when he battered and molested Chloe to make Chloe believe 
Loraine was her abuser. When Loraine would come from the shower in her robe beyond his attack, Chloe would run violently down the hall and attack Loraine until 
Loraine could convince her she was not going to hurt her and changed out of the robe. It is also clear that Christopher was battering the children with their comfort toys, 
so they would become angry at Loraine when she offered to puppeteer and play with them with those specific toys. Christopher stole Chloe’s teddy bears on a regular 
basis and completely removed her bear named “Favorite” a few days before we moved to Thousand Oaks to make the transition more difficult for Loraine and Chloe. 
NOTE: this will be further detailed for the submissions for the State of Wisconsin.
347. Loraine forced Christopher Scott Kwiatkowski Kwiat forced to leave the home at 7 Country Lane, South Hadley, Massachusetts in May of 2009, and Christopher 
rented an apartment with an African American man on Jasper Street in South Hadley. From that address he continued to plot to commit more: torturous interference, 
domestic violence, fraud, computer crimes, wiretapping, interloping, chaos, commissioning, conspiring, blackmailing, enticing, home invasions, larcenies, defamation, 
poisoning, and shop jurisdictions he had prepared organized crimes to: misprision felony, create false mental diagnosis, cause extreme loss and injury, participated in sex 
trafficking Brittani Lowling Forler, continued brainwashing both children and lying to anyone to gain aid to kidnap Chloe Abigail Kwiat from Loraine’s  custody through Don
Wilson’s aid in causing: mayhem, and circus of lies that had gone on for 30 years against Loraine’s knowledge, to interfere with income potential, self-sufficiency, and 
personal relationships, to isolate, polarize and otherwise torture advocate, and clients, to threaten, and intimidate, to attempt to displace multiple parties from housing, 
to prevent medical and legal services, to attempt to enjoin parties in subversive organization or exploit for prostitution, by numerous, ongoing, illegal invasions of privacy 
granted to Loraine Mae Lowling under the 4th Amendment of the Bill of Rights.
348. Christopher Scott Kwiatkowski Kwiat is currently in contempt of court in Franklin County Massachusetts and had commissioned and conspired to force Loraine from 
her land bought on her income, and her credit, and the home, and forced her from her local businesses to seek safety, and shelter in PREMEDITATED TRAP in Wisconsin.
349. Christopher Scott Kwiatkowski Kwiat traveled interstate from Wauwatosa, Wisconsin to: Thousand Oaks, California; Ojai; Evergreen, Colorado; Warwick, Rhode 
Island; and Seekonk, Massachusetts to commit more: torturous interference, domestic violence, fraud, computer crimes, wiretapping, interloping, chaos, commissioning, 
conspiring, blackmailing, enticing, home invasions, larcenies, defamation, poisoning, and shop jurisdictions he had prepared organized crimes to: misprision felony, create 
false mental diagnosis, cause extreme loss and injury, and gain aid to kidnap Brittani Ellen Lowling Forler and Chloe Abigail Kwiat from Loraine’s  custody. NOTE: this will 
be further detailed for the submissions for the states involved and the State of Minnesota.
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350. Christopher Scott Kwiatkowski Kwiat conspired with Dave from Jones Realty to lie about properties Loraine was finding in Easthampton (an Irish settlement), try to 
force Loraine into purchasing the property adjacent to Marjorie Jane Pratt Townsend (Russell) at 18 Mt. Warner Road, Hadley, Massachusetts and ultimately to force 
Loraine into purchasing in the jurisdiction of South Hadley, Massachusetts, Dave manipulating his own relatives to move them out, and forcing Loraine to sign closing 
documents on a home she did not wish to reside in with him and was physically violent the night before to force her. He stayed in that dwelling against Loraine’s will, to 
commit more: torturous interference, domestic violence, fraud, computer crimes, wiretapping, interloping, chaos, commissioning, conspiring, blackmailing, enticing, 
home invasions, larcenies, defamation, poisoning, and shop jurisdictions he had prepared organized crimes to: misprision felony, create false mental diagnosis, cause 
extreme loss and injury, and gain aid to kidnap Chloe Abigail Kwiat from Loraine’s  custody through Don Wilson’s aid in causing: mayhem, and circus of lies that had gone 
on for 30 years against Loraine’s knowledge, to interfere with income potential, self-sufficiency, and personal relationships, to isolate, polarize and otherwise torture 
advocate, and clients, to threaten, and intimidate, to attempt to displace multiple parties from housing, to prevent medical and legal services, to attempt to enjoin parties
in subversive organization or exploit for prostitution, by numerous, ongoing, illegal invasions of privacy granted to Loraine Mae Lowling under the 4th Amendment of the 
Bill of Rights.
351. Christopher Scott Kwiatkowski Kwiat jumped jurisdiction to Easthampton, Massachusetts to commit more: torturous interference, domestic violence, fraud, 
computer crimes, wiretapping, interloping, chaos, commissioning, conspiring, blackmailing, enticing, home invasions, larcenies, defamation, poisoning, and shop 
jurisdictions he had prepared organized crimes to: misprision felony, create false mental diagnosis, cause extreme loss and injury, and gain aid to kidnap Brittani Ellen 
Lowling Forler and Chloe Abigail Kwiat from Loraine’s  custody through Don Wilson’s aid in causing: mayhem, and circus of lies that had gone on for 30 years against 
Loraine’s knowledge, to interfere with income potential, self-sufficiency, and personal relationships, to isolate, polarize and otherwise torture advocate, and clients, to 
threatened, and intimidate, to attempt to displace multiple parties from housing, to prevent medical and legal services, to attempt to enjoin parties in subversive 
organization or exploit for prostitution, by numerous, ongoing, illegal invasions of privacy granted to Loraine Mae Lowling under the 4th Amendment of the Bill of Rights.
352. Christopher Scott Kwiatkowski Kwiat advertised and exploited Loraine and her daughters and conspired over: cell phones, the internet and conference calls to sex 
traffic Brittani to Arizona on James and Roseanns behalf.
353. Christopher Scott Kwiatkowski Kwiat advertised and exploited Loraine and her daughters and conspired over: cell phones, the internet and conference calls to sex 
traffic Loraine and Chloe into James Neil Umhoeffer’s home on ***Pleasant Street in Menomonee Falls, WI (and federal agents were watching the entire time collecting 
data and sound and audio).
354. Christopher Scott Kwiatkowski Kwiat forced his way back into the home and would not leave in November of 2009 and forced Loraine to leave the home at 7 
Country Lane, South Hadley, Massachusetts from that address he continued to plot to commit more: torturous interference, domestic violence, fraud, computer crimes, 
wiretapping, interloping, chaos, commissioning, conspiring, blackmailing, enticing, home invasions, larcenies, defamation, poisoning, and shop jurisdictions he had 
prepared organized crimes to: misprision felony, create false mental diagnosis, cause extreme loss and injury, participated in sex trafficking Brittani Lowling Forler, 
continued brainwashing both children and lying to anyone to gain aid to kidnap Chloe Abigail Kwiat from Loraine’s  custody through Don Wilson’s aid in causing: mayhem, 
and circus of lies that had gone on for 30 years against Loraine’s knowledge, to interfere with income potential, self-sufficiency, and personal relationships, to isolate, 
polarize and otherwise torture advocate, and clients, to threatened, and intimidate, to attempt to displace multiple parties from housing, to prevent medical and legal 
services, to attempt to enjoin parties in subversive organization or exploit for prostitution, by numerous, ongoing, illegal invasions of privacy granted to Loraine Mae 
Lowling under the 4th Amendment of the Bill of Rights.
355. Christopher Scott Kwiatkowski Kwiat is currently in contempt of court in Franklin County Massachusetts and had commissioned and conspired to force Loraine from 
her land bought on her income, and her credit, and the home, and forced her from her local businesses to seek safety, and shelter in PREMEDITATED TRAP in Wisconsin.
356. Christopher Scott Kwiatkowski Kwiat traveled interstate to Milwaukee, Wisconsin to commit more: torturous interference, domestic violence, fraud, computer 
crimes, wiretapping, interloping, chaos, commissioning, conspiring, blackmailing, enticing, home invasions, larcenies, defamation, poisoning, and shop jurisdictions he had
prepared organized crimes to: misprision felony, create false mental diagnosis, cause extreme loss and injury, and gain aid to kidnap Chloe Abigail Kwiat from Loraine’s  
custody through Don Wilson’s aid in causing: mayhem, and circus of lies that had gone on for 30 years against Loraine’s knowledge, to interfere with income potential, 
self-sufficiency, and personal relationships, to isolate, polarize and otherwise torture advocate, and clients, to threatened, and intimidate, to attempt to displace multiple 
parties from housing, to prevent medical and legal services, to attempt to enjoin parties in subversive organization or exploit for prostitution, by numerous, ongoing, 
illegal invasions of privacy granted to Loraine Mae Lowling under the 4th Amendment of the Bill of Rights.

357. Sex Trafficking is a HATE CRIME executed by CLOSET HOMOSEXUAL males, usually PEDOPHILES, who KEEP female HOSTAGES by use of many forms of FORCE, 
invisible technology they conspire within, and often by poisoning with common household products and techniques men - in the know -  will not collect evidence of other 
than to hold against the predator for further cooperation, and to destroy the evidences and try to time out the cases with innumerable techniques of: torturous 
interferences and electronic harassment, ticketing, attacking devices, stealing corrupting files, messing with public computer terminals, spying via CCTV systems and or 
stealing and  destroying evidences, creating false documents and stealing proof needed for court, tampering through mail and package carriers, tampering via auto 
mechanics, tampering from within POS systems (debit and credit cards deny payment, sometimes work on 3rd try), they pull fire alarms in courthouses when persons of 
interest arrive to evacuate the buildings, they disrupt process/plan, they shut down entire library computers systems and all terminals when POI log on to copy & corrupt 
files on any device or drive inserted; they view, print and monitor everything Loraine print & corrupt drivers on all printers or implement DDOS attacks, they continually 
issue emp attacks on mine & Loraine’s daughter Brittani’s devices and “brick” the units, they log onto all Loraine’s accounts & work portals to mess with Loraine’s 
calendar scheduling, find Loraine’s location & ambush Loraine’s work performed and throw away sales made so Loraine don’t get paid, they block all traffic to any way 
Loraine try to make money online, they steal important packages keys, and EBT/Debit cards & notices from the mail systems to waste Loraine’s time and inconvenience 
Loraine making Loraine go through the motions 2 & 3 times for every little thing, they tamper with mail code to fail delivery of Loraine’s payments to cause default, they 
harass Loraine with ads for conditions and diseases Loraine don’t have, they continuously log in and change Loraine’s passwords and security questions to lock Loraine out
of all online accounts (including eBay where Loraine earned Loraine’s income), they continuously post lies, defamation and rumors of Stacy Walenta (who has never been 
any real part of Loraine’s life and always gone undiagnosed for her mental disorders and self-medicating victimizing Loraine and all women she envies) on forums, blogs & 
websites and she was hosting her own called lorineedshelp for years full of lies terrorizing Loraine live commissioning crimes, repeatedly trying to get Loraine’s phone 
numbers to get in Loraine’s devices and put the numbers in VOIP systems she harassed her other victims with as well with Loraine’s number to try and make police 
believe Loraine was harassing and threatening people Loraine don’t know across the internet and on back page and other sites. Then, pretending to be on their side to 
help them stop Loraine and get them to file complaints and restraining orders with Loraine’s name on them for what she did while making Loraine’s contact to investigate 
seem like Loraine was attacking them; they set up profiles on dating sites such as match.com to impersonate Loraine and draw in dangerous sex addicts and predators 
who hunted Loraine and Brittani live on the surface; they charged onto Loraine’s American Express Gold card in 2007 and Christopher told Loraine he spoke with police 
and took care of it the account was linked to a yahoo account pearl4princess@yahoo.com; Christopher threatened to have hackers he knew in India through his 
employers stalk me; Christopher added Loraine’s name to a flash animation threatening to kill Osama Bin Laden with a Raytheon bomb illustration he drew on contract 
there and uploaded it to Loraine’s hosting account on scolordesigns.com (I had nothing to do with it); he met Steven Haskell aka Valerie Simone (transvestite woman 
hater porn industry mentally disordered veteran) while working at Raytheon who worked for security firms as a foot patrol stalked / third-party harassed & defamed, 
robbed, conspired, terrorized, moved in our homes & tried to trick us, touch us, sell us, trade us, drug us and messed with Loraine and Loraine’s daughter with many other
transvestites and gays for many years in Massachusetts; they have drug addicts send Loraine pictures of their genitals through Facebook continuously and call Loraine and
try to video chat so the interruptions are continuous and Loraine have to spend Loraine’s time blocking nonstop, tampering in every electronic manner to aggravate 
Loraine and waste Loraine’s time, or get Loraine writing about what they want, for many years they impersonated Loraine into political issues Loraine know and care 
nothing about, so would Loraine have to write to define everything about myself and Loraine’s past personal life to correct the narrative in artificial intelligence and debug
it to have Loraine’s clone watch them. Loraine could go on and on...

mailto:pearl4princess@yahoo.com
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358. Christopher Scott (Kwiatkowski) Kwiat wrongfully enslaved and held Loraine and her two children (created of rape) hostage, jumping state lines to commit domestic 
abuse whenever human services began a new investigation, for political and financial purposes, to commit child and spousal abuse, fraud, steal intellectual properties and
trade secrets to sell and profit from, to fabricate criminal charges and false diagnosis, and destroy Loraine’s credit worthiness and employability and use her identity for 
various crimes and political purposes to set his enemies against her person/name covertly, to cause toxic stress, failing health by illegally practicing undisclosed satanic 
religion and medicine on Loraine and her children and premature death by created disease, and use her intellectual properties, knowledge, social status, social skills, 
business skills, income and business efforts as a tax shelter and obtain/maintain a corporate position with vetting that he was otherwise unqualified for.
359. that Christopher Scott (Kwiatkowski) Kwiat psychologically tortured and blackmailed Loraine into marrying him by threatening to have Craig Steven Husar “gutted 
like a fish for the diamonds in Antwerp” and continuously reminding her of Dave Cerami’s murder where his car was intentionally crashed via, electronic manipulation, in 
front of the Elmbrook Church in Brookfield, Wisconsin, as well as threatening to help remove Loraine’s custody of abused daughter Brittani to Loraine’s pedophilic and 
violently abusive step mother Rose Ann Lowling and potentially biological father James Phillip Lowling who is an extremely violent covert malignant narcissist, human 
trafficker, and pedophile.
360. that Loraine has been seeking and negotiating an annulment from Christopher Scott (Kwiatkowski) Kwiat since the date of the marriage August 28, 1994 and trying 
to get Christopher out of her home since he moved in, unwelcomed, on 75th Street in West Allis, WI on or around March of 1992, and began spying, gaslighting, 
vandalizing, stealing, raping, covertly drugging and poisoning for control, conspiring with James P Lowing, Rose A Lowling, Stacy Marie (Lowling) Walenta and Gary Paul 
Kwiat.
361. Loraine has repeatedly been prevented from attending hearings, filing documents, and prevented from obtaining a restraining order against Christopher Scott 
(Kwiatkowski) Kwiat, and multiple other third-party abusers, and participating members of the ritual clan (including members within the military industrial complex) 
organizing over satellites and other electronics and stateliness, in violation of the VAWA, in attempt to prevent standing, cause of action, financial, physical and mental 
stability, to cause displacement, debt, humiliation, defamation, duress, distress and gross bodily harm, and to fabricate the appearance of instability to prevent criminal 
charges on her conspiring abusers and equal protections, legal reparations, financial dispersant and recuperations, healthy relationships, and JUSTICE, VINDICATION and 
VALID SERVICES for herself and her children.
362. Christopher Scott (Kwiatkowski) Kwiat raped Loraine and impregnated Loraine against her will stating, “There, now if you try to get away from Loraine I’ll just kill 
ya!” when Chloe Abigail Kwiat was conceived (to prevent Loraine from escaping his abuse and the family and community’s conspiratorial plan to use Loraine’s efforts, 
intelligence, identity and destroy her life after using and destroying reputation, credibility and body and cause death).
363. Christopher Scott (Kwiatkowski) Kwiat illegally impregnated Loraine a second time (against her will) and murdered the fetus inutero (when she decided to abort and 
report the abuse & rape) attempting to cause her to bleed to death or become septic and prevented medical care for a long duration of time with intent to do so.
364. Christopher Scott (Kwiatkowski) Kwiat is incompetent, violent, a malignant covert narcissist, schizophrenic, criminally insane, had been diagnosed with psychiatric 
disorders as a minor and is controlled covertly through technologies related or like patents submitted on prior Admission and men of power arranged he be married to 
Loraine to cover his homosexual and pedophilic behaviors caused by child abuse of said men organizing within the Bavarian Soccer Club of Glendale, Wi which was known 
and arranged by his abusive father Gary Paul (Kwiatkowski) Kwiat.
365. Rachel Rieber conspiring with her stepfather and mother, set out to target and become pregnant with any boy from money, sleeping with many of Loraine’s friends. 
Got Craig drunk to get pregnant. Hid pregnancy for 7 months trying to force Craig to marry her.
366. Craig’s grandmother was sacrificed.
367. Dave Cerami was sacrificed, and Christopher spoke of the night often?
368. Loraine’s daughter Brittani Lowling Forler was conceived of rape and drugging for sexual relations and it was a premeditated conspiratorial crime to violate Loraine’s 
civil rights and keep in in Wisconsin under James Phillip Lowling’s covert control.
369. Loraine was in love with Craig Steven Husar, and refuses to marry anyone who does not measure up to the standards of their ongoing symbiotic romantic 
relationship.
370. Loraine loves Timothy James Mulhall and he was her standard for what her husband would be after college. Their symbiotic relationship is very easy, and they have 
a pure relationship.
371. Christopher preyed on Rachel Rieber to molest Rebecca.
372. Craig Husar encourage to go to Los Angeles, and planned to return in 4 months, but was interfered with, and Christopher was sent in to manage Loraine to prevent 
their planned marriage and ongoing romance.
373. Craig called Loraine to tell her he would like to get married in a private ceremony at Pt. Dume May 1992 when Christopher would not leave Loraine’s home.
374. Brittani Ellen Lowling Forler was falsely diagnosed with ADD / ADHD, which is a fake condition and diagnosis used to issue drugs to children being abused and 
molested, and hidden technologies have been running on her all her life, illegally, as she is not a substance abuser, nor violent, or delusional. This was done to: torture, 
keep and control Loraine, and hide the truth.
375. Craig allows Loraine to take care of political problems and has since they were young.
376. Craig was upset by Loraine’s engagement announcement on Christmas Eve, but Loraine could not explain due to the danger she and her child were in.
377. Craig Husar married Audis Husar on the same day Loraine got married.
378. Craig Husar was equally alarmed at the arrival of a birth announcement and called Lorain because he knew 
379. Kara Anderson also called in response to the birth announcement knowing there was something wrong and Carol came to the wedding to try and warn Loraine’s 
mother that she is watching.
380. Craig and Loraine were trying to negotiate a safe transition as friends and Christopher became aggressive, was impersonating Loraine and pranking through the 
phone and causing upset around the property to get Loraine to call the wrong Police and convince Loraine to leave state, but Christopher would not allow her to go alone 
and begged and negotiated that he will get his own job and apartment and the divorce in Los Angeles. Loraine told Craig simply “we have a communication problem” (he 
was talking about hand writing samples, Loraine had not written him. There were games going on with the phones and for the first time we were not understanding each 
other, as Loraine know now by finding proof of other letters written by Christopher, he was writing confusing thigs to Craig that could have been somewhat believable by 
didn’t match what Craig felt in his heart or Loraine’s eyes).
381. Craig’s wife was in Bonnie McKendry’s class, Bonnie worked in Chloe’s school. Bonnie is a crazy drunken jealous, lying mean girl, not coincidental.
382. Loraine recommended Craig to let go and go find someone to give him the two children they planned to have together. Loraine had to maneuver her way out of the 
situation on her own because they were planning to have them have an affair and murder Craig and his parents, so Loraine would have the store and have Christopher 
manipulate his way back in. Loraine had to move Christopher as far away from Craig as possible, Christopher would not leave after Loraine did so.
383. Stacy and Scott manipulate al the false beliefs of the following (and many other) characters: Cole Koeppen, Tom Lipsky, Tom Diez. Michael Thomas, John Mead, Paul 
Lipsky, John Groth, Clayton Russell, and Chuck Ostermeier
384. Shan Amini organized to crash Kara in Chris Herrmann’s car.
385. Chris Herrmann was murdered.
386. Kara’s bulimia to commit was due to Shan’s psychological abuse.
387. Caused accident on Lannon road total car.
388. Accident on Lannon Roads on way to Waukesha, stole college fund.
389. Stacy Marie Lowling Walenta has a long history of: mental illness and incompetence due to: childhood sexual and psychological abuse of James Phillip Lowling and 
has always coped by: bullying; shopping; phone pranks; fantasy gaming and planning to cause harm to others; over eating; drug and alcohol abuse.
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390. Stacy Marie Lowling Walenta was never approved corporate employment with interaction with others due to her: anti-social behaviors, poor interpersonal 
relationship skills, poor deductive reasoning skills, poor compound reasoning skills, violence and hatred and does not interact with many people on a face-to-face level 
because most fear any interaction with her and she cannot maintain long term relationships without bullying. Most characters fear her finding out they do not like her or 
agree with her because they watch what she is done bullying others since childhood, including Becky Bell, Michelle Peterson, Amy Cook, Jeralyn Burak, Lisa Fracaro, 
Wendy Ersbo, Vicky Houlter, Loraine’s mother. Loraine’s aunt Cheryl Sue, Loraine’s aunt Vern, Loraine’s aunt Kathy and Loraine herself and her daughters Brittani and 
Chloe.
391. Stacy Marie Lowling Walenta is: self-medicating, without self-control, full of seeded misdirected rage, jealousy, spite and bitterness, one-sided sibling rivalry, and has
physically and verbally battered and bullied, defamed, lied about, conspired against, commissioned crimes against, fabricated criminal schemes to entrap, harassed, 
mocked, and stalked Loraine due to her untreated mental illness on behalf of Roseann and James (and others) all of Loraine’s life, in trade for financial, social and political 
support.
392. Stacy Marie Lowling Walenta has a long history of seducing her friends and family’s romantic partners for covert control of the female she envies and wishes to 
cause harm to.
393. Stacy Marie Lowling Walenta tried to seduce any male Cheryl McKendry or Jacquilyn Ann Mckendry Lowling Cobey introduced her to and commits adultery 
regularly.
394. Stacy Marie Lowling Walenta seduced Nicole Stimac’s boyfriend Ojay.
395. Stacy Marie Lowling Walenta seduced Jeralyn Burak’s fiancé Tim Verbric and destroyed their relationship to isolate Jeralyn.
396. Stacy Marie Lowling Walenta seduced Troy David Forler after Loraine requested he leave her apartment in San Francisco and has conspired trying to get him to 
cause Loraine harm and lie since.
397. Stacy Marie Lowling Walenta conspired and commissioned crimes against Loraine all Loraine’s life to create: believable scenarios to outsiders or those Loraine is not 
in close contact with due to her ongoing targeting and invasions into Loraine’s devices, false narratives, instability, a “hard” life and circumstances (such as neglect, 
substance abuse, injury, financial loss, bankruptcy, foreclosure, indigency, homelessness, a mental diagnosis or criminal record) in which they could either convince the 
state to take a child away or convince and threaten and bully Loraine into allowing adoption.
398. Stacy Marie Lowling Walenta commissioned and conspired with Kara Anderson and Scott on behalf of Roseanne and James Phillip Lowling in Elm Grove Wisconsin to
get Loraine into a “steady” relationship so that Christopher could call Loraine and probe her for information while Stacy listened on another phone line in the house.
399. Loraine did not like Christopher talking about other people negatively and suggesting her knew Loraine’s friends, which he does not. 
400. Christopher told Loraine in 1986 that he was going to marry her some day and Loraine said, “No!” and told him they don’t have the kind of relationship he believes 
they do and hung up and called, met with Craig Husar to laugh and talk about how rude, delusional, and arrogant Christopher was.
401. Stacy Marie Lowling Walenta commissioned and conspired with Troy David Forler on behalf of Roseanne and James Phillip Lowling who could not adopt more 
children to:

a. Continually contact and reengage with Loraine up until 2015, in attempt to: cause harm, gather information, and plead with Loraine to stay in the 
relationship (he really wanted), confuse Troy telling him Loraine was the one who got him in trouble for selling cocaine, though he was sleeping with and 
communicating with Stacy at all times, who’s only intent was to gain and keep covert control for James and Roseann, cause malicious harm to Loraine, and 
prevent Loraine and Craig from spending time together or marrying and moving to Chicago, as they had planned since middle school.
b. Encourage Troy to contact Loraine and to: drug, rape, and impregnate Loraine (again) on the Friday after Thanksgiving in 1988 by coaxing Loraine to 
go to a family dinner with Troy so his family did not know they had broken up, despite Loraine being very clear that she was dating Craig Steven Husar. Loraine 
agreed to meet Troy on Saturday afternoon for dinner with his extended family, but Troy stalked Loraine to a local bar on Friday night when Loraine did not 
contact him and had plans to stay at the Howard Johnsons and Loraine woke up at Troy’s mother’s boyfriends home in his youngest sister Tera’s bedroom with
Troy inside her.
c. To try to cover this and all other crimes, including using Loraine’s identity while she was a prostitute in Jainsville with Audrey Newbauer, and to 
collect an inheritance left for Loraine by her Grandmother Phyllis in 1988.

402. Stacy has continued this same above pattern of behavior for 49 years including Christopher Scott Kwiatkowski Kwiat, and all Loraine’s associations, which she would 
not have any knowledge of if she was not: cyberstalking her, gaining information through Facebook surveillance, Google Earth, and gaining access and information to 
surveil Loraine’s devices through Christopher and other known Microsoft security breaches.
403. Christopher Scott Kwiatkowski Kwiat conspired with Stacy Marie Lowling Walenta and Roseann Lowling to overthrow Loraine’s home for covert control on 75th 
Street, West Allis, Wisconsin after Loraine had Troy David Forler removed for his: inability to keep and hold a job, neglect of our child; drug and alcohol abuse problems, 
criminal activities, mental illness, verbal and violence, disrespect, pathological lying, cheating, conspiring with Stacy. Christopher manipulated and began molesting 
Brittani and a remarkable amount of behavioral changes were happening at rapid pace. Christopher manipulated Loraine into temporarily relocating to Hubertus, 
Wisconsin while Stacy arranged for Loraine and Christopher to move into 1669 N. Humboldt Ave, Apt B, Milwaukee, Wisconsin which was owned by Marshall Fields and 
managed by his angry woman-hating son Bruce, Christopher continued his nonsense telling stories about ghosts in the home trying to encourage Loraine to call Police 
about sounds he and his buddies were creating with sonic weapons in the attic. The psychological abuse in this dwelling was significantly increasing as Christopher began 
telling stories to his gay drinking friends that Loraine was controlling him and would not allow him to go out anymore. Loraine was often contacting John-David Morgan 
for his advice and assistance in coping with Christopher’s abuse and smothering, telling Loraine what to think and do, threatening to help Jim get custody of Brittani and 
forcing Loraine to play along that Loraine was in love with him, wanted to be “engaged”, call Craig on Christmas Eve to tell him, and moved to West Allis, Wisconsin to 
save for the wedding Loraine did not want. After the wedding Christopher held onto Loraine during forced intercourse and ejaculated inside her and said, “There, now if 
you try to get away from Loraine I’ll just kill ya.” Christopher forced Loraine to move to Shorewood, a block from Amy Altenburn’s home after that, where he preceded to 
try and gain control of her again. When his plans to make it seem coincidental that he lived a block from Amy and fool her that she wanted to be with him, Christopher 
forced Loraine to buy a white elephant from Jacquilyn Cobey in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin where he continued his abuse and plans.
404. Stacy Marie (Lowling) Walenta is dishonest, incompetent, not credible, is a mentally disordered, criminally insane, persona non-grata, and had been impersonating, 
stalking, spying, slandering, libeling, harassing, conspiring AND COMMISSIONING against Loraine’s freedom and independence, through the internet, over phones, on 
surface and through VoIP/IMSI/Dialer systems, fabricating a negative narrative about Loraine since childhood to maintain covert control of all her environments, torture, 
harass, rob, create criminal charges and false mental diagnosis on James P Lowling and Rose A Lowling’s behalf to cover child abuse and pedophilia against herself and 
Loraine’s step sisters, her nieces and Brittani Ellen Lowling-Forler.
405. Stacy Marie (Lowling) Walenta is only a blood relative, not part of Loraine’s actual physical life, and does not actually know Loraine except by what was discovered 
by spying remotely in devices, googling for information, and gathered covertly from Christopher Scott (Kwiatkowski) Kwiat since prior to the marriage arranged behind 
Loraine’s back and she was blackmailed into. STALKING CONSPIRACY HATE CRIME BLACKMALE FRAUD MARRIAGE COMMISSIONING RAPE ADULTERY.
406. the plan for Stacy to harass and force Loraine to move out from Lone Tree Drive, Elm Grove, Wisconsin to Ridgewood Knoll, Hubertus, Wisconsin with James and 
Roseanne’s plotted by Roseann Lowling, so Roseann could retain better control; read all of Loraine’s private letters; gather the information she felt she couldn’t ask Stacy 
for over the phones without exposing her manipulative plan.\
407. Loraine’s special needs daughter Brittani Ellen Lowling-Forler was illegally injected with biotoxins, at birth, to cause Autism spectrum Asperger’s Syndrome to cover 
planned interfamilial sexual abuse, torture by James P Lowling and Roseann Lowling because Loraine refused to marry her handler, and rapist Troy David Forler, who is a 
criminally insane mental subject, a juvenile detainee, and violent, substance abuser due to childhood trauma and molest of his maternal grandfather Harold King of 
Madison, Wisconsin.
408. Roseann took and destroyed all her Loraine’s private property including notes and private communications.
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409. Loraine knew she was always in danger, and her family displayed abnormal psychological behavior. Loraine did not lead on that she: acknowledged, feared, or was 
concerned about these manipulative behaviors, which was spying for control, until Christopher would not leave Loraine’s many homes as agreed.
410. Loraine and Chuck Ostermeier heard Roseann on another extension to the phone line on their calls often (like when Loraine lived with Stacy).
411. Loraine and Chuck Ostermeier left the line open between them as they slept to prevent Roseann from trying anything, and in case something happened.
412. Roseann continuously repeated to Loraine that she was her mother and it’s too bad Loraine had not had a mother until then trying to program her. Loraine told her 
she had a mother and was not interested in her type of mothering and to back off.
413. Roseann often told the story that Jim and John had a physical fight and Jim broke John’s nose because Jackie was cheating and sleeping w John before my 
conception and that John was Loraine’s real father. Roseann explained that has why Jim was not going to support Loraine going to college.
414. Roseann explained the other reason Jim would not support Lorain going to college was fact that Stacy flunked due to severe substance abuse problems with alcohol 
and cocaine and Loraine would do the same thing, though Loraine didn’t use hard drugs other than isolated singular experiments with a few and she was opposed to hard 
drug or synthetics of any nature could not tolerate even preservatives in processed foods and didn’t like them.
415. Roseann lied to Jim telling him nonsense and stories in rapid succession, Loraine ignored (as John had recommended).
416. Loraine knew both James and Roseann were criminally insane and incompetent, like Stacy and Jackie, and easily bored with trying to correct their behavior or 
redirect them.
417. Roseann lied to Jim and Donna telling them Loraine was using the credit cards and hiding the Visa bill trying to get Loraine to go out and get the mail for her 
continuously so that the bill would be in her hand at some time when she could possibly have neighbors watching, Loraine was aware of her potential scheming having 
lived with Stacy all her life, and circumvented that by ignoring and telling her to get her own bills. When it was revealed that she had spent over $5,000 and was asking 
Loraine to hide the bill from Jim because he would be angry, Loraine again ignored. Roseann had a comparable situation going on with Donna Giese around the same 
period. Loraine knew Roseann was a financial criminal.
418. Roseann was always forcing Loraine to shop with her after school and would come pick Loraine up at school, often Loraine would not be there when she arrived as 
Loraine made her boyfriend Chuck and friend Tammy aware of Roseann’s creepy behavior. Spending too much money on clothes Loraine did not: like, want, need, or 
wear while forcing Loraine to undress in front of her, in the changing rooms, watching her, becoming sexually aroused as she had since Loraine was 5. Loraine knew she 
was a lesbian with potential to be a pedophile.
419. Roseann had a preference harassing Loraine about wearing more make-up and to wear more labels, and form fitting clothes because she felt she had a nice body, 
which grossed Loraine out. Loraine did not want the clothes Roseann chose, never wore them, and left in the closet with the tags on when she moved out on January 18, 
1987 telling Jim Roseann bought them to try to make her look like a tramp and convince her to wear them.
420. Loraine chose one of Jim’s expensive shirts after each of these forced shopping excursions and chopped off the sleeves and wore them to school with bow ties she 
bought at thrift stores, as punishment to Jim for forcing her to stay in a home he did not even live in with a mental sexual predator.
421. Loraine bought retired military uniforms from thrift stores to wear to school in revolt (hoping healthy adults would notice her silent draw of attention) for political 
protection from her mentally disordered parents who harassed her to wear name brand designer labels and stop being weird, acting out with her: outfits, wild shoes, and 
hair.
422. Loraine was effortlessly trying to avoid Roseann’s: narcissism, nonstop gossip about others, racism, elitism, trying to draw Loraine into her nonsense of pitting 
everyone against each other, Roseanns obvious jealousy of Loraine and Jackie, Roseann’s verbal harassment, lies and scheming plots to set Loraine up, make her 
uncomfortable, humiliate, debase Loraine at all times with ongoing traps, and requests to sleep in the bed with Roseann.
423. Roseann poured bleach on a client’s carpet and blamed Loraine. Loraine never had any bleach the day Roseann ruined the carpet for effect on Loraine’s reputation. 
Roseann deducted the cost of the damage from what she owed Loraine for labor.
424. Roseann manipulated at Jim Samuelsson’s home and Loraine believe she was stealing things and when they called, suggested lies, and accused Loraine.
425. Roseann was continually harassing Loraine to gaslight her, which never worked.
426. Loraine blasted punk rock anthems telling Roseann to “fuck off” plainly whenever Roseann was trying to engage to pick fights, which was every minute Loraine was 
at the property on Ridgewood Knoll.
427. Loraine wore headphones even when they were not on to pretend she was listening to music and could safely walk through a room ignoring Roseann prompts, 
without engaging with her and getting upset by her nonstop hostilities and attempted manipulations of and toward Loraine.
428. Loraine challenged Roseann continuously to call police by not returning to the home at the ridiculous curfew of 10 pm (never had a curfew before due to the need to
stay packed and mobile and away from Stacy and the violence and drugs in my mother’s homes).
429. Loraine worked very late hours to stay away trying to come in while they slept sleep shower and leave before they did.
430. Loraine and chuck stayed out in the driveway in Chucks car for hours and hours, so Loraine did not have to go in until he absolutely had to go home.
431. On important nights or nights Roseann was being exceptionally manipulative, aggressive and violent, plotting schemes Loraine didn’t bother to verbalize to anyone, 
was just circumventing Roseann from accomplishing, Loraine would not return until she felt decompressed and relaxed enough to manage whatever new plot, narrative 
or scheme Roseann was adapting to and prepared with when she returned as Roseann always modified on the fly and was actively in the next plan.
432. Roseann was always plotting the typical Nazi plan to traffic and get Loraine pregnant and take the baby with the church/state plan, controlling a new false narrative 
that frankly is boring to Loraine.
433. Loraine has known since she was a child that Roseann is the most dangerous type of predator narcissist and watched her murder animals when she did not know 
Loraine was watching.
434. Roseann suffers Munchausen Syndrome as well and uses the medical system to disable her prey; the doctors she uses are very dangerous as well.
435. Roseann suffers multiple co-morbid conditions with the Munchausen Syndrome.
436. Roseann uses common household toxins and over the counter medications to cause her victims to ail, or sleep when she wishes, to have sexual relations.
437. Loraine would never ingest anything that did not come from as sealed container or was not prepared on her own in Jim’s home.
438. Roseann continuously seeded jealousy of Loraine into Stacy and tried to manipulate Loraine the same way. Loraine ignored.
439. of 1986 Car crash axel was cut in preparation for the crash, and all crashes since have been calculated through quantum computing. Not one at fault accident on 
Loraine’s record. All speeding tickets were staged to attempt to raise premiums and go after Loraine’s driver’s license in attempt to prevent travel/escape from Illuminati 
in every jurisdiction.
440. of 1986 Car crash staged with cult member off Lannon road. Driving 15 mph for more than 2 miles. Loraine took passing lane on left to pass around, no directional 
turned left in front of Loraine. Loraine did no damage to truck. No visible damage to rental from first crash. Roseann did not want to claim on Loraine’s insurance. Claims 
rental company charged $2,000 and stole Loraine’s college savings. Was all a lie.
441. of Loraine’s tires pickup at Hubertus garage (Jeff claims his uncle owned and he worked there). Picked up car with new tires. Two front tires exploded at the same 
time.
442. of Loraine’s stolen Tax return 1987.
443. of Loraine’s stolen inheritance 1988.
444. Jim and Roseann continuously harassed Loraine’s Grandmother. They often poisoned her with arsenic. Murdered for money. Grandmother hated both and did not 
like Stacy coming to visit nonstop trouble and picking fights tattling and whining pouting and lying. Grandmother liked Jackie.
445. Bashed Joe and P’s (Roseanns neighbor and former best friend) windows to their house out with purse when she found out they were cheating. They moved to 
Idaho to hide from her.
446. Roseann and Donna Giese embezzling from/for employer.
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447. Roseann is a thief - retail theft of jewelry.
448. of Loraine’s endorsement for a second presidential term for Donald Trump and that his running mate be Senator Elizabeth Warren.
449. of Loraine’s endorsements of Craig Steven Husar and Brett Healey for Governors of Wisconsin, in that order, beyond which Brett will remain in office for as many 
terms as allowable by law with no contact allowed by bad actors surrounding him.
450. of Loraine’s request to approve Governor Scott Walkers bachelor’s degree and future presidency beyond which Craig Steven Husar will follow.
451. of Loraine supports immediate declassification and repeal marijuana prohibition.
452. of Loraine authorizing victim’s compensation and payment for legal aid to obtain restitutions from her abusers.
453. Loraine is qualified for address suppression under MN law as well as impoundment of all information and denial of release to any agency unless signed by Loraine.
454. Loraine is authorizing funding for actual independent medical services from providers in relation to these: war crimes, related injuries, and general physical health 
needs.
455. these terrorists within the community are disordered and diseased undiagnosed and self-medicating temporally dead “tin soldiers” of the Russell OPIUM INDUSTRY 
who are used to: rob; stalk; traffic; harass; blackmail; drug; poison; rape and intimidate; sane, competent public servants & citizens; and cause harm & fear (to prevent 
them from standing up for and lending aid to victims of hate crimes & trafficking).
456. recognizes Loraine’s order for: recovery, restoration, review and preservation of all communications and banking information and physical and electronic evidences 
gathered by officers and agents anywhere on treaty lands and that they be used by the courts to prosecute bad actors of the “Deep State” or foreign Monarchs and 
Oligarchy ruling as the “Shadow Government” or “Deep State” within our military industrial complex.
457. of Loraine’s request for no further contact nor surveillances that do not pertain to the safety of herself and anyone she knows to provide guidance and protections 
from any agency or entity of relation to royal families or any mental subject she or her relations wish not to engage with.
458. of Loraine’s demand that all technologies used be exposed to the public.
459. of Loraine authorizes federal investigation of all matters within this order, sparing no expense, to convict, treat and incarcerate bad actors and seize all real and 
personal properties as restitutions to Loraine and other victims in Town of Brookfield; Rockford; Elm Grove; Milwaukee; Pewaukee Lake, West Allis; Shorewood; Hubertus;
Wauwatosa; Evergreen; Kalamazoo; South Hadley; North Hampton; Chicopee; Amherst; Sunderland/Leverett/Amherst/Hadley; Brattleboro; Dennis/Hyannis; Providence; 
Albany; Warwick; Lebanon; Silver spring; Alexandria; Raleigh, Enterprise; Leetonia; Menomonee falls; Racine; Grand Rapids; Alton; Brookfield; Madison; Waukesha; 
Winnebago; Grand rapids; Duluth / superior; Hibbing; Coleraine and Buck Lake
460. Loraine is entitled to damages and recovery of her assets and expenses in dealing with this crisis in Itasca County.
461. Loraine, Brittani, and Chloe deserve the ongoing protections of federal agents with the ability for agents to proactively seek arrests, restraining orders, gag orders 
and prosecutions of those who research them for the purposes to cause them harm in any manner, in any country, without their interactions with the courts or law 
enforcement.
462. that the attached Addendum listing technologies and weapons are used to commit treason, fraud, human trafficking domestic terrorism and genocide from within 
the Military Industrial Complex and interlocking FRAUD Criminal Justice & Western “Medical” System, Banking System, Educational System and Religious Operations 
(which are money all laundering stations and tax shelters) in the United States of America and all other countries on behalf of serial families:

http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-
adv.htm&r=2&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&S1=7212546&OS=7212546&RS=7212546 

Dated this 24st day of April 2018 _________________________________________________________

Name: Loraine Mae Lowling

Sworn/affirmed before Loraine this       Address: IMPOUNDED
__________ day of _______________, 2018            City, State, Zip: IMPOUNDED
________________________________________                   Telephone: IMPOUNDED
Notary Public / Deputy Court Administrator
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